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Over the past fifty years, the frequency of landsliding and flooding
in the Boulder Creek basin, Whatcom County, Washington, has increased.
This trend is exaitiined throu^ analysis of the landslides and their
mechanisms of initiation, the conditions for generation of runoff during
eight debris-laden floods, and long-term precipitation and land-use
patterns.
Thirteen active landslides are identified along the main channel of
Boulder Creek, located within the ^ear zone of a late Eocene high-angle
fault. Landslides are classified as debris slides and sluirp-earthflows.
Average landslide volume is 8,700 cubic meters. The largest slide
observed is 36,700 cubic meters. Slc^ angles range frcan 25 to 53
degrees. Slunp-earthflcws continue to st5)ply sediment to the channel
even after the wet winter season; the surface velocity of one failure
at 32 cru/day in late May. landslides are supplying more debris
than the creek can normally transport. Within the channel, twenty-two
debris jams serve as tetiporary sediment-storage sites, retaining an
average volume of 300 cubic meters of material per jam. These debris
jams increase channel instability and the risk of damaging floods.
The principal factors controlling the susceptibility of hillslopes
to failure are identified losing the variables of the modified Mohr- 
rmilomBi equation and are ranked in order of decreasing inportance:
1) low apparent cohesion, 2) low artificial cc^esion, and
3) oedistribution of total normal stress. Steep slopes with thin
glacial and colluvial soils are underlain by hi^y fractured, jointed.
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and sheared bedrock, providing evidence of lew apparent cdiesion. low
artificial cohesion is attributed to root decay follcwing forest
removal. Road construction has changed the wei^t distribution of
hillslqpes and concentrated water flow. At sites viiere one or more of
these unstable conditions are present, increased pore-water pressure due
to precipitation is the most-likely triggering mechanism for failure.
Results of precipitation, teirperature, and streamflcw data analyses
for ei^t flooding events show that floods are caused by the following
hydrometeorological conditions, listed in order of decreasing frequency:
1) rainfall acccjipanied by snowmelt, 2) rainfall onto deeply frozen, but
thawing ground, and 3) moderate to heavy rainfall. Recurrence intervals
for associated 24-hour storms range from 0.2 to 38.8 years, with
precipitation intensities ranging from 37 to 145 mm. The basin altitude
ranges from 183-1671 meters, and thus the Boulder Creek basin is
situated directly within the transient snew zone of the North Cascades.
Estimates of snowmelt-generated runoff for the ei^t floods ^ow an 8 to
100 percent volumetric increase over runoff from rain only, and suggest
that snowmelt may depress the magnitude and frequency of precipitation
necessary for flood generation.
Slightly increasing trends in mean annual and winter precipitation
over the fifty years of record are not convincing explanations for the
accelerated frequency of landsliding and flooding. In addition, the
high year-to-year variability of precipitation eliminates the
possibility of using the trends as reliable predictors. Rather, the
accelerated frequency of landslides and debris-laden floods is caused by
the synergetic effects of geologic, hydrologic, and vegetative factors.
iii
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A. STATPyiran' OF TTORffM
Boulder Creek, a tributary of the North Fork Nooksack River in
Whatccm County, Washington, has experienced sporadic, sudden, floods
that entrain large amounts of organic and inorganic debris. Flood
debris frequently obstructs travel on the Mount Baker hi^way (SR #542)
at the Boulder Creek alluvicil fan, near its confluence with the North
Fork Nooksack River, 3.2 kilcmeters east of the town of Maple Falls and
4.8 kilcsneters west of the tcwn of Glacier (Fig. 1). Records from the
Washington D^artment of Transportation document increasing numbers of
these "debris-laden floods" in Boulder Creek since the 1950's. Numerous
landslides are the primary source of bedload, and i?3stream erosion has
increased (Peak Northwest, 1986). The increased erosion and
sedimentation have hei^tened awareness of the hazard, yet the causes of
this disequilibrium condition remain poorly understood.
B. IMPORiaNCE OF THIS STOPy
Given the multiple resource use and proposed development within the
Boulder Creek basin (fisheries, forestry, hydroelectric power, mining,
recreation, residential and transportation), increased erosion and
sedhnentation have substantial economic and environmental significance.
Econcmic ramifications include hi^way and bridge damages, clean-i;^) and
repair costs, channel maintenance, depreciation of real estate, loss of
soil productivity, restricted access for those vbo reside in the area,






























































transportation corridor. Environmental ramifications include soil loss,
sedimentation, degradation of water quality, and destruction of aquatic
habitats.
An unbiased scientific analysis leading to the recognition and
understanding of the mechanisms, timing and conditions under vMch
environmental hazards occur in the drainage basin is of paramount
iTTipm-t-anr:fa for resource management, hazard-avoidance planning, and
hazard prediction. Ihe cause and control of debris-laden floods in this
drainage basin and other similar settings have been the subject of
intense debate among scientists, state and local authorities and other
affected parties. The goal of this study was solely to further the
understanding of these phenomena, not to influence any particular
special interest groi:?).
In a region vhere natural erosion rates are hi^ due to steep
slopes, shallow soils, strong weathering processes, and seasonally heavy
precipitation, a certain susceptibility to mass wasting is expected.
Various studies (e.g. Harr, 1981; Sidle and Swanston, 1982; VanDine,
1985; Church and Miles, 1987) have described the processes that produce
similar erosion and sedimentation prchlems in other localities. The
Boulder Creek basin provided an excellent opportunity to draw vpon prior
research in many disciplines and apply a scientific approach tcward
uriderstanding how the effects of geology, hydrology, and land-use
practices combine to produce catastrophic phenomena.
C. OBJECTIVES
Ihe chief goals of this project have been to: 1) assess the natural
3
susceptibility of the drainage basin to erosion and downstream flooding;
2) quantify the characteristics of d^ris source areas;
3) evaluate the mechanisms of mass movement; 4) typi:^ the
hydrcmeteorological conditions that produce streamflow capable of
lodDilizing material into debris-laden floods; and 5) evaluate any
factors that may have accelerated the frequency of landsliding and
flooding.
D. HISTORY
The first major transportation corridor across the Boulder Creek
alluvial fan was the Bellin^iam Bay and British Columbia railroad,
constructed around the turn of this century. A wagon road soon
followed, crossing Boulder Creek approximately 60 meters upstream of the
railroad bridge. This road, with several inoprovements, and its timber- 
pile bridge served the area east of Boulder Creek for the first half of
this century, until the bridge was declared structurally xxnsafe (oral
ccaraii., Allen McHenry, 1989). In 1952, the Mount Baker hi^way (SR #542)
was widened and strai^tened, and a new bridge (#542/29) was conpleted
halfway between the railroad bridge and previous bridge. The Washington
State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) has no record of flooding
events severe enough to have breached the pre-1952 bridge (written comm,
frcm Allen McHenry to James Kaska, March 6, 1987). The first WSDOT
record of a road closure due to heavy flooding was in November, 1962
(Fig. 2). The road was buried by debris on at least eleven occasions
between 1962 and 1986 (11/62, 12/69, 1/71, 12/75, 1/77, 12/79 (twice),
12/80, winter 1982, 1/84, 11/86). In 1971-1972 the U.S. Army Corps of
4
Figure 2. Debris-laden flood of November 19, 1962.
State highway employees stand on organicp debris
that jammed behind the Boulder Creek bridge,
at right. Photo by Jack Carver, Bellingham Herald.
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Engineers reinforced the channel banks vip to the apex of the fan, but
the results of their efforts were destroyed by stream action the
following winter. Additional stream maintenance was done in 1964, 1976,
1983, 1985, 1987, and 1988 to keep the channel cpen. Flooding attracted
the attention of national media in November 1986, vhen more than 1,000
people were trapped by a locally-devastating flood in Boulder Creek
(Fig. 3).
The entire drainage basin was originally forested with indigenous
hemlock and cedar (Scott Paper, written comm, to Peak Northwest, Inc.,
1986). In the early part of this century, railroad-based logging
removed old-growth on the lower watershed (below an elevation of
approximately 300 meters, as indicated by aerial piiotographs). Road- 
based timber harvesting of old-grcwth ccanmenced in the 1930's and
proceeded with harvest of old-growth, and second-growth of Douglas fir,
silver fir, and hemlock ip to the present-day (Scott Paper, written
comm, to Peak Northwest, Inc., 1986). Clearcutting often extended
across tributary channels and to the banks of the main stream.
The Icwer reaches of the stream have provided spawning and rearing
habitat for resident and anadromous fish pcpulations (oral comm., John
Thcstpson, 1989). Mineral prospectors have searched the Boulder Creek
basin throu^out the century with little success. In the 1940's, marble
was quarried. Within the past ten years, small-scale hydroelectric
power develcptnent has been proposed for Boulder Creek.
E. PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING
The 21.3 kitf Boulder Creek drainage basin is 45 kilometers
6
Figure 3. Debris-laden flood of November 23, 1986.
Boulder Creek overflows again. High water and debris
over the Mount Baker Highway (left center of photo)
prevents travelers from crossing over Boulder Creek.
Photo by Don Anderson, Bellingham Herald.
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northeast of the caaastal cil^ of Bellim^iain and 24 kilometers northwest
of Mount Baker. located along the western slope of the North Cascade
mountains, this steep, forested drainage basin (Fig. 4) rises 1488
meters from the confluence with the North Fork Nooksack River
(183 meters) to the peak of Bald Mountain (1671 meters). Vegetation
covers most of the basin; only the rocky peak of Bald Mountain is
barren. Along its entire length, the stream descends as a series of
turbulent cascades.
1. BASIN
Morphometric parameters and stream gradients were obtained for the
fan and drainage basin by direct field measurement and digitization of
on topographic (U.S.G.S. 1\^ Maple Falls and Mt. Baker N.E.
quadrangles) and soil maps (Washington State Department of Natural
Resources) at a 1:24,000 scale. Basin morphometry is summarized in
Table 1. Ihe basin is shown in Figure 5, and the drainage network is
illustrated in Figure 6.
2. CLIMATE
The closest National Weather Service station to Boulder Creek is
located at the Glacier Ranger station. Based on ischyetal analysis of
mean annual precipitation over a 30-year period for northwest Washington
(Miller and others, 1973), sli^tly hi^er mean annual precipitation
would be expected in the Boulder Creek basin than at the Glacier
station. The climate in the vicinity of the Boulder Creek basin,
characterized by data from the Glacier station (Table 2), is typically
maritime with mild winters of hi^ precipitation and moderate, dry
8
Figure 4. Topographic map of the Boulder Creek
basin and vicinity. Basin boundaries are indicated
by the dashed line. Contour interval 50 meters,





Area 21.3 kite 8.22 mi^
Max elevation 1671 m 5481 ft
Min elevation 183 m 600 ft
Relief 1488 m 4881 ft
Length 7.28 km 4.53 mi
Bcisin Gradient 13° 13°
Mean Stream Gradient 12° 12°
Aspect ^ 220° 220°
Ruqqedness number^ 0.32 0.32
Drainage density 1.50 knyTotf 2.37 mi/m
FAN
Area 0.37 lore 0.14 mi^
Max elevation 214 m 700 ft
Min elevation 183 m 600 ft
Relief 31 m 100 ft
length 675 m 2213 ft
Gradient 3° 3°
* Mean stream gradient for all tributaries and main channel
** Basin area (Aj,) and basin hei^t (H^) can be conbined as a
measure of basin mggedness according to Melton's equation
(Melton, 1965); R =

























































































































CUMME IN Hffi VICHNnY OF BODIIXR CREEK
GLACIER RANGER STATIOL, WA (National Vfeather Service Station #3160)
latitude 48°53' N
longitude 121° 57' W
Elev. 286 meters (935 feet)Mean tcpographic ^ev. 980 meters (3215 feet)
Parameter Centimeters Inches
+ Mean annueil precipitation 161.2 63.47
+ Maximum annual precipitation 204.0 80.31 (1982)
+ Minimum annual precipitation 100.1 39.39 (1952)
+ Mean winter precipitation (Oct-April) 127.3 50.13
+ Maximum winter precipitation 166.0 65.37 (1972)
+ Minimum winter precipitation 75.7 29.81 (1952)
* Mean number of days ppt > 0.50" 45 days/year
* Mean teitperature 8.5°C 47.2 °F
* Mean number of days T < 0° C 123 days/year
* Month of first winter freeze Octc±)er
+ Source: NQAA Climatological Data for WA (1935-84), Record is 60%
cornplete.
* Source: US DOC Weather Bureau: Climatografiiy of the U.S. (1951-60)
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suiraners. Ei^ty percent of the annual precipitation in the region
occurs in the "winter” period of Octc±)er to April (Fig. 7). Sncw first
appears on upper slopes in October and sncwpacks accumulate and melt
several time each winter in this "transient sncw zone". Moisture-laden,
cyclonic. Pacific air masses follow a prevailing southwesterly winter
storm track (Schermerhom, 1967), initiating precipitation in the form
of rain and sncw by orograpiiic convergence with Black and Bald
Mountains.
Mean monthly discharge at two gaging stations on the North Fork
Nooksack River is shown in Figure 8. Stream discharge at Deming,
downstream from the Boulder Creek confluence, is noticeably bimodal,
with peaks in December and June. The winter peak is attributed to
seasonally heavy rainfall and snowmelt in the transient snow zone. The
summer peak is attributed to glacial runoff and snowmelt frcan the high
alpine regions of the Nooksack River basin. The shape of the Boulder
Creek hydrograph is probably similar to the Deming hydrograjii, althoui^
the earlier melting of snowpacks in the Boulder Creek basin would
produce a less-pronounced spring peak than at the Deming station. The
winter peak is absent at the station near Glacier, ipstream from the
Boulder Creek confluence, because a greater percentage of the
precipitation that falls in the ipper Nooksack basin is stored as snow
and does not melt until late spring or early summer.
3. OEDIDGy
The bedrock units of the Boulder Creek basin consist of the upper
Paleozoic Qiilliwack Group and the middle to v^per Eocene Chuckanut
13
Glacier (1935-1987)
Figure 7. Mean monthly precipitation at Glacier.




Figure 8. Mean monthly discharge (Q) on the Nooksack
River, measured at Deming (USGS #2105) and on the
North Fork Nooksack River near Glacier (USGS #2050).
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Formation (Fig. 9). The Chilliwack Group is coirpDsed of sli(^tly- 
metamorphosed, dacitic and andesitic pyroclastic material, basic flows,
volcanilithic sandstone, siltsone, and shale (Misch, 1966; Brown, 1987).
Discontinous but locally extensive bodies of chert, limestone and marble
from the Chilliwack Groi;^) contain fossils of Devonian to Permian age
(Danner, 1957; Liszak, 1982). Two members of the Chuckanut Formation,
the Wamick, and Bald Mountain members, are eJ^xDsed in northwest­
trending folds within the basin (Johnson, 1984). They consist of fluvial
siltstone, sandstone, and conglcxnerate deposited during the middle to
late Eocene. Jones (1984) mapped discontinuous Tertiary lamprophyre
in the adjacent Canyon Creek drainage basin to the east, and,
although none are presently mapped in the Boulder Creek basin, their
presence is indicated by the lithology of small outcrops, colluvium and
channel material.
Within the Boulder Creek basin, Misch (1961) identified the Boulder
Creek fault as the primary contact between the Chilliwack Group and the
Chuckanut Formation. To the west of the basin, this normal fault is
overlapped by the late Eocene mmtington Formation, constraining the
most recent movement along the faialt to the late Eocene. Miller and
Misch (1963) estimated 1500 meters of vertical displacement along the
fault. The 30- to 50-meter shear zone is highly fractured and jointed,
enhancing erosion vhere the main channel of Boulder Creek follows its
trace.
The bedrock basin is thinly mantled with discontinous deposits left
by continental glaciers. The last major advance and retreat of
















(Armstrong and others, 1965). The Vashon stade of the Fraser Glaciation
(20,000 to 13,500 years b.p.) includes the last major climatic episode
during viiich continental ice, originating in British Columbia, spread
southward and occupied the Puget li^wland (Easterbrook, 1986). IXiring
the the Vashon stade, glacial ice was more than 1600 meters (1 mile)
thick at Bellin^iam and only peaks in the Cascades 1800 meters or hi^er
stood above the surface of the ice sheet, as indicated by granitic
erratics of Canadian origin found at 1737 meters near Mount Baker and
1615 meters in the Twin Sisters Range (Easterbrook, 1986). Previous
workers (Peak Northwest, 1986) inaccurately referred to the i:?:per valley
of the Boulder Creek basin as a typical u-shaped valley with steep walls
and relatively flat bottoms, modified by valley glaciers. On the
contrary, the maximum altitude of 1671 meters and lack of alpine
topograjby indicate the shape of the entire basin was modified by
continental ice. Within the main stream channel, old-growth cedar
stamps can be found rooted on very large boulders (vp to 5 meters in
diameter) composed of local lithologies. Iheir occurrence suggests
transport and deposition by glacial processes.
F. PREVICCS wcgac IN THE BOmXER CREFK nRATNAGE BASIN
Ihe first geologic mapping of the Boulder Creek drainage basin by
Misch (1961) was originally circulated as an unpublished map, and
contributed to the first Washington state geologic map (Huntting and
others, 1961). The Chilliwack Group on Black Mountain was studied by
Liszak (1982), and further mapping of the Chilliwack Groip by Jones
(1984) touched the eastern margins of the Boulder Creek drainage basin.
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Local ej^xDsures and structures of the Qiuckanut Formation were described
by Johnson (1984) as part of a larger study. Millson (1980) analyzed
the iitpact of logging on water quality in a Boulder Cre^ tributary. A
flow-exceedence curve and annual stream hydrograjii for the i:5^3er basin,
a tc^x>graphic map for the lower basin, and characterization of stream
reaches were ccirpiled by Devine (1983) in an application for a Federal
Energy Regulatory Ccanmission (F.E.R.C.) hydroelectric project license
for Boulder Cre^. The inpact of erosion and sedimentation on fisheries
habitat for several Nooksack River tributaries, including Boulder Creek,
was addressed by Peak Northwest, Inc. (1986) for the Lummi Tribal
Fisheries Department. Fisheries biologists and geologists for the Lummi
Tribe conducted habitat mapping and channel surveying on the alluvial
fan from 1982-1985 (oral coram., Jcdin Thompson, 1989). More recently,
Washington Department of Transportation geologists and engineers have
assessed the sedimentation problem on the Boulder Creek alluvial fan for
hi^Tway and bridge maintenance purposes (interdepartmental memo to James
Kaska, ^ril 15, 1987).
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CHAPEER H
PROCESSES OF DEBRIS MDBIUZATraJ AND DEPOSITICN
The Boulder Creek basin may be thou^t of as an energy system in
disequilibrium. The output of the system, referred to herein as
"debris-laden floods", reflects the effects of gravity and water that
terri to restore equilibrium to the system throu^ mass movement. As
with all mass movements, these debris-laden floods have erosional and
depositional phases. Correspondingly, this chapter is divided into two
parts. The first peirt examines the erosional jhase throu*^ study of the
debris sources and the mechanisms of failure initiation. The latter
portion addresses the transport and d^xDsitional jhase of mass movement.
A. DEBRIS S0DRCE5 AND FATTITRE MECHANISMS
1. CBIBCnVES
Aerial photo reconnaissance of the Boulder Creek drainage basin by
Peak Northwest (1986) identified landslides (Fig. 10) as the dcminant
erosion process and primary source of bedload; 88% of the total failures
in the Boulder Creek drainage basin are along the "inner gorge", a
deeply-incised channel section of laterally-coalescing landslides.
Their analysis of slide type, volume, and iiput of sediment to the
stream channel concluded that these failures account for 84% of the
sedunent reaching the stream channel.
In northern California, Ifelsey (1982) found that once debris enters
a perennial stream course, sediment transit time ranges from less than
10 years to about 5,000 years, depending on the proximity of the debris
19
Figure 10. Failure XII (March 1988). A landslide
at the upper end of the inner gorge, along the east
tributary of Boulder Creek (looking east).
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to the active channel. Field reconnaissance of the inner gorge at
Boulder Creek revealed significant accumulations of organic and
inorganic debris in and adjacent to the active main channel (Fig. 11),
indicating tenporary storage of material.
Given the suspected significance of these landslides and stored
channel fill to the bedload of the stream, this study focused in part on
the processes of erosion and d^josition in a 3-kilcaneter stretch of the
channel (Plate 1), including the "inner gorge". The (Objectives were to;
1) semi-quantitatively analyze the stability of natural slcpes and
soils, 2) classify the type and quantify the volume of landsliding,
3) locate and measure the volume of debris accretion in the main
channel, 4) evaluate the possible mechanisms of landsliding and their
relationship to spatial controls, and 5) perform a detailed
investi(gation of sliding activity at one active failure.
2. DATA ANALYSIS
a. Natural slcpe st3bility and soil analysis: Soil type and slope
gradient are ccmmonly-used indicators of natural slope stability
(Heller, 1981; Amaranthus and others, 1985; Schroeder and Swanston,
1987). Sl<^ (gradients were calculated along the inner gorge from the
U.S.G.S. minute (1:24,000) Maple Falls quadrangle. Measurements were
made perpendicular to the contours, taken from the top of the valley
wall down to the stream. Eleven measurements were made on the ri^t
bank (west side) and eleven on the left bank (east side). One
measurement was taken on a slope in between the east and west
tributaries of Boulder Creek at the top of the inner gorge.
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Figure 11. A debris jam in Boulder Creek (July 1988).
Note backpack on tree trunk for scale (looking upstream).
Many slopes over 25° are probably subject to rapid mass-movement,
althou^ the lower limits of slcpe gradient for the initiation of
rotational failxores range frcxn 7-18° (Sidle and others, 1985, cite
papers by Selby, Mathewson and Clary, and Palmer in si^port of these
limits). Ihe addition of water may transform a ste^ gradient from
stable to unstable conditions. Infinite-sl(^ analyses by O'lou^ilin and
Pearce (1976) found that saturation can reduce the angle of stability
for ar^ sl(^5e to less than one half of the unsaturated value.
Slope stability is also affected by soil prc^jerties such as shear
strength, the rate of water movement, and the capacity of a soil to hold
water. Ihe Washington Department of Natural Resources (ENR) soil
overlay map (1:24,000) for T40N, R6E and acconpanying Forest Soil
Summary data sheets were consulted to determine soil characteristics
along the inner gorge. For basin-wide soils information, the reader is
referred to the CNR soils map and the Nooksack River Basin Erosion and
Fisheries Study (Peak Northwest, 1986).
b. Failure classificaticn and quantification: An inventory of
active landslides along the inner gorge was ccaipiled between June and
September of 1988. Areas of active landsliding were initially
identified with 9x9 inch (1:12,000) color aerial photograph
stereopairs, from the 1983 Washington CNR aerial photography project NWC
83 23-57. Failures were then mapped by ground reconnaissance at a
1:6,000 scale. Field measurements of failure type, aspect, slcpe angle,
percent grade, maximum slcpe distance, maximum channel length, height,
and depth (or thickness) of failure were taken with tapje, rangefinder.
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clironeter and altimeter.
According to the system of Vames (1958, 1978), landslides are
categorized according to type of movement and type of material
(Fig. 12). The dcaninance of debris slides, d^ris avalanches and sluirp- 
earthflows in the Boulder Creek basin conforms with the types of mass
movement commonly found in wet, forested environments by Dietrich and
others (1982).
nphiHc; Rlitteg involve slew to rapid translational displacement along
one or several relatively planar, inclined shear surfaces; they are
relatively dry, shallow (less than 1 meter), and nearly rectangular in
shape. Frequently, debris slides have a sluitp block at the head that
subsequently breaks vp with downslcpe movement by sliding and rolling.
Movement is often structurally controlled by surfaces of weakness such
as faiiLts, joints, and bedding planes. Failure may also occur along
planes between beds of differing strength and permeability or between
mantle material and bedrock.
Debris avalanches are very rapid to extremely rapid, shallow
(1-2 meter) flowages of soil, regolith, and weathered bedrock on very
steep slopes. Triggered by high water iiput, the vhole mass flows and
tumbles downward, resembling a viscous fluid, leaving long, narrow,
spoon-shaped scars that taper v^hill.
Distinguishing debris slides from d^ris avalanches is difficult
since a cotrplete gradation from debris slide to d^ris avalanche may
occur, depending on the rate of movement and water content (Vames,
1978). Since rate of movement and water content at the time of failure
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shallow, planar failures in the Boulder Creek basin. Where the shape of
a landslide scar suggested a d^ris avalanche origin, that origin is
noted in the results.
SI imm-earthflows are slow to rapid cxxtplex movements involving
discrete failure by downward and backward rotational sliding of a block
over a broad, concave plane, followed by dcwnslcpe transport via flowage
or gliding of a series of blocks. Activated by hi^ antecedent
moisture, these nearly saturated mass movements are on the order of
1- to 10-meters deep and have steep headwalls with arcuate scarps.
Typically, they are poorly drained and have hummocky, Ichate tongues.
Extension cracks are ccramon vhere sluirping occurs, and sag ponds form
vhere groundwater converges near the toe of surface rvpture. Slunp- 
earthflows are commonly characterized by deep cohesive soils arxi clay- 
rich or pervasively-sheared bedrock (Swanston, 1978).
c. IMsris accretion: In many instances, landslide debris probably
moves directly downstream, maintaining its initial momentum. However,
the large accumulations of debris in the main channel of Boulder Creek
indicate material is teirporarily stored in the channel near the failure
or behind organic barriers. In addition to mass movements that occur on
valley sides and terminate in the channel, VanDine (1985) identified
several other ways for dams to be created: by a build-i:p of organic
debris (such as trees, branches, root wads, and logging slash) in the
creek bed, undercutting and sluirping of the channel banks, or by
infinite slcpe sliding of the creek bed. Regardless of origin, the
effect of a dam is to back up water, sediment, and organic debris.
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creating a "debris jam." Ihe trapped material increases channel
roughness and concentrates stream energy in a few points along the
channel, leading to imdercutting of the channel banks. As a result, the
stream biology, hydrology and sediment tranport are adversely affected,
until the d^ris jam is saturated or undercut, releasing a surge of
ddaris down the channel.
Research in progress by Benda and Dunne (oral ccmm., Lee Benda,
1989) suggests the occurrence of "landslide dam-break floods" as a
mechanism for channel cleaning in Oregon and Washington. Debris jams
may be even more susceptible to sudden failure than inorganic
obstructions, since the organic barriers may split or sinply deteriorate
over time. Ihe presence of debris jams in Boulder Creek is an important
indicator of the level of instability in the stream system and the
related potential for destructive debris-laden floods.
During the summer of 1988, eill debris jams retained by organic
matericil greater than five meters wide (across the channel) were mapped
by ground reconnaissance at a 1:6,000 scale. Matericil retained b^ind
large inorganic barriers was not quantified, since mc±>ilization is less
likely. Measurements recorded were the length of the retaining piece,
volume and conpostion of trapped sediment, and hei^t of debris- 
influenced drcp in the water level. Residence time and transport time
of channel material were not evaluated.
d. Mobilization: Ihe primary factors that influence slope
stability are slope steepness, soil strength, and p»re-water pressure.
Ihe Mohr-Coulomb criterion of failure states that vhen failure occurs.
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the normal and shear stresses on the plane of failure are coi?)led by a
functional relationship between the cchesion, principal stress and angle
of internal friction. The conditions of sl<^ failure can be
represented by the modification of the McSir-Coulomb equation in
Terza^ii's principal work (1950) on the mechanisms of landslide
initiation:
S = C + (cr - /i)tan <p
v^ere
S = shear strength of the material or resistance to failure;
C'= effective cdiesion of the soil;
a = total stress nonnal to a potential slip surface;
/i = pore-^water pressure;
<p = effective angle of internal friction for the soil.
Instability is created or maintained viien the dcwnslope shear stress
exceeds the internal shear resistance. This can happen in three
different ways: 1) a change in the wei^t distribution of the hillslope
or the alteration of a slc^ angle changes the external stress (ct) ,
increasing the shear stress; 2) the shearing resistance (S) is lowered
internally by the inability of the material to adhere together (C); or
3) the shearing resistance (S) is lowered internally by decreased
surface tension and internal friction due to increased pore-water
pressure (/x), viiich reduces the effective normal stress. Ihe angle of
internal friction (0), r^resenting the degree of interlocking of
individual grains, is a material constant. An evalioation of failure
mechanisms requires an analysis of each variable in the above equation.
Ihese variables are related to the spatial controls of geology,




Geology: Cciiesion varies with soil type, bedrock lithology, dip,
orientation of joints, faults, or other lines of weakness such as
contacts and weathering surfaces of lew shear strength and high
water-holding capacity;
Root decay: Root systems contribute to soil strength by providing
artifical cchesion. Cciiesion is lost vtien roots decay;
Seismicity: Earthquake shocks can disturb and destroy intergranular
bonds, permanently decreasing the effective cohesion or internal
friction.
Change in total normal stress (a)
Loading: Construction at the upper end of the sl(^ adds wei^t;
Undercutting: The action of a stream or humans to undercut the
bcise of a hillslc^ or to remove debris;
Seismicity: Seismic-wave propagation can alter the distribution of
forces in a manner equivalent to a terporary steepening of the
slope.
Pore-water pressure (u)
Concentration of groundwater flow: Colluvium-filled hollows,
contacts, and geologic structures can route water;
Blockage or diversion of runoff paths: Interruption of surface
drainage concentrates water;
Elevated soil-moisture levels: Decreased evapotranspiration, hi^
precipitation and snowmelt, or thawing may increase soil-water
iiput in excess of the soil's transmission rate;
Seismicity; Cyclic loading and unloading due to seismic waves can
cause an irreversible change in pore-water pressure, leading to
failure.
Unless significant gravitational momentum frem a failure is present,
a large volume of water is needed to mobilize channel material.
Sediment stored in the channel is transported vhen the hydraulic shear
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stress in the channel exceeds the shear resistance. Ui^ stream- 
velcx:ity and the downslc^je cotponent of gravitational force from the
dqpth of the water-colxmm act to increase the hydraulic shear stress.
Iherefore, dam failure and debris mobilization may be spontaneously
initiated by hi^ stream-discharge. Ihe diameter of the largest
particle that can be transported by the stream is a function of channel
slope, stream velocity and depth. Under normal streamflow conditions,
channel ddoris may be stable. As stream velocity and depth increase,
the slcpe necessary for rodailization decreases, and the size of the
bedload subject to m(±dlization increases.
Since water is usually the critical factor in determining where and
viien the shear resistance of materials is lowered to the point of
failure and mobilization, the role of water is examined in detail under
Chapter III. Human-induced changes to the balance of the system are
discussed s^jarately vinder Chapter V.
Hie cfportunity to analyze failure mechanisms accurately is very
rare, because such analyses require detailed field instrumentation and
long-term monitoring or extensive conputer modeling. Since geotechnical
data for the Boulder Creek basin are lacking, and measuring the
quantities C, a, and /x was infeasible and beyond the sccpe of this
stucfy, failure mechanisms were estimated semi-quantitatively through
field reconnaissance. Any association of failures with low or decreased
cciiesion (C), undercutting or loading (a), and saturation (/x) were
noted. Channel morphology was mapped at a 1:6,000 scale, indicating
vhere banks are vegetated, non-vegetated, eroding, and locations vhere
stream energy is dissipated throu^ natural waterfalls and d^ris jams.
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Bedrock lithologies were confirmed with hand sample and some thin- 
section analyses. Maps by Brown (1987) and Johnson (1982) aided field
interpretations of geologic structure. Where bedding attitudes were
visible, strike and dip were measured with Brunton compass and
clinometer. The seismology gro«:p at the University of Washington
provided information about the possibility of earthquake-induced
landsliding.
3. RESUmS
Slopes along the inner gorge of Boulder Creek are steep; measured
slope angles are represented in Figure 13. Terrain with 25-45° slopes
comprised 65% of the sample area, and 35% of the slopes exceeded 45°.
The characteristics of soils mapped along the inner gorge of Boulder
Cre^ by the Washington State Department of Natural Resources (WaENR)
are summarized in Table 3. Field observations of soil type, associated
landform, parent material, and soil depth at sites of failure are
consistent with these soil characteristics. However, at several
localities along the inner gorge, glacial till was absent; only a very
thin regolith mantled the bedrock.
Thirteen active failures were identified along the 3-kilometer
stretoh of the main channel of Boulder Creek (Plate 1). Scatne sites that
ajpear to represent landslides on aerial jhotograjhs are actually
channels scxDured in bedrock or cut banks, and thus were not mapped as
landslides. No definite association between aspect and sliding activity
is perceptible. Ten failures are classified as debris slides, the















Figure 13. Slope angles along the inner gorge of
Boulder Creek.
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TABLE 3SOIL TYPES AND CHARACTERISTrCS’











































^ Data frcm Washington State Department of Natural Resources 
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Lanc3slides line 0.8 kilcsneters of the left bank and 0.48 kilometers
of the right bank. Slope angles of the failures range from 25-53°.
Average landslide volume is 8695 in^. The largest slide <±iserved is
36,708 m*. A minimum of 113,000 m^ of debris has already been
contributed to the stream channel by these failures. Volijmes may be
considered conservative, since the d^Jth to the failure plane was
difficult to measure and assumed to be very shallow, and because mapping
focused on active failures. Presently, the active sediment source is
70,249 itf in area. The thirteen failures first appeared on aerial
photographs in 1955. A few older, revegetated failures dating back to
the beginning of photo coverage in 1947 contributed sediment in the
past; some currently small, incipient failures suggest further sediment
contributions to the channel.
Plausible mechanisms of failure initiation are summarized in
Table 5. Inherently lew cchesion of bedrock is widespread. The
Chuckanut Formation has abundant joints, fractures, and shaley interbeds
that transect the channel walls, weakening the stability of the slopes.
The Chilliwack Group is also marginally stable, with easily-weathered
interbeds of slightly-metamorphosed volcanic wackes, siliceous tuffs,
and argillaceous rocks ejqxjsed in the inner gorge. In addition, local
pxxis of serpjentinite are found eilong the channel, and slcpe failures are
often associated with them. Within the inner gorge, Boulder Creek
follows the trace of the Boulder Creek fault, vhich sepjarates the
Chilliwack Grotp on the west from the Chuckanut Formation on the east.
Although the precise location of the fault is difficult to constrain,
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Conjugate shear sets, serpentinite, sheared argillaceous material, fault
gouge, cataclasite, and slickensides are ceramon evidence of the shear
zone (Figs. 14 eind 15).
No established connection exists between Tertiary surface faults and
present-day seismicity in Washington, althou^ four low-magnitude
earthquakes have been recorded within the immediate vicinity of the
Boulder Creek basin since the establishment of a seismic monitoring
network in 1971 (Steve Malone, oral ccmra., 1989). The seismic events
are summarized in Table 6. These local quakes were shallow (less than
5-kilcaneters deep) and were probably not even intense enou^ to produce
rockfall.
TABLE 6
RECENT SEISMICITY IN OR NEAR THE BOCJIDER CREEK ERAINAGE BASIN
YEAR DATE TIME lATTTUDE ICNGITUBE MAtaUTUEE
1980 July 15 2133 48‘■58'30" 121°59'48" 1.5
1987 July 27 0849 48'■55'30" 122‘■01'12" 1.7
1987 August 5 2249 48'■59'54" 122°01'02" 1.4
1988 March 25 1706 48“54'04" 121°54'30" 2.0
Vegetative cover on the failure surfaces is so minimal that it does
little to stabilize the slopes. As a result, rill and gully erosion is
common. Undercutting at numerous slides maintains instability. The
lower portions of failures are frequently saturated, and springs
occasionally discharge from the surfaces of the failures.
Twenty-two debris jams were measured in the main channel of Boulder
Creek (Plate 1); data are summarized in Table 7. The debris jams retain
an average 300 m^ in volume of organic and inorganic material’ A
minimum of 914 m^ (1200 cubic yards) was calculated in channel storage
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Figure 14. Cataclasite in the exposed surface of
Failure V. Note pencil for scale.
Figure 15. Slickensides (extending from lower left
to upper right in photo). This boulder is composed
of conglomerate from the Chuckanut Formation.
Slickensides are a common feature seen on rocks
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behind organic barriers. Material retained in debris jams ranges from
fine sand to boulders 2 meters on the long axis and organic debris from
twigs to cedar stunps and trees. In addition to the organic jams,
numerous accumulations exist behind inorganic barriers as large as 4.5
meters on the long axis.
4. DISCDSSICN
The steep slopes of the inner gorge are likely a result of the
valley's association with the hi^-angle Boulder Cre^ fault and
indicate a natural susceptibility to slope instability. This conclusion
concurs with mapping by Easterbrook (1976) for western Whatcom County,
showing the entire Boulder Creek basin as marginally stable, with slopes
greater than 15% underlain by bedrock classified as susc^)tible to
failiore. Uie low apparent cdhesion and hi(^ permeability of the soil
along the inner gorge enhances susceptibility to failure, since water
can easily percolate throu(^ until it reaches a less-permeable zone at
depth.
Bather than being distributed throu^out the entire drainage basin,
the bulk of geomorphic work is accorrplished along the inner gorge by
debris slides and slurrp-earthflows. A variety of potential mechanisms
for lardslide initiation are present. All landslides in the inner gorge
are underlain by rock with low resistance to shear failure, a function
of the inherent geologic weakness of the Boulder Creek shear zone. The
debris slides occur in shallow colluvial and glacial soils and bedrock
along near-surface joints, fractures, and to a lesser extent, bedding
planes. Slimp-earthflows have developed in zones of pervasively-sheared
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material, vMch have been intensified by deep percxalation of groundwater
and subsequent weathering into clay-rich soil. The presence of springs
and saturation in toes of most active failixres suggests that the
convergence of subsurface water may have influenced the development of
critical pore-water pressures, v^ch subsequently triggered failures.
Ihe undercutting action of the stream at the base of several failiares is
presently sustaining their instability, but is not likely to have
initiated such large-scale landsliding. Seismic data collected since
1971 fail to prove that seismicity has been a significant factor in
landslide initiation.
Ihe actively eroding inner gorge is a continual source of sediment
for Boulder Creek. Slope failures are conveying more sediment and
organic debris to the stream than the stream can transport during normal
flow, choking the channel with rubble. Althou<^ large concentrations of
organic and inorganic debris do accumulate over time in streams, the
close proximil^ of debris jams to the base of slope failures suggests
that scatne of the debris jams are relics of slope instability. The
profuse debris jams curb the movement of sediment and water in the
channel and reroute the stream course. Terraced deposits behind
breached organic dams confirm debris-jam failure. Mobilization of
channel debris exacerbates the destructiveness of floods.
In summary, the steep slopes, unstable soils, unfavorable geologic
structure, jointing, fracturing and inherent weak nature of the bedrock
are geologic factors that have primed the Boulder Creek drainage basin
for mass movements and accretion of debris in the stream channel. The
lack of accurate dates for landsliding in the Boulder Creek basin
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prohibits knowing hew frequently mass movements have mobilized directly
into debris-laden floods and the actual residence time of debris in the
channel. A number of scenarios are possible for the initiation of
debris-laden floods: the slides may rush dewn the channel immediately
after failing, providing the mcmentum to pick vp other loose d^ris in
the channel; the channel bed may mobilize during hi^ water; or d^ris
jams may break during a surge of high water. All three circumstances
prc±)ably occur. Because the behavior of the resulting discharge on the
alluvial fan can be an indicator of the processes of mobilization, a
study of the flow processes was undertaken and is discussed in Part B.
5. CASE ST0D5f
Since data on Boulder Cre^ landslides were acquired after the
failures develc^jed, a site was sou^t at vhich to perform a detailed
investigation of sliding activil^ in progress. The study was conducted
at Failure XIII (Plate 1) from February to September 1988. This
southeast-facing site was chosen for its acx:essibility and for its
recent sliding activity, partly indicated by the deterioration of a
logging road. The purpose of this monitoring program was to evaluate
the sliding activity of the slc^, the rate of ground-surface movement,
and the effect of precipitation on sliding activity.
The site is shown in Figures 16 and 17. Bedroede in the vicinity of
the slide is rocks of the Chilliwacdc Grxx^), mantled by a thin and
discontinuous veneer of glacial material. Discrete bedding planes are
not visible. Serpentinite and fault gouge pervade the failure area.
Soil at the top of the failure is thin (30 cm) and overlain by a
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Figure 16. Top of Failure XIII. Chris Suczek, Melinda
Brugman, Yannic Brugman (cute little blob in papoose),
and Don Easterbrook stand on the crown of Failure XIII
where slabs of the logging road are slumping downhill.
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Figure 17. Transverse view (looking NE) of Failure XIII.
West tributary of Boulder Creek flows by the bottom of the
failure. Carrie Anderson, just below and left of center,
for scale.
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relatively wet organic mt. Road-fill vinder the surface of the logging
road is approximately one meter thick. Aerial photos indicate that
human activity in the area first started in 1955 vhen the road was
constructed and trees were removed. Both activities directly affected
the banks of the stream and the channel.
Hie west tributary of Boulder Creek is located just at the base of
this failure; the east and west tributaries join into the main channel
of Boulder Creek approximately 250 meters downstream of Failure XIII.
Ihere is no evidence of any significant surface drainage in the failure
area. Hie slope has been dissected by rill and gully erosion;
depressions from small mass movements are also visible. IXaring the
monitoring period, many of these depressions were regularily filled with
water and such ponding strongly suggests that the subsurface is
saturated.
Hie shape of the failure is concave-ipward; rotational displacement
is indicated by numerous cracks that are vertical near the surface but
curve to became parallel to the slope surface at a minimum depth of
1.5 meters. Hie upper scarp is nearly vertical and crescent-shaped.
Extension cracks 7.5 centimeters wide developed in the road parallel to
the ipper scarp on ;pril 10, 1988. Hie failure headwall was observed to
slough off as the extension cracks widened throu^out the monitoring
period. At its narrowest point, the road was measured at 4.85 meters in
width on March 6, 1988, decreasing to 4.28 meters on Septer±ier 21, 1988.
Remnants of the road were visible with the former road surface tilted
v:5iiill towards the headwall. Original slump blocks disintegrated into
smaller masses, and pressure ridges developed. Ponding of water
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cxxurred v^ere the slope was flattened near the middle of the slide, and
a lobate earthflow developed near the bottom. Plane table and alidade
measurements taken after the monitoring period established elevations
for the slide (Fig. 18) and a zone of active movement ranging from 8- to
15-meters wide.
Initially, detailed monitoring of groundwater levels was atteirpted.
Two PVC cpen-stanc^ipes with slotted screens and perforated inner glass­
tubing with floating cork were installed along the longitudinal axis of
the failure to detect fluctuations in pore-^water pressure. The
continual collapse of the borehole restricted piezometer enplacement to
a depth of about one meter, prc±»ably shallower than the depth of the
failure plane. None of the piezometers showed detectable water-pressure
variations, although the ground was visibly saturated at times and
varied in degree of saturation d^jending on local weather conditions.
The colloidal prcperties of the earth material prc±>ably prevented
transmission of water to the piezometers. Althou^ this aspect of the
monitoring effort was largely unsuccessful, results did indicate that
the pore-water was readily trapped within the landslide, prci3ably
maintaining saturated conditions at depth long after the surface of the
slide had dried.
In February 1988, a grid of stakes was installed along the
longitudinal and transverse axes of the failure, and their movement was
monitored on a weekly basis. Saturation of the landslide precluded
enplacement and monitoring of stakes near the toe (bottom) of the
failure. During the next six weeks, a few small, rapid flcwages carried
away seme of the initial stakes, leaving behind rills and spoon-shaped
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Figure 18. Contour map of Failure XIII. Failure was
surveyed by Monica Gowan and Bernie Dougan using plane
table and alidade on September 21, 1988. Variation in
contours spacing represents zones of extension and
compression within the failure.
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gullies that tapered i:5)hill. At the end of March, the stakes were
reset, and weekly monitoring continued throu^ the end of June. The
vector diagrams in Figures 19a-<i shew the net velocity (expressed as
displacement/day) of individual stakes over four time intervals. Two
transverse stakes within the failxire eidiibited no displacement,
indicating the activity of the failure during the monitoring period was
focused in a smaller area than prior activity. Surface velocities were
fastest in the middle of the failure and probably indicate the location
for the downslope end of the rotational shear plane. Ihis conclusion is
suggested by the change in style of movement finan sluirp to earthflow,
and by the presence of springs and saturated conditions which may
indicate the convergence and discharge of subsurface water.
TO test the possible correlation between sliding activity and
precipitation, a continuous-recording rain gauge was positioned
approximately 70 meters south of the failxire at an elevation of 670
meters, rou^ily equal in elevation to the head of the failure. The
close correlation of precipitation data with slope displacement rates is
shewn in Figures 20a and 20b. Certain periods of intense precipitation
during February and March were apparently responsible for the partial
destruction of the the monitoring grid; newly-formed gxillies distinctly
show these stakes were removed by slope wash. A steady but hi^ amoxxnt
of total precipitation preceded the development of an extensional crack
in the road surface during mid-i^ril and the subsequent rotation and
translation of the hillside. A marked increase in the surface velocity
of the failure also followed these hi^ antecedent-moisture conditions,
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Figure 20. Correlation of slide movement with
precipitation. Top graph (Figure 20a) shows
daily precipitation recorded at a precipitation
gage located approximately 70 meters south of
Failure XIII. Bottom graph (Figure 20b) shows





precipitation, rather than intense rainfall, accelerated mass-movement.
Previously published results (summarized in Sidle and others, 1985)
indicate that shallow (less than one meter), rapid mass-movements
generally respond to individual storms or snowmelt events; deep-seated
failures (greater than one meter) are thought to be more influenced by
overall amounts of seasonal rainfall than by isolated precipitation
events. Swanston and Swanson (1976) found that movement of deep-seated
failures is normally slow early in the wet season, v^le surface water
is still recharging the ground, but later the movement becomes more
responsive to short-term and seasonal precipitation. The results of
detailed slope analysis at Failure XIII are entirely consistent with
these previously published studies and show that such slides in Boulder
Creek continue to contribute sediment after the winter periods of peak
runoff have past. This sediment may be temporarily stored in the
channel, increasing the risk of debris-laden floods for the next winter.
B. TRANSPCCT AND raTOSTFICW
Distinguishing the type of flow process operating in a stream
channel is more than an academic debate, as different types may
r^resent different initiating mechanisms, from water-transport of
channel material to direct mobilization of a hillslope. Current
nomenclature to describe sediment-^water flow processes is contradictory
and often misleading. Most nomenclature aims to distinguish among a
wide range of sediment-water ratios, somewhere between the two extremes
of fully turbulent, dilute streamflow and laminar, viscous d^ris flow.
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1. MAJCR TXIES OF SEDIMENT-WaTER FLOWS
Ihe classification system of Vames (1958, 1978) has probably become
the most widely-used reference for mass-movement terminology. The
Vames classification (Fig. 12) is based on the type of material and
type of movement, further subdivided by velocity and moisture content.
Vames loosely defined "debris flow" to indicate a flow that contains a
relatively hi^ percentage of coarse fragments. Because debris flow is
so ccstimonly used to refer to mass movement on unconfined hillslopes,
Evans (1982) introduced the term "channelized debris flow" for debris
flows vhich have entered preexisting drainage ways.
Neither the Vames nor Evans classification deals with the more
flviid end of sediment-^water ratios. Another term, "debris flood", was
defined by Eisbacher and Clague (1984) as floods carrying significant
amounts of bedload. Work by Swanston (1974) led to the definition of
"debris torrent" as "a mass movement that involves water-charged
predominantly coarse-grained inorganic and organic material...
originating in steep first- or second-order mountain stream channels...
flowing rapidly down a steep, confined prexistijig channel" (oral comm.,
January, 1988). Discharge may entrain a mixture of boulders, gravel,
and sand, with very little silt or clay. Organic inatter, from humus up
to large tree trunks, may contribute over half the volume of solid
matter in the flow (Church and Miles, 1987). The term "debris torrent"
is widely xased in the Pacific Northwest, Canada, and southeast Alaska
(Swanston and Swanson, 1976; Easterbrook, 1983; Syverson, 1984; VanDine,
1985; Church and Miles, 1987; Buchanan, 1988).
Beverage and Culbertson (1964) divided sediment concentrations into
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normal, hi^, extreme, hyperconcentrated and mudflow categories. The
term "hyperconcentrated" is used by them for flows with sediment content
beween 40 to 80 weight-percent as intermediate between normal streamflow
and mudflow. Smith (1986, pg.2) defined a related term,
"hyperconcentrated flood flow**, to describe "hi^-discharge flows in
viiich neither turbulence is the lone sediment suj^rt agent nor in vhich
deposition occurs en masse.. .an extraordinary form of flood in vhich an
extremely large volume of sediment with a wide range in grain size is
moved and deposited in a short period of time frcm hyperconcentrated
dispersion."
Eather than use qualitative terminology based on style and rate of
movement, Pierson and Costa (1987) developed a rheologic classification
of subaerial sediment-water flews based on deformation rate and sediment
concentration. They suggest that existing nomenclatures of flow
phencmena may be encempassed this classification, and, accordingly, a
debris flow would be considered a form of "slurry flow", a plastic
sediment-water mixture that flews as a cdierent, homogenous mass. Since
measuring the rate of deformation and sediment concentration is
iitpractical during flew events and iirpossible after events, this
classification scheme is not useful for the analysis of flew deposits at
Boulder Creek.
2. DAT^ ANM2^SIS
In an effort to determine the transport processes eperating in
Boulder Creek, deductions were made from an investigation of the
morphology and sedimentology of deposits on the alluvial fan, following
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the criteria of Smith (1986), summarized in Table 8. RiotograEdis from
various flooding events were used to help determine the depositional
style of the sediment. Extensive modification of the alluvial fan for
channel and bridge maintenance limited the locations available for
analysis.
3. RESUins
A r^resentative stratigrafiiic section frcm the Boulder Creek
cilluvial fan is shewn in Figure 21. The dcatiinance of horizontal
stratification, normeil grading, poorly-sorted clast-si:5ported framework,
and long-axis orientation parallel to flew indicates deposition from
hyperconcentrated flood flew (Unit A). Intermittent thin beds of clast- 
st^rported open-framework, horizontal stratification and occasional
cross-stratification suggest streamflew facies (Unit B). In places,
debris flew facies are suggested by thick (over a meter) d^xDsits that
consist of poorly-sorted matrix-sLp)ported material lacking internal
stratification, with subrounded to angular clasts as large as 50 cm long
axis that are inversely graded (Unit C). In addition, the surface of
the ij^per fan contains lone boulders and boulder levees, suggestive of a
debris-flow origin (Costa, 1984).
4. DISCDSSICN
Morfiiological and sedimentological evidence suggests that the
Boulder Creek alluvial fan was constructed by multiple processes. The
d^xjsitional processes cannot be irrefutably attributed to either fully
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Rather, most deposits from flow events at Boulder Creek are best
described as hyperconcentrated flood flow. These poorly-sorted
sediments suggest rapid deposition from hi^-concentration dispersions
of sediment in water. Sedimentation thus ajpeairs related to high- 
discharge flows intermediate in sediment/water ratios between those of
streamflow and debris flow.
One of the primary mechanisms for generating debris-laden floods in
Boulder Creek is probably the transformation of channelized debris flows
to hyperconcentrated flood flows by dilution with stream water. The
large amount of organic debris involved may create a traveling dam at
the flow front. This dam may periodically slow the velocity of the flow
and allow construction of marginal levees. Following the initial surge
(or multiple surges) of coarse-grained material, an afterglow of finer
organic and inorganic matericil is established.
Ihe qualitative, regional term ’’debris torrent” is a common synonym
for this transport process, and the general term debris flow is a
partial synonym. Neither term is universally accepted and both terms
have different meanings to different people. In order to eliminate
confusion and promote accuracy in the description of Boulder Creek
events, neither term is xased in this text. Althou^ ’’hyperconcentrated
flood flow” may best describe the rheology of flow behavior, the generic
terms ’’debris-laden floods” or ’’flooding events” will continue to be
lased for the purpose of sinplification.
Failure initiation and sudden debris mdoilization require some sort





While the previous chapter established that portions of the Boulder
Creek basin are geologically sensitive to slope instability, and
lanHgi and dfibris-laden floods are known to be increasingly common
pheronena in Boulder Creek; the conditions that combine to trigger these
events have not been well understood. Since no geotechnical data nor
on-site cAjservations were available for the flooding events, vAiether
debris came directly from hillslope mc±>ilization or channel mobilization
cannot be confirmed by this study (for one exception, please refer to
the Discussion in Chapter V, pg. 134). However, by establishing the
hydrometeorological conditions of the flooding events, insight can be
gained into the conditions that may have triggered landslides, and, that
without question, produced critically large stream-discharge that
mobilized channel fill.
Ihe hydrologically-dependent variable for shear failxire (or
landsliding) in the Mohr-Coulcmb equation is (m) , pore-^ter pressure.
Recall from Chapter II that:
S = C + {a - n)tan <p
viiere
S = resistance to failure or shear strength of the material;
C'= effective cohesion of the soil or rock mass;
a = total stress normal to a potential slip surface;
fj. = pore-water pressure;
0 = effective angle of internal friction for the soil or rock mass.
Ihis build-i:?) of pore-water pressures (n) is successively caused by
the: 1) infiltration of water until the moisture content of the soil is
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at "field capacity" (the maximum amount of moisture that a soil can hold
against free gravitational drainage); 2) continued iiput of water in
excess of the "infiltration capacity" (the maximum rate at which the
soil can absorb rainfall); and 3) formulation of a perched groiandwater
table above a permeability barrier. The resulting increase in pore- 
water pressure decreases the shear strength by reducing the effective
normal stress (a-ix) and frictional resistance imtil the slope fails.
Field studies in a variety of mountain drainage basins (Campbell,
1975; Swanston, 1978; Caine, 1980; Harr, 1981; Eisbacher and Clague,
1984; Cannon and Ellen, 1985; Wieczorek, 1987a) have found several
conditions that increase pore-^water pressure and trigger mass movements.
These conditions can be summarized into three main types of
meteorological events: high-intensity dowrpours, sustained regional
storms involving rain and wind, and rainstorms associated with rapid
sncwmelt.
Breakup, mc±»ilization, and transport of accumulations of organic and
inorganic debris in the channel require a critically large creek
discharge. Previous work in the similar physiographic setting of
southwestern British Columbia (Church and Miles, 1987) determined that
such discharge may be triggered under the following conditions: locally
concentrated rainfall with high antecedent moisture and no snowmelt;
uniformly distributed, moderate rainfall with snowmelt; low intensity
rainfall and heavy snowmelt; and heavy rainfall onto deeply frozen, but
thawing, ground.
Ihe same hydrological parameters that affect mass movements also
produce extremely high runoff and mobilize channel debris. The purpose
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of this chapter is to characterize the typic:al hydrconeteorological
conditions that are related to the ocxaarrence of debris-laden floods in
Boulder Creek.
A. OBJECTIVES
Ihe hydrcineteorological conditions of precipitation, temperature,
and streamflow discharge surrounding ei^t flcxxiing events were chosen
for study. An empiric:al approach was applied to:
1) Quantify the antecodent-moisture conditions (cumulative
precipitation calculated frcan the beginning of the rainy season to each
event) and daily precipitation that fell immediately prior to each
event,
2) Determine the magnitude and frequency of storms associated with
each event,
3) Ccwopare local precipitation data with publi^ed thresholds of
precipitation intensity and duration for ciebris mobilization,
4) Quantify daily tenperature and calculate the altitude of the
freezing levels,
5) i^ply statistical tests of significance to precipitation and
tenperature data,
6) Quantify contenporanecus discharge on the North Fork Nooksack
River and determine the magnitude and frecjuency of the floods associated
with each event,
7) Estimate storm-runoff volumes in Boulder Cre^.
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B. SCXIRCES AND PFT.TARTT.TTY OF THE DA33V
Uie ei^t events were chosen because they were listed by the
Washington State Department of Transportation as causing closure of the
Mount Baker Midway (SR #542), and the associated storms were cross- 
referenced with accounts from The BellincdTam Herald and the U.S.
D^jartment of Ccxnmerce publication Storm Data for Washington.
Since the Boulder Cre^ basin has no permanent recording stations,
meteorological data were acquired frcm nearby valley gaging stations
(Fig. 22). The National Weather Service station at Glacier (NWS #3160)
was the first choice to represent precipitation and tenperature at
Boulder Creek because of its proximity, similar elevation and
physiograjAiic setting, and lengthy record. Where Glacier station
records were inccnplete, data frcm the nearby Nooksack Hatchery
(NWS #5876) or Deming (NWS #2107) stations were applied (Table 9).
Because rainfall is strongly influenced by tcpography, precipitation
frcm a single storm or during a given year can vary greatly over a short
distance. However, due to the high correlation between precipitation
and mean tcpograjiiic elevation that exists among most precipitation
stations in the North Cascades, Rasmussen and Tan^Dom (1976) sufport
the concept of estimating the average precipitation falling in an entire
drainage basin frcm a single point station with a similar elevation.
To check the validity of applying precipitation data from the
Glacier station to the Boulder Creek drainage basin, a continuous- 
recording weighing-bucket type precipitation gage (on loan frcm the U.W.
Atmosfheric Sciences Department) was installed in the study area. The
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"X" indicates station data vised in all analyses
"A" indicaties station data available, but not used in analyses of
significance and threshold relationships
"---” indicates no data available
STATICS latitude lonaitude Elev fm) Elev rft^
Clearbrook (NWS #1484) 48°58'N 122°20'W 19.5 64
Deming (NWS #2107) 48°49'N 122°13'W 61.3 201
Glacier (NWS #3160) 48°53'N 121°57'W 285.0 935
Nooksack Hatchery (NWS #5876) 48°54'N 122°09'W 124.0 410
Deming (USGS #2105) 48°49'N 122°12'W 62.2 204
Glacier (USGS #2050) 48°54'N 121°50'W 380.0 1245
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precipitation data fran the Glacier station (Fig. 23). Precipitation
patterns appear to be uniform and are sufficiently similar to allow \ase
of the Glacier station data in the hydrological analyses of this study.
Teitperature data came from the National Weather Service stations at
Clearbrook (NWS #1484) and Glacier (NWS #3160). Streamflow data from
USGS gaging stations on the Nooksack River at Denting (USGS #2105) and
near Glacier (USGS #2050) were used to represent the magnitude of
flooding (Table 9). However, the Nooksack River data cannot be used to
represent streamflow conditions at Boulder Creek, as the discharge for
the Nooksack River has a different source area.
C. ANftOKIS
Daily precipitation data were analyzed to quantify the antecedent
precipitation, the cumulative precipitation measured from the start of
the rainy season (October 1) up to the day of a given event. Hi^
antecedent precipitation establishes the soil-moisture conditions at
field capacity, making the ground favorable to a buildup of high pore- 
water pressure during subsequent intense precipitation, and sets the
stage for landslide initiation. Caitpbell (1975) and Cannon and Ellen
(1985) found that storms with little antecedent precipitation generally
cannot produce mass movement because the soil mantle is too dry at the
start of the storm. Research by Wieczorek (1987b) determined that more
landslides are triggered by single intense storms than by high
antecedent soil-moisture, but those triggered by the latter are of
greater volume.
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remain at field capacity for an extended period, a hi^er level of
stream discharge will result. The thickness and spatial distribution of
the snowpack is also determined by antecedent precipitation and
tenperature. Elevated stream discharge and extensive snowpacks
ultimately act to lower the amount of precipitation or snowmelt
necessary to trigger a d^ris-laden flood.
Hourly, daily and 24-hour maxima precipitation data were analyzed to
quantify the cumulative mass rainfall for the three days prior to and
inclvxsive of each event, and to determine precipitation intensities
during the course of a storm. All precipitation values came from the
NQAA Hourly Precipitation Data for Washington, for stations cited in
Table 9.
Jfonitoring of piezometric levels in northern California by Wieczorek
(1987a) and southeast Alaska by Wu and Swanston (1980) and Sidle and
Swanston (1982) showed that high-intensity rainfall plays the key role
in elevating pore-water pressures and triggering mass movements. If the
intensity of precipitation exceeds the infiltration capacity of the
soil, not only is pore-water pressure increased, but overland and
subsurface runoff is increased; this process is extensively discussed in
Dunne and Leopold (1978). The resulting hi^ discharge can trigger
debris-laden floods. If intense precipitation from one storm occurs in
the form of snow, that particular storm does not generate runoff;
precipitation is stored until increases in thermal energy produce
melting. This delayed runoff reduces the amount of precipitation
necessary to trigger a d^ris-laden flood.
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Ihe precipitation amounts for various "return periods" (average
interval between precipitation events greater than or equal to a given
magnitude) were estimated vising iscpluvials from the Precipitation
Frenuf^ncv Atlas II for Washington (Miller and others, 1973). To
determine the probability of precipitation events that mt*ilize d^ris
into floods in Boulder Creek, the "partial-duration series" (ccarpilation
of data for all events greater than some arbitrary base magnitude) was
applied to TnaxiTnum 24-hour precipitation data (NQAA Hourly Precipitation
Data for Washington^ over the period of record at the Glacier station.
In the absence of data other than precipitation intensity and
duration, the threshold model of Caine (1980) provides a basis for
predicting mass movements that start as shallcw debris slides and are
transformed into debris avalanches or "debris flows". Caine's analysis
of published eirpirical data suggests a limiting thre^old, or minimum
level of precipitation that triggers mass movement, presumably under
nearly-saturated antecedent conditions. Ihe limit has the general form:
I = 14.82D'°-^
vhere I is the rainfall intensity (mrrv'hour) and D is the duration of
rainfall (hours). Working under the assumption that all Boulder Creek
events reflect direct mobilization of slc^ failures, the applicability
of Caine's model was tested with local intensity-duration data (Monthly
Precipitation Maxima, NOAA Hourly Precipitation Data for Washincrton).
The thresholds for the intensity and duration of storms that actually
triggered flew events in Boulder Creek were also calculated.
Within the transient snow zone, temperature plays a substantial role
in erosion susc^tibility and flood hydrology, since temperature affects
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the form of precipitation and the amount of snowmelt. Snowpacks on the
west slc^ of the North Cascades are similar to those in western Oregon
studied extensively by Harr (1981). Both are characterized as "warm"
snowpacks (i.e. interior tenperatures remain at or near freezing during
the snowpack's existence) and require minimal energy to initiate
melting. During periods of hi^ air tenperature or rainfall, or both, a
warm sncwpack can release water quickly to the soil, provided the
snowpack is saturated. Under seme weather conditions snowmelt can
contribute over a third of the totcil soil-water input (Harr, 1986).
Uiis hi^ water-input increases the likelihood of elevated pore-^water
pressures and the initiation of failures. In Harr's 1981 study, 85% of
all landslides that could be accurately dated were associated with
snowmelt during rainfall, or "rain-on-snow" events.
Large quantities of water became available for runoff and downstream
flooding vhen the rate of snowmelt exceeds the infiltration capacity, or
vhen snowmelt occurs over frozen ground. Harr (1981) found that the
amount of 24-hour water-input necessary to generate a certain peak flow
is five times more frequent for rain-on-snew events than for rainfall
alone, and the resulting stream hydrograph is hi^er with a steeper
rising limb. Ihe amount and timing of snowmelt release (Gray and Male,
1981) are sensitive to: the energy available to melt snow over a given
area, the areal extent of melting sncwcover, and the effects of storage
on movement of meltwater from the snow surface into the stream.
Maximum, minimum, and mean daily tenperature data from NOAA
Climatological Data for Washington were quantified as an index of the
energy available for snowmelt and to indicate prior snow accumulation.
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Tenperature data were then lased to represent the maximum, minimum, and
mean daily freezing levels (illustrating the spatial distribution of the
snowpack and vAiether flew events were associated with snowmelt during
rainfall). Teirperature change with elevation on the west slc^ of the
North Cascades can be r^resented by the moist adiabatic lapse rate of
6°C/1000 meters. Accordingly, as tenperature varied, the freezing level
responded by a change of 166.6 meters for every 1°C. Using this
relationship, the elevation of the freezing level was ccsiputed with
tenperature data from nearby stations (Table 9) by the following
equation:
Freezing level = ’C x 166.66 + station elevation (m)
In the statistical analysis of antecedent precipitation, the
hypothesis xased was that totals of monthly precipitation preceding and
inclusive of the event were not significantly hi^er than the monthly
mean for that month threo^out the record. Daily rainfall and the
maximum, minimum and mean daily tenperature were analyzed with the
hypotheses that precipitation and tenperature in the two days preceding
and inclusive of the event were not significantly higher than the daily
means for the month of the event. TO test these hypotheses, the
••Student's” t-distribution (Spiegel, 1961) was applied, and a t score
was corputed from the follcwing formula:
t = (S - x)/s
v^ere "t" equals the sairple statistic "S" minus the mean "x", divided by
the standard deviation "s".
Because only increases in precipitation and tenperature were of
interest in these analyses, a one-tailed test for significance was
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applied, with a 0.05 prdoabilitY of error (95% confidence limit). If a
value exceeded the prediction limit, the hypotheses were rejected in
favor of the alternative hypotheses that the antecedent precipitation is
significantly greater than the monthly mean for that month throu^out
the record, or, in the cases of precipitation and tenperature, the daily
mean for that month.
Streamflow data CUSCS Water Resources Data for Wa^inoton) were used
to quantify runoff volumes and calculate return periods on the Nooksack
River during Boulder Creek flooding events (Table 9). An "annual- 
mayimim series" flood-frequency analysis was done using a list of flow
exceedence probabilities based on a log-Pearson Type-Ill analysis
(Williams and others, 1985). This list states the prc±»ability that, in
any year, the hii^est instantaneous peak flew will equal or exceed a
specified discharge.
Boulder Creek runoff volumes during each flooding event were
estimated by three different methods:
a) Depth-duration-area analysis: total runoff volume is rou^ily
equal to the depth of precipitation per hour over the area of the
drainage basin (1 inch of rain/hour per acre = 1 cubic foot/second =
0.0283 cubic meters/second). The 24-hour maximum precipitation for each
event was converted to an hourly rate for this method.
b) Regional reerression analysis: a multiple regression equation
was developed for the western Nooksack basin (Cummans and others, 1974),
based on annual peak flow data from Nooksack River stations with 10
years or more of data, log-Pearson Type-Ill frequency curves, and
physical and climatic factors. The equation allows conputation of
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runoff volume (in cfs) for various return periods:
= aAV
v^ere = discharge at specific return period
a = regional runoff coefficient A = area of drainage basin (8.22 mi^ (21.3 Jarr))
p = mean annual precipitation at Glacier







= 616 cfs (18 mVs)
0.257A°-®^^-^ = 901 cfs (26 mVs)
0.288A°-®p’-^ = 1030 cfs (30 mVs)
0.317A°-®p^-“ = 1232 cfs (35 mVs)
0.332A°'^^'^ = 1432 cfs (41 mVs) 
0.343A°’“^^’“ = 1608 cfs (46 mVs) .
Ihese discharge volumes were plotted on logarithmic paper and, from
the equation for the regression line drawn through the data points,
discharge volumes for Boulder Creek were calculated for the 24-hour
storm return periods associated with each debris-laden flood. This
method assumes that the return period of the storm is equivalent to the
return period of discharge, vhich, we shall see, is seldom true.
c) A precipitation-area-altitude distribution, with snowmelt
equation: The meltwater contribution to runoff during rain is generated
by the effects of sensible and latent heat fluxes (Gray and Male, 1981),
and runoff is discharged after the pack has ripened (warmed to 0°C).
For a forested area, total snowmelt (caused by the transfer of heat from
rain to snow) can be estimated by an eirpirical equation developed by the
U.S.A.C.E. (1956), and discussed in Harr (1981):
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= 13(0.339 + 0.0126P^) + 0.23
vdiere = totcil snowmelt in caiv/day
Tg = daily mean air teroperature in °C
P|. = daily precipitation in cm
The a2rea of potential snowmelt was calculated by \xsing the daily
TtiiniTnum and maximum tenperatures to delineate the altitude range of the
freezing levels, and the subsequent percentage of the basin area vhere
the heat exchange of rain-on-snow was potentially occurring (calculated
by an area-altitude distribution in Appendix A). Snowmelt-generated
runoff was ccnputed in a depth-duration-area analysis, using the total
snowmelt frcm the above equation for the area of potential snowmelt.
These runoff values were then added to those calculated for the rain- 
only analysis to obtain a combined value of runoff due to both rainfall
and snowmelt.
The results represent only an estimate of runoff values, since the
limitations to the method are many. First of all, the method that loses
the above equation assumes that an extensive, isothermal snowpack
already exists. Snowpack d^jth and densil^ and tenperature data are
necessary to confirm snowpack distribution in the Boulder Creek basin.
Second, wind velocity and turbulence, atmospheric moisture content, and
albedo are other factors that influerx^e melt and should be considered.
Third, the snowmelt equation was developed for areas covered by dense,
forest vegetation. Over the period of the flooding events (1962-1986),
large portions of the forest in the Boulder Creek basin have been
clearcut. In a similar physiographic setting of the western Cascades,
Berris and Harr (1987) found that clearing of vegetation notably
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increased melting attributed to cxanvective transfer of sensible and
latent heats. Despite the above limitations to this runoff-estimation
method, the values cdotained are prdaably underestimates of actual peak
runoff, due to the removal of forest cxjver within the basin.
D. REsums
A summary of the hydrcmeteorological data analyses and tests of
statistical significance is presented herein. For details of each
individual event, please refer to Chapter IV, "Characteristics of ei^t
historic debris-laden floods". All data used in calculations may be
found in i^^jendix A.
Antecedent seasonal precipitation; Two events occurred in November
(1962, 1986), three events occurred in December (1975, 1979, 1980) and
three events occurred in January (1971, 1977, 1984). Table 10
summarizes the cumulative antecedent seasonal precipitation for each
event, and the data are shown in Figure 24. All events except that of
November 1962 exceeded the thresholds of antecedent precipitation
established by Cannon and Ellen in 1985 (250 mm) and Wieczorek in 1987
(280 mm) for mass movement.
TABLE 10
CCMJIATIVE ANTEGEDEMT SEASONAL I^lEXILPITATiaL (itm)
Nov Jan Dec Jan Dec Dec Jan Nov
NWS Station1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
Deming (#2107) 291 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Glacier (#3160) --- --- --- --- --- 754 --- 516
Nooksack (#5876) --- 954 699 638 478 --- 784 ---















Figure 24. Cumulative antecedent precipitation.
Values from October 1 up to the day of each
flooding event.
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nimilat-ivip- macg; rainfall and 24-hour intensities; Table 11
summarizes the 3-day cumulative mass rainfall shown in Figvire 25. All
events fell on the day of the 24-hour monthly maximum of precipitation
(Table 14), ranging from a minimum of 37 mm on November 19, 1962, to a
maximum of 145 mm on December 14, 1979 (Fig. 26).
TABLE 11
3-DAZ CUMDIATIVE MASS RAINFALL (mm)
Nov Jan Dec Jan Dec Dec Jan Nov
NWS Station1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
Deming (#2107) 47 --- --- --- --- -- --- --
Glacier (#3160) --- --- --- 69 188 145 117 130
Nooksack (#5876) ---- 98 147 107 142 86 173 --
”---” indicates data unavailable
PTBcipitatioii maanitude-freauencv rela^inrishipFi; ihe ejqjected
rainfall intensities for various return periods found on isc^luvieil maps
for the study area (Miller and others, 1973) are shown in Table 12.
TABIE 12
ISOPIDVIAL RETIIFN PERICCS, T








Ihe estimated return period for various intensities determined from







Figure 25. Three-day cumulative mass rainfall,
for the period two days prior to and including
each flooding event.






Figure 26. Twenty-four-hour precipitation maxima.
Each debris-laden flood occurred on the day of the
24-hour monthly precipitation maxima.
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return period for actual 24-hour intensities (Table 13). Ihe analysis
was based on enpirical station records frcan Glacier only, since the
records at Deming and the Nooksack Hatchery are too inccnplete for
analyses.
TABLE 13
PARTIAL DtJRATrCN SERIES for Glacier Ranger Station (1934-1986)
24-hour # storm exceedence return
precipitation events^ probability period
in mm (V) _____ ca_
> 1.0 25 647 12.44 0.08
> 1.5 38 303 5.83 0.17
> 2.0 51 136 2.62 0.38
> 2.5 64 51 0.98 1.02
> 3.0 76 13 0.25 4.00
> 3.5 89 8 0.15 6.67
> 4.0 102 6 0.12 8.30
> 4.5 114 3 0.06 16.67
> 5.0 127 2 0.04 25.00
"p” indicates exceedence prciaability, the chance an event of a given
magnitude will be equalled or exceeded in any given year (probability of
occurrence),
"T" indicates return period, the average interval between events greater
than or equal to a given magnitude with T = 1/p.
[)ata points from Tables 12 and 13 were plotted on logarithmic scale
in Figures 27a and 27b. Ihe equations of the regression lines drawn
between the points were used for calculation of 24-hour storm return
periods cissociated with d^ris-laden floods in Boulder Creek. Return
periods for precipitation amounts recorded at the Deming and Nooksack
Hatchery stations were calculated using the equation of the regression
line for the partial duration series at the Glacier station, since
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inccaiplete data preclixied the same analyses for those stations. Recorded
intensities are compared with calculated return periods in Table 14.
TABLE 14
24^*XIR FRECTPITATiai MAXIMA (mm) AND RETURN PERIODS, T (years)
Nov Jan Dec Jan Dec Dec Jan Nov
NWS Station 1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
Deming (#2107) 37 _ _ ,1 — ___ __Isopluvicil T —
PDS T 0.18 ' " " “ ■" ■' ■ ''
Glacier (#3160) ---- — — — 54 145 87 71 109Isopluvi^ T — — — 0.01 44.5 1.8 0.54 7.6
FDS T — ——— 0.78 38.8 5.1 2.5 12.7
Nooksack (#5876) — 74 104 82 112 51 — —
Isc^luvial T — 0.68 5.6 1.2 8.9 0.07 — —
PDS T — 2.7 10.5 4.0 14.1 0.65 — —
II-- II indicates data unavailable
Brunengo (1988) ranked the precipitation amounts of the 140 largest
48-hour storms (greater than 70 mm) for the period 1940-1987 in western
Washington, averaged over five north-central Cascades stations (Cedar
Lake, Greenwater, tfiid Mountain Dam, Palmer 3ESE, and Stampede Pass).
Comparing the dates of Boulder Creek events with Brunengo's analysis of
storm severity resulted in the following:
TABLE 15
RANK OF 48^0JR SK»MS ASSOdAIED WITH BODIDER CREEK FDXOING EVENTS
Storm date Rank
November 19-21, 1962 19
Nov 30-Dec 2, 1975 1
December 13-15, 1979 55
December 24-26, 1980 59
January 2-4, 1984 65
November 22-24, 1986 4
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The storms associated with the January 1971 and January 1977 debris­
laden floods failed to rank among the 140 greatest 48-hour storms.
To the extent that Brunengo's results are representative of storm
conditions throu^out the north-central Cascades, these correlations
show that most debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek are contenporaneous
with major precipitation events. Since 68 out of 140 (49%) of these
storms occurred frcaii 1940-1961, an increased frequency of major storms
is an unlitely cause of the increased frequency of flooding.
Threshold concept for precipitation: The threshold for initiation
of mass movement in the Boulder Creek basin calculated in this study
(Fig. 28) is considerably lower than the worldwide threshold proposed by
Caine (1980). Caine suggests a minimum of 100 mm of precipitation in 24
hours is needed for the initiatiation of slope failures and debris
flews. Actually, flood-generating storms in Boulder Creek have required
only 37 mm of precipitation in 24 hours. In addition, the Boulder Creek
threshold is less than the lower boundary for two regional studies in
coastal Northern California (Wieezorek, 1987a; Cannon and Ellen, 1985).




Eouation 1 hr 2 hr 3 hr 24 hr
Wieezorek (1987a) 11 6 5 2
Cannon and Ellen (1985) 18 17
Caine (1980) I=14.82D'°-^ 15 11 10 4
Boulder Creek data 1= 6.0D°-* 6 4 3 1
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Temijerature and freezing-level fluc±x:iations: IXiring flood­
generating storms, surface air tenperature (Table 17) affected viiether
precipitation was falling in the form of rain or snow; it also
influenced v^ether the ground and snos^pack were freezing or thawing.
TZfflEE 17

















2 days before X X belcw belcw X X X above
Day before X X below below above above X above
Day of event above X X above X above above above
"above" indicates tenperatures above freezing throu^out entire basin
during part of the day,
"below" indicates tenperatures below freezing throu^out entire basin
during part of the day,
"X" indicates tenperatures simultaneously above and below freezing
throu^out entire basin during part of the day.
For the 3-day period leading vp to and including each event, the
minimum and maximum tenperatures suggest that during each day, the form
of precipitation within the basin alternated between all rain, all snow,
and rain at low elevations with snow at hi^ elevations. The range of
tenperatures^ over the 3-day periods for each event is shown in Figure
29, and values of tenperature and altitude are listed in ^pendix A.
The net tenperature change in the day preceding an event ranged from 2°C
to 9°C. The net tenperature change from the minimum on the day prior to
^ Using the moist adiabatic lapse rate, tenperatures at the
Clearbrook station are ajproximately 1°C hi^er than on the
Boulder CIreek alluvial fan, and approximately 9.9°C hi^er than
on the summit of Bald Mountain. Tenperatures at the Glacier
station are approximately 0.6°C Icwer than the alluvial fan, and



























Figure 29. Temperature extremes during debris-laden floods.Large fluctuations in temperature, represented here by the 
highest and lowest daily temperatures, occurred over the 3-





Figure 30. Freezing-level extremes during debris-laden
floods. During the 3-day period leading up to and
including the eight flooding events, significant changes
occurred in the position of the freezing level in the
Boulder Creek basin.
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the maximura on the day of the event ranged frcm 1°C to 11°C. Ihe
dramatic increases in tenperature seen in this histogram indicate that
considerable thermal energy at the snow surface was available to
generate condensation and subsequent snowmelt.
Ihe freezing levels in the Boulder Creek basin for the same 3-day
periods, deduced from tenperature data and the moist adiabatic lapse
rate, are sumnarized in Figure 30. The minimum freezing level drojped
below the elevation of Bald Mountain (hipest point in basin) on a daily
basis, and below the elevation of the alluvial fan (lowest point in
basin) on four occasions; the maximum freezing level rose above Bald
Mountain on nine occasions. Only once did the basin experience a
ccffiplete freeze for the entire day; the basin never had an entire day of
melting during the course of flood-generating storms.
f^tatistiral signi-Firanry*: Five events were not associated with any
significant monthly precipitation (1962, 1971, 1977, 1980, 1984). Ihe
three remaining events (1975, 1979, 1986) never had more than one month
of significantly hi^ precipitation, two of vhich (1979 and 1986) were
event months.
VJhen ccsrpared to their monthly means, all of the events had
statistically insignificant precipitation for the two days prior to the
event, with a maximum value of 46 mm on November 30, 1975.
Precipitation amounts on the day before the event continued to be
insignificant, even though 79 mm of precipitation was recorded on
December 13, 1979. On the day of the flooding event, seven out of eight
events had significant amounts of precipitation, ranging from 31 mm to
109 mm. The exception was Janiaary 4, 1984, with only 28 mm.
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Althou^ the mean monthly tenperature for the flooding events
ranged from -1°C to 6°C (indicating that tenperatures canmonly were
above freezing), the significance of tenperature values was tested to
determine if unusually warm conditions prevailed. The minimum daily
tenperature was never significantly hi^ier than the mean daily
tenperature for that month. The mean daily tenperature was significantly
hi^er than the monthly mean caily once v^en the value reached 4.2°C on
January 18, 1977. The maximum daily tenperature was significantly
hi^er on five occasions, ranging frcan 8°C to 16°C.
Results for the Student's "t" significance tests of monthly
precipitation, daily precipitation, and tenperature are summarized in
Table 18 and calculations are listed in i^pendix A.
Rnry>ff TnarmitnAga arri frRguencies; The expected discharges for
vctrious return periods at the two stations are ^own in Table 19 and
were plotted on Gunibel Type I paper for extreme-value distributions
(Figs. 31 and 32). All Boulder Creek flooding events were
contenporaneous (within a 24-hour period) with the annual peak flew at
the downstream Deming station on the North Fork Nooksack River (Fig.
33). The January 30, 1971, d^ris-laden flood was the only event that
was not contenporaneous with the annual peak discharge at the upstream
station near Glacier (Fig. 34).
A best-fit strai^t line was drawn through the data points in
Figures 33 and 34 to deduce the return periods for the annual peak flows
(return period, T = the average interval within vhich a flood of a given




STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF IKEKDIOGIC PARAMETERS
Event year
Parameter 1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
ICMHIY IRECIPITATICN
Octciser No No Yes No No No No No
November No No No No No No No Yes
December n/a. No No No Yes No No No
January n/a No n/a No n/a n/a No n/a
DAHY EKBCLPITATrCN
2 days before event No No No No No No No No
1 day before event No No No No No No No No
Day of event Yes Yes* Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
24-hour maxima Yes Yes* Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
HAXEMGM DAHY TEMTERA3URE
2 days before event No No No No Yes No No Yes
1 day before event No No No Yes Yes Yes No No
Dav of event Yes No No Yes No No Yes Yes
"Yes” indicates parameter is significantly greater than the mean with
5% prc±>ability of error."Yes*" indicates significance is only suggested by high precipitation
values. Missing data prevented ccaxputation of the z score.
"No" indicates parameter is not significantly greater than the mean,
"n/a" indicates test was not applicable for those months.
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TABLE 19





















































Deming (#2105) 945 906 1141 606 801 736 942 860
Return period, T 7 6 22 1.6 3.5 2.5 7.5 4.7
Glacier (#2050) 255 159 219 — 198 241 275 168
Return period, T 17 2.3 7.5 — 5 12.5 27 2.7
'•*” Note that the disparity of values is likely due to the form of
























































































Monthly mean over record 
Monthly mean flow 
Annual peak flow
Figure 33. Annual peak discharge at Deming. All eight
debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek were contemporaneous
v/ith the annual peak flow on the Nooksack River.
Event year
0
Monthly mean over record 
Monthly mean flow 
Annual peak flow
Figure 34. Annual peak discharge near Glacier. Seven of
the eight debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek, all
except the January 18, 1977, event, were contemporaneous with the annual peak flow on the North Fork Nooksack River.
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Es^-^^T«tion of stx>rm runoff volunaes; Table 21 shows estimated
discharge volumes at Boulder Creek from the three different methods.
Ihe ejqjected discharges for Ifethod A were derived from the equation of
the regression line shown in Figure 35. Calculations for discharge
volumes derived from Methods B and C are in i^pendix A.


















a) Regional Regression 11 21 28 15 38 24 20 29
b) Depth-Duration
(rainfall only)
9.0 18 26 13 36 21 18 27
c) Depth-IXiration
(snowmelt only)
3.2 7.9 2.2 13 22 .1 10 9.4
Combined rain-on-snow 12 26 28 26 58 21 28 36
E. DISCUSSICW
Debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek are restricted to the height of
the rainy season (months of November, December and January). Antecedent
seasonal precipitation seems to have little to do with directly
triggering floods, but it may establish conditions of soil-saturation
and elevated base-flcw in these very wet months. Precipitation rates in
October are low and then build steadily throo^ the remaining months
leading up to debris-laden floods; few monthly precipitation values are
statistically significant. The fairly uniform pattern of ordinary
amounts of precipitation prior to the occurrence of debris-laden floods


































































































































deperdent i:5»n antecedent seasonal precipitation.
Short-term antecedent precipitation is vindoubtedly a trigger for
debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek. Precipitation fell on every day
(with one exertion) of the 3-day period leading up to and including
each flood, averaging 20% of the antecedent seasonal rainfall. Twenty- 
four hour monthly-precipitation maximas are coincident with each
flooding event (averaging 14% of the total seasonal rainfall); the
precipitation Vcilues are statisticeilly significant. The threshold model
of Caine (1980) for rainfall intensities and durations should not be
used for the prediction of debris mc±)ilization in this basin. Most
Boulder Creek events plot belcw Caine's threshold, suggesting that
prediction of these flows cannot be based on precipitation data alone.
Debris-laden floods acccsipany fairly frequent storms of moderate-to- 
hi^ intensity (70-145 mm in 24 hours). Three of the precipitation
events associated with debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek have return
periods of less than 1 year, yet such frequent storms are coincident
with less-frequent peak discharges on the North Fork Nooksaede River, and
even lower frequency discharges on Boulder Creek. Why do seemingly
normal rainfall events trigger debris-laden floods at some times and not
others, as the threshold and return period calculations would suggest?
The probable answer to this critical question is that the rates of
soil-water input resulting from snowmelt during rainfall and thawing
ground help to produce landsliding and downstream flooding. The range
in altitude of the Boulder Creek basin (183-1671 meters) is a critical
factor in the generation of runoff, because it determines the snowpack
d^jth, extent, and response to terrperature fluctuations. Total melting
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of shallow snowpacks is not unccxnmon during winter rainstorms in the
Boulder Creek basin. The results of the analyses described in this
chapter suggest that the contribution of snowmelt is a very iirportant
factor in determining the magnitude and frequency of landsliding and




CHARACTERISTICS OF EIGHT HISTORIC DEBRIS-IADEN FLOODS
Tiis ciiapter reviews the hydrometeorolcgical conditions for each of
eight individual debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek, and provides the
following: a qualitative description, a list of values for relevant
hydrological parameters, and graphs for antecedent seasonal
precipitation, 3-day cumulative mass rainfall, and maximum and minimum
freezing levels.
Newspaper accounts from the Bellincdiam Herald. KCMD-TV news
videotapes, historical photographs, aerial photographs, and chservations
by scientists, local residents, and eirployees of the Washington State
D^artment of Transportation were used to determine qualitative
conditions specific to each flood. Raw data for the hydrological
parameters are summarized in i^pendix A, and many values are also
contained in the graphs and tables of Chapter III. Sources of
precipitation data are summarized in Table 9 of Chapter III, and vhere
more than one station had data available, the values are listed for each
station.
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NbvpniTgr 19. 1962; This date marks the first record of a long history
of debris-laden floods in the Boulder Creek drainage basin. Storm Data
fm- Wac;hincfton. 1962 r^xDrted "an intense Pacific storm moved across the
state on the 19th and 20th, with wind velocities frcan 50 to 70 raph"...
and "runoff frcan melting snow and rainfall along the western slcpes of
the Cascade and Olynpic Mountains resulted in all rivers rising above
flood stage." The Bellindiam Herald (11/20/62) r^rted that "during
the ni^t, Boulder Creek eiqjerienced a flash flood that jammed logs and
debris under the bridge.. .forcing the creek out of its bank and
necessitating weeks of work in clearing the area." The storm ranked
19th out of 140 (Brunengo, 1988) for the greatest 48-hour storms on
record in the north-central Cascades.
Antecedent and 3-day precipitation (Figs. 36a and 36b) and return
periods at the downstream Deming station are anomalously low, for a
storm of such severity. Local convective activity in the Boulder Creek
basin may have produced much more intense conditions than were present
at the Deming station. Sncwmelt was likely enhanced by hi^ winds and
an 11°C tenperature increase (Fig. 36c) from November 18th to 19th.
Antecedent precipitation;
3-day cumulative mass rainfall:
24-hour precipitation maxima:
Precipitation return period:
Nooksack River discharge return period:




7 years (USGS #2105)
17 years (USGS #2050)
Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
46% November 17 (NWS #3160)
96% November 18 "
35% November 19 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 9 ans rain
12 cms with snowmelt
Cause: Li^t rainfall accortpanied by snowmelt, with hi(^ winds.
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October 1 to November 19, 1962
Figure 36a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation
Nov 17 Nov 18 Nov 19















Figure 36c. Freezing level fluctations in the
Boulder Creek basin, 1962.
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.TannaTv 30. 1971: On January 30, the Bellincfliain Herald reported "about
300 people were trapped east of Maple Falls...as the approaches to both
the Coal Creek and Boulder Creek bridges had washed out with logs piled
on the hi^iway and the foundations in danger of giving away".. .and "the
National Weather Service said heavy rains are being caused by a
stationary front in the area and a freak warm air current melted snows
at hi^ elevations, adding to the flooding."
Of the ei^t floods analyzed, this event had the greatest amount of
antecedent precipitation (Fig. 37a), evenly distributed over the winter
season. Cold teirperatures throu^out the month of January kept the
snowline at low elevations (Fig. 37c) and were conducive to snowpack
accumulation.
Antecedent precipitation: 954 mm (NWS #5876)






Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
34% January 28 (NWS #3160)
14% January 29 "
43.5% January 30 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 18 cms rain
26 cms with snowmelt
Cause: Moderate rainfall acconpanied by snowmelt.
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October 1 to January 30, 1971
Figure 37a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation, 1971.
Sharp increase in precipitation at the end of January
reflects the amount from one measurement over a 14-day
period.
Jan 28 Jan 29 Jan 30












Figure 37c. Freezing level fluctations in the
Boulder Creek basin, 1971.
PeoeiQober 2, 1975; An acxxjunt from the December 2 issue of
The Bellincham Herald reported "the Mount Baker Midway was closed east
of Boulder Creek vhere water ran over the road and a log jam upstream
threatened to take out the bridge.” Flooding was caused by a long- 
duration, moderate intensity storm (Fig. 38b) that contributed 21% of
the total seasonal rainfall in 3 days. This storm ranked 1st among the
148 greatest 48-hour storms in the north-central Cascades (Brunengo,
1988). Low tertperatures (-11°C to -4°C) in the two days prior to the
event indicate much of the precipitation was falling as sncw, and
surface temperatures warming to 4°C in the day prior suggest snowmelt.
Antecedent precipitation: 699 mm (NWS #5876)
3-day cumulative mass rainfall: 147 mm II
24-hour precipitation maxima: 104 mm II






Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
0% November 30 (NWS #3160)
37% December 1 "
8.5% December 2 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 26 cms rain
28 cms with snowmelt
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October 1 to December 2, 1975
aure 38a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation,
Nov 30 Dec 1 Dec 2
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Figure 38c. Freezing level fluctations in the





.TarniaTv 18. 1977; Washington State Department of Transportation records
(written ccsnm. from Allen McHenry to James Kaska, 1987) recall a very
bad washout in 1977, requiring two full days of work to xmcover the
Boulder Creek bridge. The Bellincftiam Herald (1/18/77) noted a
considerable amount of snow melted in the Cascades Monday (1/17)"...as
"the snow level at the Mcsunt Baker Ski Lodge was 15 inches (381 ram) less
than Monday's level."
Early January was dry (Fig. 39a) and cold tenperatures kept the
freezing levels low (Fig. 39c). A storm of moderate intensity and short
duration (Fig. 39b) was acccatpanied by a sudden increase in tenperature
(from -1°C on the 17th to 8°C on 18th), breaking the 3-week cold snap.
The entire basin thawed on the day prior to the flood, likely elevating
the base-flow of Boulder Creek.
Antecedent precipitation:
3-day cumulative mass rainfall:
24-hour precipitation maxima:
Precipitation return period:
Nooksack River discharge return period:
638 mm (NWS #5876)
69 ram (NWS #3160)
107 ram (NWS #5876)
53 mm (NWS #3160)
81 ram (NV« #5876)
0.78 years (NWS #3160)
4 years (NWS #5876)
1.6 years (USGS #2105)
Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
41% January 16 (NWS #3160)
100% January 17 "
96.5% January 18 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 13 cms rain
26 cms with snowmelt
Cause: Li<^t-to-moderate rain onto deeply frozen, but thawing ground,
with some snowmelt.
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Figure 39a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation,
Jan 16 Jan 17 Jan 18
















Figure 39c. Freezing level fluctations in the
Boulder Creek basin, 1977.
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Decaember 14. 1979; A 24-hour deluge ending at 6 p.iii. on December 14,
1979 (Fig. 40b), brou^t almost one-fourth of the total seasonal
precipitation, capping a 3^ee3c wet period following a relatively dry
early winter (Fig. 40a). Wildly fluctuating freezing levels (Fig. 40c)
reflected temperature extremes that produced a mixture of rain and
snowfall during the storm. According to the Bellincdiam Herald
(12/14/79), "more than two feet of water covered the roadway" at Boulder
Creek.
Antecedent precipitation:
3-day cumulative mass rainfcill:
24-hour precipitation maxima:
Precipitation return period:
Nooksack River discharge return period:
478 ram (NWS #5876)
188 ram (NWS #3160)
142 mm (NWS #5876)
145 mm (NWS #3160)
112 mm (NWS #5876)
38.8 years (NWS #3160)
14.1 years (NV« #5876)
3.5 years (USGS #2105)
5 years (USGS #2050)
Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
97% December 12 (NWS #3160)
79% December 13 "
61.5% December 14 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 36 eras rain
58 ems with snowmelt
Cause: Heavy rain, with some snowmelt.
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October 1 to December 14, 1979
Figure 40a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation
Dec 12 Dec 13 Dec 14














Figure 40c. Freezing level fluctations in the
Boulder Creek basin, 1979.
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Deoenber 26. 1980; Water was again reported on the Mount Baker Hi^way
(The Bellincfliain Herald. 12/26/80) because "flooding caused more by heavy
rains than snowmelt" breached the bridge. Nineteen percent of the total
seasonal precipitation arrived in the three days prior to and inclusive
of the flood (Figs. 41a and 41b). A terrperature increase of 14°C from
Christmas Eve to Christmas Day reduced the thickness of the snowpack and
contributed meltwater to the stream's base-flow. The tenperature was
above freezing in nearly the entire basin (Fig. 41c) during this
moderate-intensity, ^ort-duration storm.
Antecedent precipitation:
3-day cumulative mass rainfall:
24-hour precipitation maxima:
Precipitation return period:
Nooksack River discharge return period:
754 mm (NWS #3160)
145 mm "
86 mm (ms #5876)86 mm (ms #3160)51 mm (NV« #5876)
5.1 years (NWS #3160)
0.65 years (NWS #5876)
2.5 years (USGS #2105)
12.5 years (USGS #2050)
Percent of basin area available for rain-on sncw:
74% December 24 (NWS #3160)
1% December 25 "
0.5% December 26 "
Estimation of Boulder Greek discharge: 21 cms rain
21 cms with snowmelt
Cause: Moderate rain with seme snowmelt prior to event.
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October 1 to December 26, 1980
Figure 41a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation
Dec 24 Dec 25 uec















Figure 41c. Freezing level fluctations in the
Boulder Creek basin, 1980.
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■TannaTY 4. 1984; After the cx)ldest December since 1900 (Bellincton
1/4/84) and dry conditions (Figs. 42a and 42c), at the end of
the year the ground was deeply frozen, as was Boulder Creek (oral ccanm.,
Rill Devine, 1989). A 3-day storm, ending at midmoming on January 4
(Fig. 42b), delivered 22% of the total seasonal precipitation. Coupled
with a dramatic rise in temperature, 2/3 of the basin was ejposed to
thawing conditions. At least two failures along the main channel
contributed a significant volume of material to the stream during this
event (refer to Chapter 5, page for a discussion of this).
Antecedent precipitation:
3-day cumulative mass rainfall;
24-hour precipitation maxima:
Precipitation return period:
Nooksack River discharge return period:
784 mm (NWS #5876)
117 mm (NWS #3160)
173 mm (NWS #5876)
71 mm (NWS #3160)
2.5 years "
7.5 years (USGS #2105)
27 years (USGS #2050)
Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
66% January 2 (NWS #1484)
66% January 3 ”
58.9% Jcinuary 4 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 18 cms rain
28 cms with snowmelt
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.gure 42a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation, 1984<
Jan 2 Jan 3 Jan 4























Figure 42c. Freezing level fluctations in the





Wnvpnfagr 23. 1986: Newspaper acxsDunts frcra the Belliixdiain Herald
(11/23/86) reported that "heavy rain and melting snow caused flooding in
many other parts of the county".. .viiile "an estimated 1200 people (were)
stranded for 2 days.. .as state road cresws cleared a path throu^ Boulder
creek debris blocking the Mount BaJcer Hi^way." Following a very dry
early autumn, November was unusually wet (Fig. 43a). Low tenperatures
in mid-November contributed to the development of an early snowpack at
hi^ elevations. The 3-day cumulative mass rainfall delivered 25% of
the total seasonal precipitation, most of it in the 24-hour period
ending at 2:30 a.m. on November 24 (Fig. 43b). This high-intensity,
short-duration storm ranked 4th among the 140 greatest 48-hour storms on
record for the north-central Cascades (Brunengo, 1988). Fairly hi^
freezing-levels (Fig. 43c) kept the source area for snowmelt-generated
runoff in the r^per basin.
Antecedent precipitation: 516 mm (NVB #3160)






Percent of basin area available for rain-on snow:
35% November 21 (NWS #1484)
59% November 22 "
35% November 23 "
Estimation of Boulder Creek discharge: 27 cms rain
36 cms with sncwmelt
Cause: Heavy rainfall with seme snowmelt.
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October 1 to November 23. 1986
Figure 43a. Cumulative antecedent precipitation
Nov 21 Nov 22 Nov 23















Figure 43c. Freezing level fluctations in the





EFFECT OF REGTOJAL dJMATE CHANGE AND lANEhDSE
CN 'IHE FE?EQDENCY OF MASS M37EMENT
Long-term increases in annual precipitation and increased land
disturbance have been cited as causes of accelerated frequency of mass
movement in several other studies (e.g. Swanson and Dryness, 1975; VTu
and Swanston, 1980; Church and Miles, 1987). The possibility that these
changes have affected slope stability and flooding in the Boulder Creek
basin is discussed herein.
A. CT.TMATR
An increase in total annual or winter precipitation may have
significantly increased soil-moisture levels and runoff over several
years, and subsequently magnified the susceptibility of the Boulder
Creek basin to erosion and sedimentation. Statistical analyses of
meteorological data from the vicinity of the Boulder Creek basin were
undertaken to determine if such a trend exists.
1. DATA ANALYSIS
The National Weather Service station at Glacier (NWS #3160) was
chosen to represent the local climate; daily and monthly totals were
corpiled from NOAA Climatological Data for Washington for 1935-1984.
Unfortunately, the Glacier station record was only 60% conplete during
this time interval. The nearest station with a reliable long-term
record, Bellin^iam 2N (NVK #564), was used as a control. A standard
method of estimating missing data in a precipitation record is via
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regression and cxsrrelation of measurements between two stations vdien
both were functioning (EXmne and Leopold, 1978). Gaps in the Glacier
station record were filled in this manner with data from the Bellingham
2N station. Continuously-measured values of annual and winter season
(Oct<±y?r-Apri 1) precipitation were studied as a chronologically-ordered
t-iTne» series, with one value for each year of record between 1935-1984.
A trend analysis was applied by least-squares linear regression to
the adjusted raw data-set over the period of record^. Ihe null
hypotheses were that annual and winter precipitation values have not
increased or decreased significantly, and that the trend cannot be used
as a predictor. Both hypotheses were tested at a 0.05 probability of
error (95% confidence) with a two-tailed test for significance.
Due to the hi^ degree of variability in the precipitation data,
smoothing of the time series was required. Five-year running means for
annual and winter precipitation were ccarputed, vhere given a set of
numbers:
Y,, Yj, Y3, Y„ Y5, ..... Y„,
a running mean of 5 years is produced by the sequence of arithmetic
means,
+ Y3 + Y, +.Y^ X2 + Y3..i^^ + Y3..±^, ....
5 5
Trend analyses were then reapplied by least-squares linear
regression to the smoothed data over the period of record. The standard
techniques applied in this study are described by Sokal and Rohlf (1981)
^ Because precipitation data are reported in inches, the
regression equations were also developed in inches. The
adjiasted data set was converted to centimeters prior to all
further analyses.
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and Spiegel (1961), and formulas for statistical parameters are listed
in i^ipendix B.
2. PESUUES
Figures 44 and 45 illustrate the correlation of data between the
Bellin^iam and Glacier stations. Ihe coefficients of determination (r^)
show that the regression lines account for 70-89% of the variation in
precipitation between the Bellin^iam and Glacier stations, and suggest
that precipitation at Glacier tends to increase as precipitation at
Bellin^iam increases.
The results of the trend analyses for raw data are in ;^pendix B;
the low r^ values and wide confidence bands about the regression lines
suggest the slopes of the trends are unreliable. However, the trend
analyses of smoothed data (Figs. 46 and 47) yielded significantly
positive increases in total annual and winter precipitation, with 95%
confidence for the slcpe of the trend. Hi^er r* values and titter
confidence bands about the regression line suggest this trend is more
reliable than that of the raw data.
While this precipitation pattern may represent a portion of a long­
term climatic oscillation or a curvilinear trend, not enou^ data are
available to substantiate such oscillations or precipitation cycles.
Ihe purpose of this analysis was to determine if increases in long-term
precipitation have occurred, therefore, the method of least-squares was
best-suited to detecting changes since the beginning of the record. All
data for these analyses are contained in Appendix B.
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Figure 44. Correlation of annual precipitation data from
1951 to 1960. Equation for regressipn line:
Y = -5.79 + 2.11X. Coefficient of variation (r^) = 0.89.
Figure 45. Correlation of winter precipitation data from
1951 to 1960. Equation for regression line:
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Figure 46. Trend analysis of annual precipitation at
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Figure 47. Trend analysis of winter precipitation at
Glacier. Coefficient of variation (r^) is equal to 0.39.
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3. D3SCQSSICN
Ihe total annual and winter precipitation varies greatly from year
to year. When this variability is filtered out, a slight trend of
increasing precipitation appears. Althou^ the increase in
precipitation is statistically meaningful, its iitpact on the frequency
of landsliding and flooding is probably insignificant vhen ccsipared to
other contributing factors. The precipitation records analyzed in this
study also reveal extended periods of above and below average conditions
with two unusually dry periods in the early 1940's and late 1970's.
Three debris-laden floods (1977, 1979, 1980) occurred ind^jendent of low
annual and winter precipitation, despite the drou^t of the late 1970's.
Their occurrence reinforces the deduction that the intensity and timing
of precipitation, and the conditions of snowfall with subsequent melt
during rainfall, are more iirportant than the amount of annual or winter
precipitation for generating debris-laden floods.
4. UMEEMTiCNS
The accuracy of statistical statements about a variable depend on
the data being random, independent and homogenous. The gaps in the
Glacier station record make the data less random. Since these
precipitation trends were calculated using adjusted data, seme
misrepresentation may be present. However, vhen the same analysis is
applied to the complete data set from the Bellin^iam station, a slightly
positive trend with narrow confidence limits still emerges, lending
credibility to the Glacier station trend.
The phenomenon of "climatic persistence" (occurrence of wet and dry
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days or years in runs) affec±s independence and tends to increase the 
variability of rainfall totals. Scaie inhomogeneity may also occur, 
because scans data are recorded as snow equivalents rather than direct 
rainfall. Ihe relatively long period of record available for this data 
set attenuates the effect of deviations in the data.
B. lAND USE
Erosion and sedimentation in the Boulder Creek basin have reduced 
forest productivity, damaged roads and bridges, and reduced the fish 
habitat. As a result, the land-management practices (primarily logging, 
road-building, quarrying and channel modification) that may have 
initiated or accelerated the frequency of erosion and sedimentation in 
the basin are increasingly subject to public scrutiny.
An enormous amount of published literature by foresters, geologists 
and hydrologists is available regarding the effects of land management 
on mass movement, and the interested reader is referred to Hillslope 
Stability and Land Use (Sidle, Pearce and O’Lou^ilin, 1985) for a 
cottpilation of research findings.
1. MECHANISMS OF FAUDRE AND FDXOING: BACK3XXJND raBC^Y
In a root-permeated soil, the Mcdir-Coulomb equation can be modified 
(Sidle and others, 1985) to:
S = [(C +aC) + (a + ju) ]"tan 0
vhereAC is the anchoring effect of artificial cohesion provided by 
roots. The stability of steep, forested slopes depends in part on this 
reinforcement frcsn tree roots, especially vhen soils are partially or
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cotipletely saturated. Ihe gradual deterioration of roots following 
forest removal decreases the artificial cohesion (AC) of the soil (Gray, 
1970; Swanston, 1970), reducing the shear strength (S). Decay of roots 
also opens up pipes to route water and alters subsurface flow, 
potentially changing the soil-moisture levels and limiting forest 
regrowth. Without a reinforcing root network, hillslcpes can become 
unstable during intense precipitation events.
Two other variables in the Mohr-Coulcnib equation, total normal 
stress (a) and pore-water pressure (/i), can be affected by human 
activities. Road construction can decrease the shear strength (Sidle 
and others, 1985) by; adding wei(^t to a slope (loading) with 
embankment fill, increasing the slope angle on both cut and fill 
surfaces, removing the si:53port of the cutslope (undercutting), and by 
rerouting and concentrating runoff.
In dense stands of evergreen forest, the interception of 
precipitation by vegetation can lead to subsequent evaporation of 25-35% 
of the gross rainfall, even in wet winter months (Sidle and others,
1985). Ihe reduction in evapotranspiration that accotipanies forest 
removal can increase pore-^ter pressure by influencing soil^water 
recharge and subsurface flew. Additionally, vhen the forest canopy is 
removed, the snowmelt hydrology is affected. Berris and Harr (1987) 
found that the absence of forest vegetation affected snow accumulation 
and subsequent snowmelt during rainfall. In the transient snow zone of 
the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest in western Oregon, water 
equivalents of snow accumulation in a clear-cut plot were commonly 2 to 
3 times greater than those in a forested plot, and snowmelt was about
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40% greater.
Several studies (e.g. Bishop and Stevens, 1964; Swanson and Dryness, 
1975) have documented an accelerated frequency of shallow landsliding in 
the 3-10 year period following forest removed.. The lag-time between 
tintoer harvest and sliding activity may reflect the time necessary for 
root deterioration (Swanston, 1970). Subsequent forest regeneration may 
drop the occurrence of landsliding to pre-logging levels, but a 
landslide inventory in Idaho (Megahan and others, 1978) found that it 
can take 20 years for stabilization. Harr (1986) found that clearcut 
logging in western Oregon altered the vol\jme of snow accumulation and 
melt enou^ to increase the size of peak flows caused by snowmelt during 
rainfall; data on how clearcutting affects the timing of peak flows are 
inconclusive.
2. DATA. ANALYSIS
Ihe association of the thirteen major slope failures with timber 
harvest, road-building, and other human activities along the main 
channel of Boulder Creek was evaluated as part of the 1988 field survey 
and throu^ aerial-photo analysis. Hiotos from 1947, 1955, 1967, 1976, 
1978 and 1983 were examined to approximate the time intervals in viiich 
the slopes failed, and to determine the land-management activity at the 
site prior to slope failure.
3. RESUIiES
The relationship of landslide initiation to land-management 
activities, as determined from aerial-photo analysis for this study, is
«
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shown in Table 22. The Nooksack River Basin Erosion and Fisheries
Report (Peak Northwest, 1986) also contains data on the association of
slope failures with land-use, but on a basin-wide scale. Aerial photos
shewing the vcirious stages of forest cover over time along the inner
gorge of Boulder Creek are in i^pendix C.
TARTR 22





date of harvest Road-related
■I *** Old or 2nd growth pre-1947 No
II 6/17/67 Old or 2nd growth pre-1947 No
III 8/06/55 Second growth 1947-1955 No
IV 6/17/67 Old growth — No
V 6/17/67 Old growth — No
VI 8/06/55 Second growth 1947-1955 Yes
VII 6/17/67 Second growth 1947-1955 Yes
VIII 7/15/76 Second growth 1967-1976 No
IX 6/16/67 Old growth — No
X 7/15/76 Second growth 1967-1976 No
XI 8/04/83 Second growth 1976-1983 No
XII 7/30/78 Second growth 1976-1978 Yes
XIII 7/15/76 Second growth 1955-1967 Yes
"+" indicates date of aerial photograph vhen failures
first appeared,
'•***•• indicates failure does not shew on aerial photographs,
"---” indicates site was not harvested prior to failure.
4. DISCUSSION
Analysis of data collected in the inner gorge reveals an apparent
increase in erosion by landsliding as a result of both logging and road
construertion frem 1947 to 1983. None of the presently-active failures
existed prior to 1947. Aerial photo analysis and field observations of
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sawed-off tree stunps at failure sites confirm that ei^t out of
thirteen failures are associated with forest removal; four out of these
ei^t failures are related to road-building activities (Table 22).
Three failures (Failures IV, V and IX) appear to have originated in old- 
growth stands.
The land-use history at two other sites (Failures I and II) is
UTiclear from aericil photographs and field investigation; the sites are
believed to be within the areas covered ky railroad-based logging prior
to 1947. Failure I may have developed since 1983; it is not visible on
an/ of the aerial photografhs. During the week following the January 4,
1984, flooding event, its presence was noted W.L. Devine (oral comm.,
1989), cis also was an increcise in the area of Failures II and XII since
December 1983. These observations suggest that mcfcilization of
hillslopes, during or around the time of a debris-laden flood, does
occur in the Boulder Creek basin. The results of aerial fhoto analyses
suggest the stability of the hillslcpe at Failure XII was affected by
timber harvesting and a logging road (see ccamnents in Table 23). Mass
movements at Failures I, II, and XII were likely triggered by the heavy
precipitation on to thawing ground or by undercutting from the elevated
levels of stream discharge during the January 4, 1984, event.
While Failures IV and V seem to have been initiated in old-growth
stands, activities related to mining and timber harvest on the banks
cpposite these two failures may have modified the channel enough by
undercutting to influence the stability of these slcpes. Field
investigation in the summer of 1988 revealed that Failure IV has been
reactivated since the 1983 aerial {iiotos were taken; several other
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failures have grcwn or been reactivated since then also. Significant
soil loss followed timber harvesting at itany other locations within the
inner gorge and has enhanced the susceptibility of those hillslcpes to
failure.
Ihe preceding relationship of timber-harvest activities to
landsliding at most of the feiilure sites (Table 22) strongly suggests
that decrecised apparent cohesion of the soil, attributed here to root
decay after logging, reduced the stability of these slc^)es. One
exc^Dtion to this is at Failure XIII, the monitored site, vhere loss of
artificial ccAiesion following forest removcil is unlikely to have
initiated mass movement. The shear plane in this rotational failure is
prcioably much deeper than the depth of any prior root penetration
(discussed in Qiapter II, Case Study, pg. 43). However, the increase in
slope angle and the alteration of runoff paths produced by the road are
possible causes of landslide initiation. Presently, plugged drainage
culverts eillow accumulation of water behind the road, increasing on-site
instability.
The enormous percentage of area that was clearcut in the basin
(^pendix C) undoubtedly eillowed greater snowpack accumulation and
greater exposure of the snowpack to wind and thermal energy for
snowmelt, significantly increasing the volume of water yielded by rain- 
on-snow events. This increased volume of water provided the force
necessary to overcome the resistance of material on the ohannel bed, and
as this hi^ discharge entered the narrow, constricted reaches of the
inner gorge, hei^tened the stream's erosive power.
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TABLE 23
SLOPE STABimY AND LAND-USE PATTERNS
AI£M3 TEJE INNER GORGE OF BOULDER CREEK
Hioto date (Trninents
8-13-47 The alluvial fan was cxitpletely vegetated and dissected by
numerous distributary channels; the min channel of Boulder
Creek had not develc^jed on the fan. l^istreain of the
alluvial fan, a road to a marble quarry on the ri^t bank
paralleled Boulder Cre^.
8-6-55 A new logging road crossed the r^jstream end of the inner
gorge, near the confluence of the east and west tributaries
of Boulder Creek. A presently-inactive failxire cut into
this logging road on the left bank, downstream of the
present-day location of Failure XII.
6-17-67 The min channel of Boulder Creek was well-established on
the alluvial fan. logging activities were concentrated away
frcan the vicinity of the inner gorge.
7-15-76 The min channel of Boulder Creek on the alluvial fan
widened. Within the inner gorge, large clearcuts across the
riparian zone were associated with increases in the size of
Failures II,IV, IX, and XI, and with the first aj^^earances
of Failures VIII, X, and XIII.
7-30-78 Failure XII appeared, constraining the time of failure
initiation between 1976 and 1978.
8-4-83 The area of Failure XII increased, althou^ the logging
road across the site was still intact. Failure XIII was
smaller than vhen measured in 1988, and partially vegetated,
logging activities were concentrated away from the vicinity




A. SCM1ARY OF RESOTJS
Disequilibruim conditions persist in the BcxiLder Creek basin, v^iere
hillslc^jes are vmstable and more material is delivered to the channel
than the stream can normally transport. Ercssion of the inner gorge and
flushing of the channel ciuring peak-discharge events generates debris- 
laden flocxds in Bculder Creek; these flooding events tenporarily restore
ecjuilibrium to the basin.
Results in Chapter II shew that the sediment supply for these
debris-laden flcods comes frean two main sources: landslides, of the
debris-slide and sluirp-earthflow types, and debris jams in the main
channel. Debris slides are the deminant slc^o-failure gecxnetry; they
contribute material rapidly in response to hi^-intensity precipitation,
thawing, or snowmelt-induced water input. Soil Icdss and continued
erosion of steep failure surfaces has severely limited regrowth of
stabilizing vegetation. On-site monitoring of a slunp-earthflow
revealed that it delivered a steaeJy simply of sediment to the cxreek; the
hipest velocity of slope movement exxurred at the time of hipest
seasonal-precipitation. Slcpe movement persisted after the wet winter
season; this continued delivery of material to Bcxilder Creek and
subsequent accxnnulation of debris in the channel increases the risk of
debris-laden flocx3s for the following winter.
Analysis of the mechanisms of slcpe failure, discussed in Chapters
II and V, used the variables of the modified Mchr-COulcirb equation. The
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significance of possible mechanisms for the develcpnent of slc^
instability along the inner gorge of Boulder CreeJc are ranked, in
decreasing order of iirportance, as follows: 1) low apparent cc^esion,
2) decreased artificial cohesion, and 3) changes in the total normal
stress. low ajparent cohesion is ranked first because the main channel
of Boulder Creek follows the trace of the hi^-angle Boulder Creek
faiiLt. Stream incision along the shear zone produced exceptionally
ste^ slopes (25-53*) with thin soils. These slopes are xanderlain by
hi^ily frachured, jointed, and sheared bedrocdc with low resistance to
shear failure. Decreased artificial cchesion of the soil can be
attributed to root decay following deforestation. In scsne instances,
road construction interrupted surface drainage and changed the weight
distribution of hillslcpes.
Slope instability has increased during the same period that human
activity in the vicinity of the inner gorge has increased. Aerial jhoto
analyses described in Chapter V reveal that none of the presently-active
slcpe failures existed prior to 1947. Althou^ seme of these failures
originated on hillslcpes of old-growth forest, the majority of the
failures began on slcpes affected by deforestation and/or road-building
aortivities down to or across the riparian zone. Failiares initiated by
stream undercutting cxfuld not be documented, althou^ undercutting
maintains the instability of present failures. Transitory earth
stresses created by earthejuakes were apparently not a factor, suggesting
that all failures were ultimately triggered by increases in pore-water
pressure.
Rarely, if ever, can one exmponent of shear failure be identified as
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"the cai;ise". Ihe interdependence of the mechanisins of landslide
initiation in the Boulder Creek basin cannot be overerrjhasized; many
combinations of mechanisms leading to slc^ failure are possible within
the basin. For example, saturation of steep slopes plus low apparent
cchesion may induce failure, a prchable scenario for Failure V. Ihe
frequency of failure may be accelerated by decreasing the artificial
cohesion, altering runoff paths, or changing the distribution of wei^t
on the hillslcpe; the same circumstances may also destabilize a shallow
slcpe and lower the level of pore-^water pressure needed to induce
failure. The latter is a possible cause for the initiation of
Failure XI.
Since hillslcpe failures along Boulder Creek deliver more debris
than the stream can transport during normal flow, the steep-sided,
narrow channel is choked with rubble. This excess material is
temporarily stored behind debris jains, vhich act as a second source area
for debris-laden floods. Impounded sediment and organic debris cause
rerouting of the stream course and subsequently concentrate stream power
at the bases of slcpe failures, maintaining instability. Also,
impounded water and debris add to the potential destructiveness of
floods.
Debris-laden floods transport slcpe and channel debris onto the
alluvial fan. Characteristics of the floods do not fit descriptions
applied to presently-accepted standard ncmenclature. Ihe sources of
debris are concentrated along the 3rd-order channel of Boulder Creek,
unlike the origin of debris torrents in first- or second-order channels.
Sedimentological analysis of fan deposits, as well as cbservations drawn
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from records of flooding events on videotapes and in ^lotographs,
preclude classification of events as viscous d^ris flows.
Conclusive evidence of slope failures and debris-jam failxires
coinciding with each of the ei^t flooding events studied is lacking.
Visual observations following one event suggest hillslope mobilization,
and terrace deposits behind breached organic daina suggest debris-jam
failure.
Ihe hydrxxneteorological conditions associated with each flooding
event are conclusive from analyses in Chapters III and IV. All debris­
laden floods occurred during the hei<^t of the winter rainy season, and
were associated with the annual peak flow at Nooksack River gaging
stations. Flood return periods on the Nooksack River for the eight
events ranged from 1.6 to 27 years.
Monthly and short-term (2 days prior to an event) antecedent
precipitation elevated soil-moisture conditions and stream base-flow,
and may affect vhether flooding will occur. However, the statistical
insignificance of antecedent precipitation suggests it does not trigger
flooding.
The amount of 24-hour precipitation is a determinant of vhen
flooding will occur. This conclusion is si:5jported by the statistical
significance of precipitation amounts on the day of all ei^t events,
representing the 24-hour monthly maxima, and averaging 14% of the
accumulated seasonal precipitation. Large amounts of precipitation on
the day of flooding events are a fairly frequent occurrence; the
24-hour-storm return periods for the ei^t events ranged from 0.2 to 15
years, with the exception of a 38.8-year return period for the 24-hour
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storm in 1979.
Ihe moderate disparity between precipitation and peak-discharge
frequencies suggests that yet another element is involved in triggering
floods. This suggestion is strengthened by the irrelevance of the Caine
threshold (1980), an estimate of the intensity and duration of flood­
generating storms described in Chapter III. Even the Boulder Creek
thre^old (Chapter III, pg. 84), a better estimate for this region,
cannot be used alone for flood prediction; similar intensity-duration
combinations frequently occur without generating floods in Boulder
Creek.
Ihis disparity in return periods is most likely accounted for by
sncwmelt-induced soil-water iiput and runoff, reducing the magnitude and
frequency of precipitation needed to generate debris-laden floods in the
Boulder Creek basin. The susceptibility of the basin to rain-on-snow
events is a function of the basin altitude; the basin lies in a zone of
transient sncw-accuraulation and melt. During each day of the 3-day
period leading 15) to and including each event, the form of precipitation
within the basin alternated between all rain, all snow, and a mixture of
rain at lew elevations coincident with snew at higher elevations.
Maximum daily teirperatures significantly exceeded the mean on the day of
the event in 4 out of 8 cases, and on the day prior in 3 out of 8 cases.
The combination of rainfall and hi^ air teirperature provided thermal
energy for snowmelt; the convective transfer of sensible and latent
heats caused by wind, althou^ not documented, was prdoably equally
irportant for producing snowmelt. The large percentage of clearcut area
(referenced in Chapter V) has likely increased snow accumulation and
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subsequent snowmelt; removal of the forest carx^jy probably decreased the
interc^jtion of precipitation, allowing more to reach the ground, and
increased e>qx>sure of the snowpack to wind and thermal energy. The
resulting hi(^ soil-water irput may have destabilized hillslcpes to the
point of failure. For debris-laden floods in the basin, estimates of
sncwmelt-generated runoff shew an 8 to 100% increase in volume over
rainfall-only runoff. The sudden surge in runoff volume that
acconpanies rainfeill during snowmelt may build up hydrostatic pressure
behind debris jams, acting as a mechanism for dam failure and releasing
a destructive flood wave downstream.
The variety of meteorological conditions that generate debris-laden
floods in Boulder Creek were portrayed in Chapter IV and are summarized
here in order of decreasing frequency: 1) li«^t-to-heavy rainfall
acccarpanied by snowmelt, 2) light-to-heavy rainfall on deeply frozen,
but thawing ground, with seme sncwmelt, and 3) moderate-to-heavy
rainfall.
The potential for long-term climate trends to have affected the
frequency of landsliding and flooding was determined in Chapter V. A
sli^tly positive, statistically significant trend suggests increases of
both annual and winter precipitation at Glacier, despite the dry years
of the late 1970's. The coefficients of determination suggest that the
trends are not dependable for prediction. Although seasonal
precipitation does affect soil-saturation and stream baseflow, the
timing and intensity of precipitation and snowmelt play a much more
inportant role in triggering floods.
In summary, the primary factors for conditions of slcpe instability
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along the inner gorge of Boulder Cre^ are steep slc^)es and 1cm apparent
cchesion of hillslope material; the geology naturally predisposes this
portion of the basin to instability. The effects of land-use activities
on the hillslopes of the inner gorge exacerbate a potentially unstable
situation and accelerate the frequency of failure. Landslides are a
constant source of sediment for debris-laden floods in Boulder Creeik.
Ihe entrapment of debris behind organic dams further destabilizes the
channel. Sncwmelt during rainfall is the prime hydrcsneteorological
condition for triggering floods that flush debris onto the Boulder Creek
alluvial fan; this apparently is eilso a common condition for generating
the annual pseak flews on the nearby Nooksack River. Basin-wide
deforestation may have heightened the magnitude and frequency of "rain- 
on-snew" events by increasing snow accumulation and subsequent sncwmelt
during rainfall. Consequently, debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek
are a multivariate function of geology, hydrology, and land-use.
Flooding risk in Boulder Creek has increased substantially since the
1940's, due to the accelerated develcpnent of landslides and apparently
increased volume of runoff. Clearly, the significant volume of debris
that is currently in unstable positions in or near the channel increases
the prebability of future debris-laden floods. This high risk will
remain vhile present failures remain active, and will increase with any
future slope failure. Careful planning of land-use practices, based on
the best information available, may lessen the iirpact of humans as
gecaanorpAiic agents in the Boulder Creek basin.
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B. OCMPARISCW WnH CQHER RESEAIXH
Hie landsliding and flooding hazard in the Boulder Creek basin is
caused by a cortplexity of factors. Therefore, the results of this
research cannot be applied to other mountain basins of the Pacific
Northwest without careful evaluation of the individual basin's
characteristics, and vice versa. In fact, even the unstable conditions
of the inner gorge of Boulder Creek cannot be generalized to represent
to the entire Boulder Creek basin.
Ikilike the slope failures in nearby Smith Creek drainage basin on
the north shore of Lake VJhatcom (studied by Syverson, 1984; Buchanan,
1988; and Easterbrook, current research), relatively few failures are
road-related, despite the extensive road system in the Boulder Creek
basin. Also, although Church and Miles (1987) found geology to be an
insignificant factor in the initiation of d^ris torrents in
southwestern Briti^ Columbia, geology is the determinant factor of
slcpe instability along the inner gorge of Boulder Creek.
Similarities can be drawn between the hydrometeorological conditions
of debris-laden floods in Boulder Creek and other nearby Cascade
Mountain basins. The meteorological conditions of the 1971, 1979, 1980,
and 1984 events produced debris flows/torrents in the lower Fraser,
Coquihalla and Nicolum valleys of southwestern British Columbia; debris
blocked travel on the Trans-Canada hi^Tway (Eisbacher and Clague, 1981;
VanDine, 1985; Church and Miles, 1987). The 1971 flooding event also
coincided with debris torrents in the Smith Creek basin in Whatcom
County, Washington (Easterbrook and Evans, 1983; Syverson, 1984;
Buchanan, 1988). The 1979, 1980, and 1984 events produced debris
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in Sygitcwitz and Mill Creeks, Whatccm County, Washington (Easterbrook
and Evans, current research). Interestingly, the conditions that
produced a devastating torrent on January 10, 1983, in Smith Creek
failed to produce similar results in Boulder Creek. Ihe position of the
snowline at approximately 370 meters (Buchanan, 1988) on January 10,
1983, suggests that most of the precipitation in the Boulder Creeik basin
fell as snow, thus limiting generation of runoff.
Church and Miles (1987) are the only other local researchers vho
considered the effect of long-term increases in total precipitation on
the frequency of mass movements. At meteorological stations in
Vancouver and Agassiz, British Columbia, they found several periods of
above- and belcw-average precipitation, with a major period of below- 
average precipitation from the 1930s until about 1950, and relatively
wet conditions since. Their results are very similar to the results
presented in Chapter V for the Glacier station. They also found the 5-
year period from 1980-1984 to include the four wettest years of record
at Vancouver; this wet period was their best explanation for increased
debris-flow activity.
C. ADDITIONAL RESERRCH FOR THE BOCJIIIER CREEK BASIN
Several suggestions for additional research on landsliding and
flooding in the Boulder Creek basin are offered:
a) The precision of storm- and flood-frequency ancilyses and runoff
calculations is affected by the lack of extensive hydrometeorological
data from the basin. Additional data collection in the basin would help
to refine the current knowledge of the conditions that produce flooding.
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b) Further research is needed v;5)streain of the inner gorge on the
amount of slope instability, debris accretion, and the volume of runoff
and sediment contributed frcm the v^per basin.
c) Landslide monitoring throu^ a ccnplete cycle of seasons would
yield additional Vciluable information on rates of sl<^)e movement and
response to rainfall throu^out a year.
d) Further investigation into the exact land-use history is needed.
Ihe existing aerial-photo coverage at 7 to 12 year intervEils and the
lack of photos prior to 1947 has prevented precise determination of the
relationship between land-use practices and initiation of sl(^)e
failures.
e) Ihe dependabilil^ of the climatic trend measured for the Glacier
station may be inproved by using precipitation data frcm several
surrounding gaging stations, althou^ the paucity of long-term
continuous records in the Nooksack basin means that data must come from
elsesutiere. Analysis of synoptic weather patterns and air-mass types may
help to identify long-term trends and the atmospheric conditions for
flooding events. Ihe inportance of wind in each rain-on-sncw event also
needs aneilysis.
f) Annucd mapping of the inner gorge would provide much-needed
information on failure activity and the rates and volume of sediment
transported into and out of the channel throughout the winter storm
season. These data, combined with the results of this study, coiold be
used to develop a sediment budget for the basin, as well as a method of
risk assessment for slope and dam failure.
g) Frequent spot-checking of landslide activity in the inner gorge
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over the winter season is needed, particularily after the occurrence of
significant storms or rain-on-snowmelt events; such monitoring could
help to further establish the meteorologic conditions of slcpe failure
for the basin. Follcwing future debris-laden floods, detailed field
reconnaissance of the inner gorge may identify vhether hillslc^ or
debris-jam failure occurred.
h) Given the variety of conditions that flooding in Boulder Creek
is contingent upon, a coirpletely reliable method of flood prediction is
not realistic. However, cotibining the results of this research with
further analyses may reveal more distinct patterns for storms that have
generated floods. Such analyses might include determining 7-, 10- and
14-day antecedents of precipitation, temperature, and sncwpack
distribution, and analyses of shorter durations of precipitation
intensity (e.g. 6-12 hours). By monitoring these conditions during
incoming storms, generalized forecasts of flood potential may be made.
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CUMULATIVE MASS RAINFALL D “ Demina
Source: Hourly Precipitation Data G - Glacier
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6 a.m. 9.9 6 a.m. .0 6 a.m. 2.5 6 a.m. .0 .0
11.4 .0 5.1 .0 .0
11.7 .0 5.1 .0 .0
12.7 .0 7.6 .0 .0
12.7 .0 10.2 -.0 .0
12.7 .0 12.7 .0 2.5
noon 12.7 noon .0 noon 15.2 noon .0 2.5
12.7 .0 20.3 2.5 2.5
12.7 .0 22.9 2.5 5.1
12.7 .0 25.4 2.5 5.1
12.7 .0 27.9 2.5 5.1
12.7 .0 30.5 2.5 5.1
6 p.m. 12.7 6 p.m. .0 6 p.m. 33.0 6 p.m. 5.1 7.6
12.7 .0 35.6 5.1 10.2
12.7 .0 38.1 7.6 15.2
12.7 .0 40.6 10.2 17.8
12.7 .0 43.2 12.7 20.3
12.7 .0 43.2 12.7 20.3
12 a.m. 12.7 12 a.m. .0 12 a.m. 45.7 12 a.m. 12.7 22.9
11/18 12.7 1/29 .0 12/1 45.7 1/17 12.7 22.9
12.7 .0 45.7 15.2 25.4
12.7 .0 45.7 15.2 25.4
12.7 .0 48.3 15.2 25.4
12.7 .3 48.3 15.2 25.4
6 a.m. 12.7 6 a.m. .5 6 a.m. 48.3 6 a.m. 15.2 25.4
12.7 .8 50.8 15.2 25.4
12.7 1.5 50.8 15.2 25.4
12.7 3.0 53.3 15.2 25.4
12.7 6.4. 55.9 15.2 25.4
12.7 8.1 61.0 15.2 25.4
noon 12.7 noon 10.2 noon 63.5 noon 15.2 25.412.7 11.4 68.6 15.2 25.4
12.7 13.0 71.1 15.2 30.5
12.7 13.5 73.7 15.2 35.6
12.7 14.2 73.7 15.2 38.1
12.7 14.7 76.2 15.2 40.6
6 p.m. 12.7 6 p.m. 16.8 6 p.m. 81.3 6 p.m. 17.8 40.6
12.7 18.0 83.8 20.3 40.6
12.7 18.8 86.4 22.9 43.2
12.7 21.3 88.9 27.9 48.3
13.0 22.9 88.9 30.5 53.3
13.2 25.9 91.4 35.6 53.3
12 a.m. 13.2 12 a.m. 27.2 12 a.m. 91.4 12 a.m. 38.1 61.0
11/19 13.2 1/30 30.2 12/2 91.4 1/18 40.6 66.0
14.0 35.3 91.4 43.2 73.7
14.0 39.4 91.4 45.7 81.3
14.0 45.0 91.4 50.8 86.4
16.3 50.5 96.5 53.3 91.4
6 a.m. 20.1 6 a.m. 54.4 6 a.m. 99.1 6 a.m. 58.4 96.5
25.4 55.9 104.1 63.5 99.1
26.9 58.2 109.2 66.0 104.1
27.2 64.0 109.2 66.0 104.1
28.2 65.3 109.2 68.6 106.7
29.7 69.9 109.2 68.6 106.7
noon 31.8 noon 73.7 noon 111.8 noon 68.6 106.7
32.0 78.7 111.8 68.6 106.7
36.8 82.3 111.8 68.6 106.7
43.9 84.8 119.4 68.6 106.7
44.7 87.6 121.9 68.6 106.7
44.7 90.2 127.0 68.6 106.7
6 p.m. 44.7 6 p.m. 91.4 6 p.m. 127.0 6 p.m. 68.6 106.7
44.7 92.2 129.5 68.6 106.7
45.0 93.0 129.5 68.6 106.7
46.2 93.5 129.5 68.6 106.7
47.2 94.7 137.2 68.6 106.7
47.2 96.5 142.2 68.6 106.7
12 a.m. 47.2 12 a.m. 98.0 12 a.m. 147.3 12 a.m. 68.6 106.7
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APPIMDIX A
CUMULATIVE MASS RAINFALL D
Source: Hourly Precipitation Data G


























12 a.m. .0 .0 12 a.m. .0 .0 12 a.m. 5.1 2.5 12 a.m. .0
12/12 .0 .0 12/24 .0 .0 1/2 5.1 5.1 11/21 .0
.0 .0 .0 .0 10.2 10.2 .0
.0 .0 .0 2.5 15.2 15.2 .0
.0 .0 2.5 5.1 20.3 . 22.9 .0
.0 .0 5.1 5.1 25.4 27.9 .06 a.m. .0 .0 6 a.m. 5.1 5.1 6 a.m. 27.9 33.0 6 a.m. .0
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 30.5 35.6 .0
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 38.1 2.5
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 40.6 2.5
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 40.6 * 2.5
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 40.6 5.1
noon .0 .0 noon 7.6 7.6 noon 33.0 40.6 noon 5.1.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 7.6 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.16 p.m. .0 .0 6 p.m. 10.2 7.6 6 p.m. 33.0 43.2 6 p.m. 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 7.6 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 10.2 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 10.2 33.0 43.2 5.1
.0 .0 10.2 10.2 33.0 43.2 7.6
.0 .0 10.2 10.2 33.0 43.2 7.612 a.m. 2.5 .0 12 A.n. 10.2 10.2 12 a.m. 35.6 45.7 12 a.m. 7.612/13 2.5 .0 12/25 10.2 10.2 38.1 48.3 11/22 10.2
2.5 2.5 10.2 10.2 1/3 40.6 50.0 12.7
2.5 2.5 10.2 10.2 43.2 50.0 12.7
2.5 5.1 10.2 10.2 43.2 53.3 12.7
5.1 7.6 12.7 10.2 45.7 58.4 12.7
6 a.m. 5.1 7.6 6 a.m. 12.7 10.2 6 a.m. 45.7 61.0 6 a.m. 12.7
7.6 7.6 12.7 12.7 45.7 63.5 12.7
7.6 10.2 12.7 12.7 45.7 63.5 12.7
10.2 10.2 12.7 12.7 45.7 66.0 12.7
12.7 15.2 15.2 15.2 50.0 71.1 12.7
17.8 20.3 20.3 15.2 53.3 73.7 12.7
noon 20.3 22.9 noon 20.3 15.2 noon 53.3 76.2 noon 12.722.9 30.5 20.3 17.8 53.3 76.2 12.7
25.4 35.6 20.3 17.8 58.4 01.3 15.2
30.5 40.6 20.3 17.8 58.4 81.3 15.2
33.0 50.8 20.3 17.8 58.4 83.8 15.2
35.6 58.4 22.9 17.8 61.0 06.4 15.2
6 p.m. 43.2 66.0 6 p.m. 22.9 20.3 6 p.m. 66.0 91.4 6 p.m. 15.2
48.3 71.1 27.9 22.9 71.1 94.0 15.2
53.3 81.3 27.9 22.9 76.2 96.5 15.2
58.4 86.4 27.9 22.9 01.3 96.5 15.2
66.0 91.4 30.5 25.4 83.8 101.6 15.2
73.7 96.5 33.0 27.9 06.4 101.6 17.8
12 a.m. ■ 81.3 99.1 12 a.m. 35.6 30.5 12 a.m. 88.9 104.1 12 a.m. 20.3
12/14 88.9 99.1 12/26 45.7 35.6 88.9 104.1 11/23 22.9
96.5 101.6 53.3 40.6 1/4 88.9 104.1 25.4
104.1 104.1 58.4 45.7 91.4 104.1 27.9
109.2 106.7 63.5 50.8 91.4 104.1 33.0
114.3 109.2 71.1 55.9 94.0 106.7 40.6
6 a.m. 116.8 111.8 6 a.m. 78.7 61.0 6 a.m. 99.1 116.0 6 a.m. 45.7
124.5 114.3 83.8 63.5 104.1 121.9 43.3
129.5 114.3 88.9 66.0 114.3 134.6 55.9
134.6 121.9 96.5 66.0 116.8 142.2 68.6
142.2 121.9 101.6 66.0 116.8 144.0 73.7
147.3 124.5 104.1 66.0 116.0 152.4 81.3
noon 154.9 127.0 noon 104.1 66.0 noon 116.8 157.5 noon 88.9160.0 127.0 104.1 66.0 116.0 160.0 96.5
170.2 127.0 104.1 66.0 116.8 162.6 99.1
175.3 129.5 104.1 66.0 116.8 165.1 101.6
180.3 134.6 104.1 66.0 116.8 167.6 104.1
185.4 139.7 104.1 66.0 116.8 170.2 109.2
6 p.m. 188.0 142.2 6 p.m. 104.1 66.0 6 p.m. 116.8 172.7 6 p.m. 111.8
188.0 142.2 104.1 66.0 116.0 172.7 116.8
188.0 142.2 104.1 66.0 116.0 172.7 119.4
188.0 142.2 106.7 68.6 116.8 172.7 121.9
188.0 142.2 109.2 68.6 116.8 172.7 124.5
188.0 142.2 111.8 68.6 116.8 172.7 127.0
12 a.m. 188.0 142.2 12 a.m. 116.8 73.7 12 a.m. 116.8 172.7 12 a.m. 129.5
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APPENDIX A
PRECIPITATION MAXIMA FOR FLOOODING EVENTS (mm)
Source: Hourly Precipitation Data. Monthly Maximas and R
Error = +/- 0.3 mm, due to english-to-inetric conversion
GLACIER NOOKSACK HATCHERY
November 1962 
Period Amount Date Time November 1962 (Deming) Period Amount Date Time
15 min ' 15 min30 min 30 min45 min 45 min1 hour NO DATA 1 hour 7.1 11/19 15002 hour 2 hour 11.9 11/19 15003 hour 3 hour 12.2 11/19 15006 hour 6 hour 16.8 11/19 150012 hour 12 hour 30.7 11/19 040024 hour 24 hour 36.6 11/19 2200
January 1971
Period Amount Date Time
January 1971
Period Amount Date Time
15 min 15 min30 min 30 min45 min 45 min1 hour NO DATA 1 hour 5.8 1/30 09002 hour 2 hour 11.2 1/30 05003 hour 3 hour 15.7 1/30 05006 hour 6 hour 27.7 1/30 060012 hour 12 hour 46.5 1/30 120024 hour 24 hour 73.7 1/30 2000
December 1975
Period Amount Date Time December 1975Period Amount Date Time




PRECIPITATION MAXIMA FOR FLOOODING EVEhTTS (mm)
Source: Hourly Precipitation Data, Monthly Maximas and R
Error =* +/- 0.3 mm. due to english-to-metric conversion
January 1977
Period Amount Date Time
15 min 5.1 1/17 2015
30 min 5.1 1/17 2015
45 min 7.6 1/17 2015
1 hour 7.6 1/17 2015
2 hour 10.2 1/17 2130
3 hour 12.7 1/18 0730
6 hour 22.9 1/18 0800
12 hour 43.2 1/18 0800
24 hour 53.3 1/18 1000
December 1979




1 hour 10.2 12/14 1400
2 hour 15.2 12/14 1400
3 hour 22.9 12/14 0300
6 hour 45.7 12/14 0300
12 hour 76.2 12/14 0900
24 hour 144.8 12/14 1800
December 1980











Period Amount Date Time
15 min 5.1 1/18 0245
30 min 5.1 1/18 0445
45 min 7.6 1/18 0315
1 hour 10.2 1/18 0245
2 hour 17.8 1/18 0315
3 hour 25.4 1/18 0245
6 hour 38.1 1/18 0500
12 hour 61.0 1/18 0800
24 hour 81.3 1/18 1000
December 1979




1 hour 25.4 12/8 2000
2 hour 27.9 12/8 2000
3 hour 27.9 12/19 2100
6 hour 43.2 12/13 2100
12 hour 76.2 12/13 2400
24 hour 111.8 12/14 0900
December 1980




10.2 12/26 0100 1 hour 7.6 12/27 0100
17.8 12/26 0200 2 hour 12.7 12/26 0100
22.9 12/26 0345 , 3 hour 15.2 12/26 0600
43.2 12/26 0600 6 hour 30.5 12/26 0600
71.1 12/26 1100 12 hour 40.6 12/26 0800
86.4 12/26 1000 24 hour 50.8 12/27 0100
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APPENDIX A
PRECIPITATION MAXIMA FOR FDOOODING EVENTS (mm)
Source: Hourly Precipitation Data, Monthly Maximas and Raw Data
Error “ +/- 0.3mm, due to english-to-metrie conversion
GLACIER NOOKSACK HATCHERY
January 1984 
Period Amount Date Time
January 1984 
Period Amount Date Time
15 min 5,1 1/4 0730 15 min 5.1 1/23 1100
30 min 7.6 1/4 0745 30 min 7.6 1/4 0745
45 min 10.2 1/4 0800 45 min 10.2 1/4 0800
1 hour 12.7 1/4 0815 1 hour 12.7 1/4 0815
2 hour 15.2 1/4 0815 2 hour 20.3 1/4 0915
3 hour 22.9 1/4 0830 3 hour 30.5 1/4 0830
6 hour 27.9 1/3 2330 6 hour 45.7 1/4 1130
12 hour 38.1 1/4 0800 12 hour 66.0 1/24 2330
24 hour 71.1 1/4 0915 24 hour 99.1 1/25 0245
November 1986
Period Amount Date Time
November 1986 
Period Amount Date Time
15 min 5.1 11/23 0830 15 min
30 min 7.6 11/23 0845 30 min
45 min 12.7 11/23 0830 45 min
1 hour 15.2 11/23 0845 1 hour NO DATA
2 hour 22.9 11/23 0930 2 hour
3 hour 30.5 11/23 1045 3 hour
6 hour 50.8 11/23 1330 6 hour
12 hour 76.2 11/23 1430 12 hour
24 hour 109.2 11/24 0230 24 hour
hesn daily freezhk levels
Glacier and Clearbrook data
Moist adiabatic lapse rate (6 degrees/1000 m)
TEl'yERAlURE DATA, DAILY MEAN
Glacier Station, Elev 285 meters nsl
Clearbrook Station, Elev 19.5 meters msl
Source: Qimatological Data
tfov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Dec 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 Nov 861 Nov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Dec 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 t!ov 86
-7.0 11 -882
1 8.9 -3.3 -.3 -1.9 3.3 6.91 1 1766 -271 239 -39 575 1177
2 10.6 -3.6 2.2 -2.5 1.7 5.0 8.11 2 2044 -317 655 -132 563 853 1362
3 8.6 -7.2 4.2 -1.1 2.8 -.8 5.0 9.21 3 1720 -919 979 100 748 146 853 1547
4 8.6 -3.1 3.6 -5.3 5.6 10.0 8.61 4 1720 -224 887 -595 1211 1686 1455
5 4.7 -7.8 .3 -5.6 5.6 5.6 9.41 5 1072 -1011 331 -641 1211 945 1594
6 6.4 -3.3 -1.7 -5.0 -10.8 6.1 5.6 6 1350 -271 7 -548 -1520 1038 945
7 5.8 -1.1 -2.2 -5.3 -8.6 6.9 4.4 7 1257 100 -85 -595 -1150 1177 760
8 8.1 -.3 .6 -5.3 5.8 6.1 1.9 8 1628 239 378 -595 1257 1033 344
9 5.6 1.1 2.5 -4.4 6.7 5.6 -1.4 9 1211 470 702 -456 1396 945 -212
10 7.8 -4.2 2.8 -4.7 2.8 5.8 -.8 10 1581 -409 748 -502 748 992 -119
11 5.3 -7.2 .0 -2.5 3.1 1.7 6.4 .8 11 1165 -919 285 -132 794 563 108.1 158
12 4.7 -10.8 -1.4 -1.7 3.9 4.7 3.9 3.1 12 1072 -1520 54 7 933 1072 668 529
13 -4.4 1.7 6.4 .6 3.3 3.9 13 -456 563 1350 378 575 668
14 7.2 -3.3 1.7 1.9 2.8 2.2 4.4 14 1489 -271 563 609 748 390 760
15 5.6 -2.2 2.5 1.7 4.2 -.3 3.3 15 1211 -85 702 563 979 -27 575
16 5.0 -2.5 1.1 1.4 4.4 .3 7.8 16 1118 -132 470 516 1026 66 1316
17 4.4 4.4 -2.5 3.3 2.8 -.3 5.6 17 1026 1489 -132 841 748 -27 945
18 3.3 3.1 -2.2 4.2 7.2 -2.8 7.5 18 841 1439 -85 979 1489 -443 1269
19 7.5 1.7 -1.1 3.1 .8 -2.5 8.6 19 1535 563 100 794 424 -397 1455
20 9.7 -.3 -1.1 1.4 .0 -1.9 9.4 20 1905 239 100 516 285 -305 1594
21 7.5 -1.1 -1.1 1.9 5.8 1.7 -.8 8.9 21 1535 100 100 609 1257 563 -119 1501
22 4.4 -.6 -1.4 .3 3.9 6.4 4.4 7.2 22 1026 192 54 331 933 1350 760 1223
23 3.1 -.3 1.4 -1.1 -.3 5.0 6.1 9.2 23 794 239 516 100 239 1118 1033 1547
24 2.8 .0 1.1 -2.2 3.6 6.4 • 8.9 24 748 285 470 -85 837 1034 1501
25 8.1 1.9 3.9 -1.1 11.1 8.3 7.8 25 1628 609 933 100 2137 1403 1316
26 7.5 3.1 2.8 .0 9.4 5.6 8.3 26 1535 794 748 285 1859 945 1408
27 3.3 2.2 4.4 -.8 12.2 8.1 7.5 27 841 655 1026 146 2322 1362 1269
23 1.7 2.5 1.9 -.8 7.2 9.7 4.4 28 563 702 609 146 1439 1640 760
29 1.4 1.9 2.8 -1.9 6.7 7.5 .3 29 516 609 748 -39 1396 1269 66
30 2.8 3.3 7.2 -1.1 9.7 3.9 3.9 30 748 841 1489 100 1905 663 668
31 5.3 -1.4 -.3 9.7 .0 31 1165 54 239 1905 20
G G G G G G C C
Avg 5.9 -.9 .4 -1.1 3.9 3.7 4.1 5.8
Std 2.4 4.0 2.7 2.8 2.2 5.5 3.5 3.2
tl 29 27 31 31 17 23 31 301




Glacier and Clearbrook data
Itoist adiabatic lapse rate (6 degrees/1000 m)
TE-IPESATORE DATA, DAILY HAXn-IUM
Glacier Station, Elev 285 meters msl
Clearbrook Station, Elev 19.5 meters msl
Source: Climatological Data
Nov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Dec 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 Nov 86 Nov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Deo 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 Nov 86
-3
1 14 1 4 1 6 6 13 1
2 17 0 3 0 3 6 13 2
3 13 -3 6 1 4 3 6 12 3
4 11 0 8 -2 9 15 11 4
5 10 -1 6 -1 9 10 12 5
6 9 0 2 0 -6 7 U 6
7 10 0 -1 -1 -4 U 10 7
8 11 0 3 -1 9 8 5 8
9 8 3 6 0 9 7 1 9
10 10 -1 7 -1 4 8 1 10
11 8 -1 3 0 7 4 8 3 11
12 8 -8 2 -1 8 7 7 6 12
13 8 -1 4 10 3 6 5 13
14 10 1 3 4 4 4 9 14
15 8 -1 5 5 7 3 8 15
16 7 1 3 5 7 7 9 16
17 6 7 1 8 7 3 8 17
18 7 7 1 8 9 1 12 18
19 U 4 2 7 5 1 11 19
20 14 1 2 4 3 2 12 20
21 9 0 1 6 9 6 1 12 21
22 6 0 1 4 9 8 9 10 22
23 6 1 3 2 1 8 8 13 23
24 7 1 3 0 6 9 13 24
25 12 3 8 3 16 9 11 25
26 11 5 3 4 12 8 12 26
27 4 4 9 4 17 10 12 27
28 3 4 4 4 9 11 8 28
29 4 3 3 3 10 U 4 29
30 4 4 16 4 12 11 30
31 7 2 4 11 4 31
G G G G G G C
Avg 8.9 1.5 3.5 2.5 6.9 6.7 7.0 9.1
Std 3.2 3.2 3.3 2.7 2.6 5.1 3.4 3.6
n 30 27 31 31 17 24 31 30
df 29 26 30 30 16 23 30 29
1-t 1.699 1.706 1.697 1.697 1.746 1.714 1.697 1.699
-215
2692 378 933 470 1303 945
3063 285 743 285 841 1033 22-42
2507 -178 1211 470 1026 841 1038 20bb
2137 235 1674 7 1766 2519 1779
1952 100 1211 100 1766 1586 2056
1766 285 655 285 -733 1223 1779
1952 285 192 100 -456 1779 1686
2044 285 841 100 1859 1316 353
1674 743 1211 285 1359 1223 112
1952 192 1396 192 1026 1316 ooc
1674 192 841 285 1489 1026 1316 575
1674 -1011 655 192 1531 1489 1131 945
1674 100 1026 1952 841 1033 853
1952 470 841 933 1026 760 1594
1581 192 1118 1118 1489 575 1316
1396 470 841 1118 1396 1131 1501
1211 1489 378 1531 1396 575 1408
1396 1439 470 1674 1766 112 2056
2137 1026 563 1396 1118 205 1779
2600 470 563 1026 841 297 2056
1859 285 470 1211 1766 1211 112 2056
1211 235 378 933 1766 1674 1501 1636
1303 378 748 655 470 1674 1316 2149
1396 470 841 235 1211 1594 2149
2229 748 1531 748 2377 1594 1371
2044 1118 841 1026 2229 1408 1954
1026 933 1766 933 3155 1686 1964
841 952 933 933 1859 1871 1408
933 743 841 841 1952 1871 668
933 1026 2877 1026 2322 1871 945
1396 655 933 2137 668
1760 543 861 703 1440 1396 1184 1532
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METRIC UNITS
TBIPERATORE DATA, DAILY MDimUM
Glacier Station, Elev 285 meters nsl
Clearbrook Station, Elev 19.5 meters msl
Source: Climatological Data
Nov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Dec 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 Nov
-11
1 3 -7 -4 -5 1
2 4 -7 2 -5 0 4
3 4 -12 3 -3 1 -5 4
4 6 -6 -1 -9 2 5
5 -1 -14 -5 -10 2 1
6 4 -7 -6 -10 -16 5
7 2 -2 -4 -9 -13 3
8 6 -1 -2 -9 2 4
9 3 -1 -1 -9 4 4
10 6 -8 -1 -9 1 4
11 2 -14 -3 -5 -1 -1 5
12 1 -14 -5 -3 0 2 1
13 -8 -1 3 -2 1
14 4 -8 0 0 1 0
15 3 -4 0 -2 1 -4
16 3 -6 -1 -2 2 -6
17 3 2 -6 -1 -1 -4
18 0 -1 -6 0 6 -6
19 4 -1 -4 -1 -3 -6
20 6 -2 -4 -2 -3 -6
21 6 -2 -3 -2 3 -2 -2
22 3 -1 -3 -3 -1 4 0
23 0 -1 0 -4 -2 2 4
24 -1 -1 -1 -4 2 3
25 4 1 0 -5 7 7
26 4 1 2 -4 7 3
27 2 1 0 -6 7 6
28 0 1 0 -6 5 8
29 -1 1 2 -7 3 4
30 2 2 -1 -7 7 -3
31 4 -5 -4 8 -4
G G 6 G G 6 C
Avg 2.9 -3.3 -2.6 -4.7 .8 .7 1.2
Std 2.1 5.2 2.9 3.2 2.2 5.9 4.2
n 29 27 31 31 17 23 31
df 28 26 30 30 16 22 30
t-v 1.701 1.706 1.697 1.697 1.746 1.717 1.697
immiUM FREEZING LEffi-S
Glacier and Clearbrook data
Moist adiabatic lapse rate (6 degrees/1000 m)
Nov 62 Jan 71 Dec 75 Jan 77 Dec 79 Dec 80 Jan 84 Nov 86
C 40
1 841 -919 -455 -548 205 112
2 1026 -919 563 -548 285 toS 432
3 933 -1659 743 -271 470 -543 668 1038
4 1303 -733 100 -1196 655 353 1131
5 192 -2122 -548 -13ZI 655 205 1131
6 933 -826 -641 -1382 -2307 853 112
7 563 -85 -363 -1289 -1845 575 -166
8 1211 192 -85 -1289 655 760 -165
9 748 192 192 -1196 933 668 -536
10 1211 -1011 100 -1196 470 663 -443
11 655 -2030 -271 -548 100 100 853 -253
12 470 -2030 -548 -178 285 655 205 112
13 -1011 100 748 -85 112 482
14 1026 -1011 285 235 470 20 -73
15 841 -363 285 7 470 -629 -166
16 841 -733 100 -85 655 -999 1131
17 841 -641 100 100 -629 482
18 285 -641 235 1211 -999 482
19 933 100 -363 192 -271 -999 1131
20 1211 7 -363 7 -271 -906 1131
21 12U -85 -271 7 748 -85 -351 945
22 841 100 -271 -271 100 1026 20 760
23 285 100 285 -456 7 563 760 945
24 100 100 100 -456 563 575 353
25 1026 470 235 -548 1396 1223 760
26 1026 470 655 -456 1489 432 853
27 655 378 285 -641 1489 1033 575
28 285 452 285 -641 1118 1403 112
29 100 470 655 -919 841 668 -536
30 563 655 100 -826 1439 -536 390
31 933 -548 -456 1674 -629
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SIGNIFICANCE OF MONTHLY PRECIPITT^TION TO MEAN MONTHLY PPT OVER RECORD
Probability of error - 0.05
(Probability of error in stating that ppt is significant)
Event Station MonthlyMonth ppt (mm) : 1-tai12 score Signif.
1962 Deming October 78.7 -.83 noNovember 213 -.29 no
1971 Nooksack October 127 -.23 noHatchery November 196 -.47 noDecember 193 -.76 noJanuary 448 1.33 no
1975 Nooksack October 300 1.92 yesHatchery November 295 .60 noDecember 373 1.00 no
1977 Nooksack October 127 -.23 noHatchery November 99.1 -1.52 noDecember 249 -.22 noJanuary 168 -.64 no
1979 Nooksack October 102 -.54 noHatchery November 81.3 -1.71 noDecember 483 2.06 yes
1980 Glacier October 53.3 -1.05 noNovember 378 1.39 noDecember 384 1.66 no
1984 Nooksack October 81.3 -.79 noHatchery November 396 1.70 noDecember 130 -1.38 noJanuary 437 1.25 no
1986 Glacier October 137 -.07 noNovember 419 1.82 yes
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APPENDIX A
SIGNIFICANCE OF STORM PRECIPITATION TO MEAN DAILY PRECIPITATION
Probability of error =0.05



















24-hr max 36.6 73.7 104.1 53.3 144.8 86.4 71.1 109.2
z score 2.77 — 4.14 4.73 4.83 3.32 3.61 3.641-tailed signif. yes yes* yes yes yes yes yes yes
Day of event 34.0 70.9 58.4 30.5 106.7 81.3 27.9 109.2
z score 2.51 — 1.90 2.19 3.32 3.07 .77 3.641-tailed signif. yes yes* yes yes yes yes no yes
Day prior .5 27.2 45.7 25.4 78.7 25.4 53.3 12.7
z score -1.03 — -1.02 -1.35 -.95 -.94 -1.15 -.851-tailed signif. no no no no no no no no
2 days prior 12.7 0 45.7 12.7 2.54 10.2 30.5 7.6
z score -1.03 0 1.5 -1.35 -.95 -.94 -1.15 -.851-tailed signif. no no no no no no no no
D = Doming
N - Nooksack Hatchery
G - Glacier
* Indicates significance is only suggested by high precipitation
Missing data prevented computation of the z score.
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APPENDIX A
SIGNIFICANCE OF MAXIMUM DAILY TEJ^PERATURE TO MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE
Probability of error - 0.05
(Probability of error in stating that temp is significant)
Event year 1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
Station G G G G G G C C
Day of event 11 4 3 8 4 12 15 13
z score 2.13 1.23 .96 3.25 .05 1.51 3.11 2.251-tailed signif yes no no yes no no yes yes
Day prior 7 3 4 8 10 16 6 10
z score .46 .98 1.33 3.25 2.77 2.24 .54 1.311-tailed signif yes no no yes yes yes no no
2 days prior 6 4 -3 3 8 6 6 12
z score .04 1.23 -1.38 1.46 1.86 .42 .54 1.941-tailed signif no no no no yes no no yes
C - Clearbrook
G - Glacier
SIGNIFICANCE OF MEAN DAILY TEMPERATURE TO MEAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE
Probability of error = 0.,05
(Probability of error in stating that temp is significant)
Event year 1962 1971 1975 1977 1979 1980 1984 1986
Station G G G G G G C C
Day of event 7.5 3.3 2.2 4.2 1.9 9.4 10.0 9.2
z score .67 1.05 .67 1.89 -.91 1.04 1.69 1.061-tailed signif no no no yes no no no no
Day prior 3.3 1.9 -.3 3.3 6.4 11.1 5.0 7.2
z score -1.08 .70 -.26 1.57 1.14 1.35 .26 .441-tailed signif no no no no no no no no
2 days prior 4.4 2.5 -7.0 1.1 3.9 3.6 5.0 8.9





AREA-ALTITUDE DISTHIBUTIOH Of THE BOULDER CREEK BASIH
Altitude iutervels (aetersl*
152- 305- «7- 610- 762- 914- 1067- 1219- 1372- 1524-
305 d57 610 762 914 1067 1219 1372 1524 1676
X Basin area 3.5X 3.7X 5.ex 8.5X 19.6X 23.9X 22.4X 10.4X 1.7X 0.5X
* Reflects couversiou troa eoglish to aetric for an altitude interval of SOO feet







Event (ini (cal (Cl Belting (Ab2| (ca/dayl (CBS) (CBSl (CBSl
Honthly aaxiaa 1.44 3.66 7,5 35 7.5 3.12 9.0 3.2 12
Koveaber 19. 1962 1.34 3.40 7.5 35 7.5 3.09 8.4 2.9 11
Koveaber 18, 1962 .02 .05 3.3 96 20.4 1.35 .1 .1 .2
Hoveaber 17. 1962 .50 1.27 4.4 46 9.9 1.79 3.1 1.4 4.6
Kootbly aaxiaa 2.90 7.37 3.3 43.5 9.3 1.65 18 7.9 26
January 30, 1971 2.79 7,09 3.3 43.5 9.3 1.64 17 7.6 25
January 29, 1971 1.07 2.72 1.9 14 3.0 .94 6.7 1.0 7.7
January 28, 1971 .00 .00 2.5 34 7.2 1.08 0 0 0
Xonthly aaxiaa 4.10 10.4 2.2 8.5 1.8 1.26 26 2.2 28
Deceaber 2, 1975 2.30 5.84 2.2 8.5 1.8 1.14 14 1.2 16
Deceaber 1, 1975 1.80 4.57 -.3 37 8.0 .11 11 4.2 15
Hoveaber 30. 1975 1.80 4.57 -7.0 0 0 -2.55 11 0 11
Hontbly aaxiaa 2.10 5.33 4.2 96.5 20.6 1.94 13 13 26
January 18. 1977 1.20 3.05 4.2 96.5 20.6 1.82 7.5 7,2 15
January 17. 1977 1.00 2.54 3.3 100 21.3 1.45 6.3 6.3 13
January 16. 1977 .50 1.27 1.1 41 8.8 .62 3.1 1.3 4.4
Hontbly aaxiaa 5.70 14.5 1.9 61.5 13.1 1.22 36 22 58
Deceaber 14, 1979 4.20 10.7 1.9 61.5 13.1 1,13 26 16 42
Deceaber 13, 1979 3.10 7.87 6.4 79 16.7 3.03 19 15 ' 35
Deceaber 12, 1979 .10 .25 3.9 97 20.6 1.56 .6 .6 1.2
Hontbly aaxiaa 3.40 8.64 9.4 .5 .1 4.44 21 .1 21
Deceaber 26, 1980 3.20 8.13 9.4 .5 .1 4.38 20 .1 20
Deceaber 25. 1980 1.00 2.54 11.1 1 .1 4.35 6.3 0 6.3
Deceaber 24, 1980 .40 1.02 3.6 74 15.8 1.50 2.5 1.9 4.4
Hontbly aaxiaa 2.80 7.11 10.0 58.9 12.5 4.52 18 10 28
January 4, 1984 1.10 2.79 10.0 58.9 12.5 3.97 6.9 4.1 11
January 3. 1984 2.10 5.33 5.0 66 14.0 2.26 13 8.7 22
January 2, 1984 1.20 3.05 5.0 66 14.0 2.12 7.5 4.9 12
Hontbly naxiaa 4.30 10.9 9.2 35 7.5 4.61 27 9.4 36
Hoveaber 23, 1986 4.30 10.9 9.2 35 7.5 4.61 27 9.4 36
Hoveaber 22. 1986 .50 1.27 7.2 59 12.5 2.79 3.1 1.8 5.0
Hoveaber 21, 1986 .30 .76 8.9 35 7.5 3.33 1.9 .7 2.5
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APPENDIX B
10 YEAR REGRESSION AND CORRELATION OF PRECIPITATION DATA
CORRELATION OF ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA
Bellingham Glacier
Annual (1950-1960)Annual (1950-1960)
english metric english metric Regression
in cm in cm inches
1950 39.1 99.3 75.27 191.2 76.71
1951 30.93 78.6 55.63 141.3 59.47
1952 21.13 53.7 39.39 100.1 38.79
1953 40.4 ' 102.6 79.59 202.2 79.45
1954 33.57 85.3 72.81 184.9 65.04
1955 35.64 90.5 66.17 168.1 69.41
1956 35.32 89.7 67.61 171.7 68.74
1957 26.55 67.4 45.54 115.7 50.23
1958 35.08 89.1 65.89 167.4 68.23
1959 38.83 98.6 76.77 195.0 76.14
1960 31.03 78.8 67.41 171.2 59.68
English Regression Output;
Constant -5.78612
Std Err of Y Est 4.43315
R Squared 0.893077
No. of Observations 11
Degrees of Freedom 9
X Coefficient(s) 2.110363
Std Err of Coef. 0.243403
CORRELATION OF WlhriER PRECIPITATION DATA
Bellingham Glacier
Winter (1951-60) Winter (1951-60)
english metric english metric Regression
in cm in cm in
1950 23.46 59.6
1951 26.15 66.4 55.35 140.6 51.56
1952 19.83 50.4 40.19 102.1 43.79
1953 21.32 54.2 44.2 112.3 45.62
1954 30.16 76.6 59.66 151.5 56.50
1955 23.99 60.9 53.05 134.7 48.91
1956 27.62 70.2 51.4 130.6 53.37
1957 26.88 68.3 46.16 117.2 52.46
1958 20.06 51.0 44.14 112.1 44.07
1959 34.29 87.1 59.27 150.5 61.58
1960 24.29 61.7 52.92 134.4 49.28
English Regression Output;
Constant 19.40612
Std Err of Y Est 3.850824
R Squared 0.70534
No. of Observations 10
Degrees of Freedom 8
X Coefficient(s) 1.226595
Std Err of Coef. 0.280297
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EQCKTICNS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF rr.TMATOTDCTCAT. DATA





Sum of squared observations SX" , SY^ , SXY'
Sum of squares = S(x -
Sy^ = S(y - ayExv = EXY -rs5o fSYl
n
Regression csDefficient b = ^
Ex^
Y-intercept a = My -
E>q)lained sum of squares = i,Exy)i
Ex^
Unexplained sum of squares
Unexplained mean square = Sdi^.,
n - 2
Standard error of regression coefficient
Test of significance for regr. coefficient II
^
. o
Standard error of saitpled mean II
95% Confidence limits t rt-S ± M.05 /ry
Standard error of y Sa = Js^ y Jl+IXi=Mxii]
n Ex^
95% Confidence limits for )Lty. t.oss? ± y
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d*2 Y‘-U(yn'2 SlY'IConf.- Conf.»
1R35 1 32.54 82.7 1 6831 33 -23 -5 529 23 109 78.1 5 21 -9 85 3.4 71.2 85.0
2 37.21 94.5 4 8933 189 -22 7 484 51 -156 78.5 16 256 -9 77 3.3 71.8 35.2
3 36.95 93.9 9 3303 282 -21 6 441 42 -136 78.9 15 224 -8 71 3.2 72.4 35.4
4 29.19 74.1 16 5497 297 -20 -13 400 176 265 79.3 -5 27 -8 64 3.1 73.0 35.6
5 35.26 89.6 25 8021 443 -19 2 361 5 -41 79.7 10 97 -8 58 3.0 73.6 83.3
1940 6 28.97 73.6 36 5415 442 -13 -14 324 191 249 30.1 -7 42 -7 S2 2.9 74.3 S'! 0
7 32.17 81.7 49 6677 572 -17 -6 239 32 97 80.5 1 1 -7 46 2.3 74.9 Sc. 1
3 29.50 74.9 64 5615 599 -16 -12 256 156 200 80.9 -6 36 -6 41 2.7 75.5 96.3
9 26.22 66.6 81 4435 599 -15 -21 225 433 312 81.3 -15 216 -6 36 2.6 76.1 86.5
10 21.47 54.5 100 2974 545 -14 -33 196 1090 460 31.7 -27 738 -6 31 2.5 76.6 86.8
1945 11 36.44 92.6 121 •3567 1018 -13 5 169 27 -67 82.1 10 109 -5 27 2.4 77.2 87.0
12 29.48 74.9 144 5607 899 -12 -13 144 157 150 82.5 -3 53 -5 23 2.3 77.3 37.2
13 35.15 89.3 169 7971 1161 -11 2 121 4 -21 82.9 6 41 -4 19 2.2 78.4 P7 a
14 34.98 88.3 196 7894 1244 -10 1 100 2 -14 83.3 6 31 -4 16 2.2 78.9 97.7
15 30.54 77.6 225 6017 1164 -9 -10 81 97 88 83.7 -6 33 -4 13 2.1 79.5 87.9
1950 16 38.54 97.9 256 9583 1566 -8 10 64 no -94 84.1 14 190 -3 10 2.0 80.0 89.2
17 30.93 78.6 289 6172 1336 -7 -9 49 73 62 84.5 -6 35 -3 3 2.0 80.5 83.3
18 21.13 53.7 324 2880 966 -6 -34 36 1138 202 84.9 -31 975 -2 6 1.9 81.1 33.7
19 40.40 102.6 361 10530 1950 -5 15 25 232 -76 85.3 17 300 -2 4 1.9 31.6 39.0
20 33.57 85.3 400 7271 1705 -4 -2 16 5 9 35.7 0 0 -2 3 1.9 32.0 39.4
1955 2! 35.64 90.5 441 8195 1901 -3 3 9 10 -9 86.1 4 20 -1 1 1.8 92.5 R9.7
22 35.32 89.7 484 3048 1974 -2 2 4 5 -5 86.5 3 10 -1 1 1.9 92.9 90.!
23 26.55 67.4 529 4548 1551 -1 -20 1 399 20 86.9 -19 379 0 0 1.3 93.4 90.4
24 35.08 89.1 576 7939 2138 0 . 2 0 3 0 87.3 2 3 0 0 1.7 33.3 90.3
25 33.83 98.6 625 9723 2466 1 11 1 126 11 87.7 11 119 0 0 1.3 94.2 91.2
1960 26 31.03 78.8 676 6212 2049 2 -9 4 74 -17 89.1 -9 86 1 1 1.8 34.5 91.7
27 35.89 91.2 729 8310 2461 3 4 9 14 11 88.5 3 7 1 1 1.3 84.9 92.1
■ 29 31.54 80.1 784 6413 2243 4 -7 16 53 -29 88.9 -9 77 2 3 1.3 85.2 92.6
29 33.16 84.2 841 7094 2443 5 -3 25 10 -16 99.3 -5 26 2 4 1.9 35.6 93.0
30 37.91 96.3 900 9272 2889 6 9 36 79 53 89.7 7 43 2 6 1.9 55.9 93.5
1965 31 38.68 98.2 961 9653 3046 7 11 49 118 76 90.1 8 66 3 8 2.0 36.1 94.1
32 34.40 87.4 1024 7635 2796 8 0 64 0 0 90.5 -3 10 3 10 2.0 96.4 94.6
33 40.23 102.2 1089 10442 3372 9 15 81 219 133 90.9 11 127 4 13 2.1 36.7 95.1
34 39.73 100.7 1156 10134 3431 10 14 100 183 135 91.3 10 92 4 16 2.2 96.9 95.7
35 31.40 79.8 1225 6361 2791 11 -3 121 58 -84 91.7 -12 143 4 19 2.2 87.2 96.2
1970 36 34.13 86.7 1296 7515 3121 12 -1 144 1 -9 92.1 -5 29 5 23 2.3 37.4 96.8
37 49.27 125.1 1369 15661 4630 13 38 169 1425 491 92.5 33 1066 5 27 2.4 37.6 97.4
38 42.73 108.5 1444 11780 4124 14 21 196 447 296 92.9 16 244 6 31 2.5 37.8 99.0
39 31.69 80.5 1521 6479 3139 15 -7 225 48 -104 93.3 -13 164 6 36 2.6 38.1 93.5
40 37.02 94.0 1600 8842 3761 16 7 256 44 106 93.7 0 0 6 41 2.7 99.3 99.1
1975 4! 42.75 108.6 1681 11791 4452 17 21 239 449 360 94.1 14 210 7 46 2.3 88.5 99.7
42 34.41 87.4 1764 7639 3671 18 0 324 0 0 94.5 -7 50 7 52 2.9 88.7 100.3
43 34.71 83.2 1849 7773 3791 19 1 361 [ 15 94.9 -7 45 8 58 3.0 33.3 .101.0
44 34.88 38.6 1936 7849 3898 20 1 400 1 24 95.3 -7 45 8 64 3.1 89.0 101.6
45 31.29 79.5 2025 6317 3576 21 -8 441 63 -166 95.7 -16 263 9 71 3.2 89.2 102.2
1980 46 39.33 99.9 2116 9980 4595 22 12 434 156 275 96.1 4 14 9 77 3.3 89.4 102.3
47 39.90 101.3 2209 10271 4763 23 14 529 194 321 96.5 5 23 9 35 3.4 39.6 103.4
Sui 1128 4110.1 35720 367632 102137 0 2 8648 8212 3496 4103.1 7 6800 0 1,334 113.3
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STATISTICS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF RAW DATA FROM BELLINGHAM 2N
Sum X(X) 35720 Regression coe-F . 40
. Sum Y(Y) 367632 Y-intercept 77. 7
Sum X(Y) 102137 Explained sum sqr 1413
Sum X(X) 3648 Unexplain. sum sqr 6829
Sum y(y) 8212 Unexplain. mean sqr 143.3
Sum X(y) 3496 r2 . 17
Sum (y--)--2 1384 Std. error oF regress . 13
SigniF. oF regr. coeF 3. 14
Mean Y'"'" 87.3
t score 2.014 Std err sample mean Y 1.7
95/C ConF mean Y 3.5
ANNUAL PRECIPITATION - BELLINGHAM 2N
Year
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1935 1 133.9 1 17938 134 -25 -33 625 1074 819 140.8 -7 47 -25 637 7.4 125.8 155.7
2 151.9 4 23071 304 -24 -15 576 219 355 141.3 10 101 -24 535 7.2 127.3 156.3
3 172.5 9 29771 518 -23 6 529 34 -134 142.9 30 330 -23 535 7.0 123.3 156.9
4 113.0 16 12759 452 -22 -54 484 2839 1132 143.9 -31 960 -22 437 6.3 130.3 157.6
5 155.9 25 24314 780 -21 -11 441 116 226 145.0 11 119 -21 4£l 6.6 131.3 158.2
19«0 6‘ 131.7 36 17358 790 -20 -35 400 1222 699 146.1 -14 205 -20 393 6.4 133.3 153.3
7 157.7 49 24871 1104 -19 -9 361 3! 171 147.1 11 112 -19 356 6.2 !34.3 159.5
3 122.7 64 15057 982 -18 -44 324 1935 ??2 148.2 -25 f!49 -13 313 5.9 136.2 160.1
9 132.3 81 17492 1190 -17 -34 289 1186 536 149.2 -17 283 -17 231 5.S 137.7 160.3
10 100.4 100 10072 1004 -16 -66 256 4401 1061 150.3 -50 2494 -16 246 5.6 139.1 161.5
1945 11 180.6 121 32613 1986 -15 14 225 193 -208 151.4 29 854 -15 214 5.4 140.5 162.2
12 143.3 144 20532 1719 -14 -23 196 548 323 152.4 -9 33 -14 134 5.2 142.0 162.9
13 '■ 173.7 169 30163 2258 -13 7 169 49 -91 153.5 20 403 -13 157 5.0 143.4 163.6
14 172.3 196 29848 2419 -12 6 144 37 -73 154.5 13 332 -11 131 4.9 144.3 164.3
15 149.0 225 22192 2235 -11 -18 121 314 195 155.6 -7 44 -10 103 4.7 146.1 165.1
1950 16 191.2 256 36552 3059 -10 24 100 600 -245 156.7 35 1192 -9 37 4.6 147.5 165.3
17 141.3 289 19966 2402 -9 -25 81 645 229 157.7 -16 270 -8 69- 4.4 148.3 166.6
18 100.1 324 10010 1301 -8 -67 64 4442 533 158.3 -59 3449 -7 52 4.3 150.1 167.4
19 202.2 361 40868 3841 -7 35 49 1257 -248 159.3 42 1791 -6 33 4.2 151.1 163.3
:o 184.9 400 34202 3699 -6 18 36 333 -109 160.9 24 578 -5 26 4.1 152.7 169.1
1955 21 168.1 441 28248 3530 -5 1 25 2 -7 162.0 6 37 -4 16 4.0 153.9 170.0
22 171.7 484 29491 3773 -4 5 16 25 -20 163.0 9 76 -3 9 3.9 155.1 170.9
23 115.7 529 13380 2660 -3 -51 9 2604 153 164.1 -48 2343 -2 4 3.9 156.3 171.9
24 167.4 576 28010 4017 -2 1 4 0 -1 165.1 2 5 -1 1 3.9 157.4 172.9
25 195.0 625 38023 4875 -1 28 1 801 -28 166.2 29 329 0 0 3.8 159.5 173.9
1960 26 171.2 676 29317 4452 0 5 0 20 0 167.3 4 16 1 2 3.3 159.5 175.0
27 177.1 729 31369 4782 1 10 1 108 10 168.3 9 77 2 5 3.9 160.6 176.1
23 157.3 784 24728 4403 2 -9 4 89 -19 169.4 -12 147 3 11 3.9 161.6 177.2
29 163.0 841 26573 4727 3 -4 9 14 -11 170.4 -7 55 4 20 3.9 162.5 178.4
30 188.5 900 35520 5654 4 22 16 474 37 171.5 17 233 6 30 4.0 163.4 179.6
1965 31 192.6 961 37093 5970 5 26 25 671 129 172.6 20 401 7 43 4.1 164.3 180.3
32 169.7 1024 28783 5429 6 3 36 9 18 173.6 -4 16 3 ■ 53 4.2 165.2 132.0
33 183.1 1089 33510 6041 7 16 49 263 115 174.7 3 70 9 75 4.3 166.0 183.3
34 198.2 1156 39292 6740 8 32 64 994 252 175.7 22 505 10 95 4.4 166.3 134.6
35 153.6 1225 23586 5375 9 -13 31 172 -118 176.8 -23 539 11 117 4.6 167.6 136.0
1970 36 168.2 1296 28295 6056 10 2 100 2 15 177.9 -10 93 12 141 4.7 168.4 137.3
37 249.4 1369 62176 9226 11 33 121 6831 909 178.9 70 4961 13 167 4.9 169.1 133.7
38 200.8 1444 40305 7629 12 34 144 1160 409 160.0 21 432 14 195 5.0 169.9 190.1
39 155.1 1521 24066 6050 13 -12 169 134 -150 181.0 -26 671 15 226 5.2 170.6 191.5
40 183.7 1600 33745 7348 14 17 196 289 238 182.1 2 3 16 259 5.4 171.3 192.9
1975 41 188.5 1681 35520 7727 15 22 225 474 327 133.2 5 28 17 294 5.6 172.0 194.3
42 150.4 1764 22633 6319 16 -16 256 264 -260 184.2 -34 1141 18 332 5.3 172.7 195.8
43 159.4 1849 25404 6854 17 -7 289 54 -124 185.3 -26 671 19 372 5.9 173.3 197.2
44 134.4 1936 18(168 5914 18 -32 324 1042 -531 186.3 -52 2696 20 414 6.2 174.0 198.7
45 158.2 2025 25041 7121 19 -8 361 72 -161 167.4 -29 350 21 453 6.4 174.6 200.2
1930 46 196.1 2116 33447 9020 . 20 29 400 863 538 138.5 3 58 22 504 6.6 175:3 201.7
47 180.2 2209 32458 8468 21 13 441 181 283 139.5 -9 88 24 553 6.3 175.9 203.2
48 204.0 2304 41611 9791 22 37 484 1390 820 190.6 13 180 25 604 7.0 176.5 204.6
49 187.4 2401 35137 9185 23 21 529 431 477 191.6 -4 13 26 657 7.2 177.1 206.1
50 234.1 2500 54792 11704 24 67 576 4540 1617 192.7 41 1712 27 713 7.4 177.7 207.7
3ur 1275 3332.3 <2725 1434271 223519 -25 -2 10425 45551 11033 3336.5 -4 33363 37 11726 262.0
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STATISTICS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF RAW DATA FROM ,GLACIER
Sum X<X) A29E5 Regression cost. 1.06
Sum Y(Y) 1A3<^300 Y-intercept 139.7
Sum X(Y) . 333519 Explained sum squar. 11676
Sum >! (>!) 10435 Unexplain, sum squar. 33340
Sum y < y) 45551 Unexplain, mean squar 705.0





Std. error of regress, coef. 
Signif. of regress, coef.
. 36 
4.07
t score 3.011 Std. error of sample mean Y
















TREND ANALYSIS - NINTER PRECIPITATION (SAN DATA FOR GLACIERl
Ninter
ppticil















1 102.9 1 10582 103 -25 -24 625 582 603 112.1 -9 85 -14 208 6.7 99.6 125.6
2 113.9 4 12966 223 -24 -13 576 172 315 112.7 1 1 -14 191 6.5 99.6 125.8
3 143.7 9 20646 431 -23 17 529 279 -384 113.3 30 925 -13 175 6.3 100.5 126.0
4 99.2 16 9933 397 -22 -28 484 775 612 113.9 -15 216 -13 160 6.1 101.5 126.2
5 126.5 25 16013 633 -21 0 441 0 10 114.5 12 146 -12 5.9 ■02.5 126.4
6 101.9 36 10374 611 -20 -25 400 632 503 115.0 -13 174 -11 131 5.7 103.5 126.6
7 103.9 49 11363 762 -19 -18 361 327 344 115.6 -7 45 -11 119 5.6 104.4
a 95.7 64 9160 766 -18 -31 324 979 563 116.2 -21 421 -10 106 5.4 105.4 127.0
9 97.5 81 9513 873 -17 -29 289 868 501 116.3 -19 371 -10 ?< 5.2 106.3 127.3
10 42.2 100 1780 422 -16 -85 256 7193 1357 117.4 -75 5657 -9 R3 5.0 107.3 127.5
11 121.3 121 14703 1334 -15 -6 225 33 86 113.0 3 11 -9 72 4.9 108.2 127.3
12 142.1 144 20182 1705 -14 15 196 227 -211 118.6 23 552 -9 63 4.7 109.1 123.0
13 122.1 169 14901 1587 -13 -5 169 24 64 119.2 3 3 -7 5i 4.5 110.0 128.3
14 130.5 196 17040 1828 -12 4 144 13 -42 119.8 11 116 -7 45 4.4 110.9 123.6
15 116.1 225 13473 1741 -11 -11 121 119 120 120.4 -4 18 -6 33 4.3 111.3 128.9
16 157.6 256 24332 2521 -10 31 100 935 -306 120.9 37 1343 -6 31 4.1 112.6 129.2
17 117.5 289 13B12 1998 -9 -9 81 90 85 121.5 -4 16 -5 25 4.0 113.5 129.6
18 76.7 324 5880 1380 -9 -50 64 2532 403 122.1 -45 2065 -4 19 3.9 114.3 129.9
19 161.5 361 26072 3068 -7 34 49 1188 -241 122.7 39 1502 -4 14 3.9 ■15.1 130.3
20 147.7 400 21823 2955 -6 21 36 430 -124 123.3 24 597 -3 10 3.7 115.9 130.7
21 136.1 441 18521 2853 -5 9 25 83 -45 123.9 12 149 -3 7 *3.6 116.6 I3I.2
22 123.4 484 15232 2715 -4 -4 16 13 14 124.5 -1 1 -2 4 3.6 117.3 131.6
23 91.4 529 8352 2102 -3 -36 9 1268 107 125.1 -34 1134 L 3.5 118.0 132.124 140.0 576 19594 3360 -2 13 4 168 -26 125.7 14 205 -1 t 3.5 113.7 132.7
25 141.4 625 19994 3535 -1 14 1 207 -14 126.3 15 230 0 0 3.5 119.3 133.2
26 129.7 676 16820 3372 0 3 0 7 0 126.8 3 8 0 0 3.5 119.9 133.3
27 148.1 729 21921 3998 1 21 1 443 21 127.4 21 425 1 1 3.5 120.4 134.4
29 115.3 784 13236 3227 2 -12 4 139 -23 128.0 -13 163 2 2 3.5 120.9 135.1
29 114.0 941 13005 3307 3 -13 9 168 -39 128.6 -15 212 2 4 3.6 121.4 135.3
30- 150.9 900 22782 4528 4 24 16 573 96 129.2 22 473 3 7 3.6 121.9 136.5
31 136.3 961 18710 4240 5 10 25 96 49 129.8 7 49 3 1! 3.7 122.3 137.2
32 127.2 1024 16178 4070 6 0 36 0 1 130.4 -3 10 4 15 3.3 122.3 133.0
33 161.1 1089 25941 5315 7 34 49 1160 238 131.0 30 905 4 20 3.9 123.1 133.8
34 143.9 1156 20701 4892 8 17 64 235 135 131.6 12 152 5 26 4.0 123.5 139.6
35 134.7 1225 18150 4715 9 8 81 60 70 132.2 3 7 6 32 4.1 123.9 140.4
36 125.4 1296 15728 4515 10 -2 100 3 -16 132.7 -7 54 6 39 4.3 124.2 141.3
37 168.4 1369 29349 6230 11 41 121 1712 455 133.3 35 1228 7 47 4.4 124.5 142.2
39 166.0 1444 27569 6310 12 39 144 1524 468 133.9 32 1032 7 55 4.5 124.3 143.1
39 112.6 1521 12684 4392 13 -14 169 207 -187 134.5 -22 479 9 64 4.7 125.1 144.0
40 158.7 1600 25201 6350 14 32 196 1008 444 135.1 24 559 9 74 4.9 125.3 144.9
41 161.1 1681 25965 6607 15 34 225 1165 512 135.7 25 648 9 94 5.0 125.6 145.3
42 110.8 1764 12270 4652 16 -16 256 263 -260 136.3 -26 651 10 96 5.2 125.3 146.7
43 126.4 1849 15975 5435 17 -1 289 0 -10 136.9 -10 110 10 109 5.4 126.0 147.7
4‘ 90.1 1936 3126 3966 18 -37 324 1358 -663 137.5 -47 2239 11 120 5.6 126.3 148.6
45 125.8 2025 15334 5662 19 -1 361 1 -22 133.1 -12 149 12 133 5.7 126.5 149.6
46 126.5 2116 15996 5819 20 -1 400 0 -11 138.6 -12 148 12 147 5.9 126.7 150.6
47 129.5 2209 16774 6087 21 3 441 6 53 139.2 -10 94 13 162 6.1 126.9 151.6
48 165.4 2304 27342 7937 22 38 484 1471 844 139.3 26 652 13 177 6.3 127.1 152.5
49 105.1 2401 11041 5149 23 -22 529 431 -504 140.4 -35 1249 14 193 6.5 127.3 153.5
50 134.3 2500 18033 6714 24 7 576 53 175 141.0 -7 45 15 210 6.7 127.5 154.5




















Sum y < y) 31309
Sum >{(y) 6107
Sum ( y-'')-S 3633
Mean Y-' 1E6.6
t score S.Oll
Regression coef. .59 
Y-intercept 111.6 
EN'plained sum squar 3531 
Unexplain. sum squa S7676 
Unexplain. mean squ 576.6
rS ip
Std. error of regress, coe .34 
Signif. of regress, coef. S.49
Std. error of sample mean 3.A 
9o/* Conf. limits on mean Y 6.3
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TREND ANALYSIS - ANNUAL PRECIPITATION '(S'YEAR RUNNIN5 NEAN'FOR BELLINGHAfl)
riETRIC AnnualRunning






2 74.1 85.1 4
3 89.6 82.6 9
1940 4 73; 6 78.8 16
5 81.7 77.3 25
6 74.9 70.3 36
7 66.6 74.1 49
8 54.5 72.7 64
1945 9 92.6 75.6 81
10 74.9 80.0 100
11 89.3 84.6 121
12 88.8 85.7 144
13 77.6 86.4 169
1950 14 97.9 79.3 196
15 78.6 92.1 225
16 53.7 83.6 256
17 102.6 82.1 289
18 85.3 84.4 324
1955 19 90.5 87.1 361
20 39.7 84.4 400
21 67.4 '87.1 441
22 89.1 94.7 484
23 98.6 85.0 529
1960 24 78.8 37.6 576
25 91.2 96.6 625
26 80.1 86.1 676
27 84.2 90.0 729
23 96.3 89.2 784
1965 29 98.2 93.7 941
30 37.4 97.0 900
31 102.2 93.7 961
32 100.9 91.4 1024
33 79.9 98.9 1089
1970 34 86.7 100.2 1156
35 125.1 96.1 1225
36 108.5 99.0 1296
37 30.5 .103.3 1369
38 94.0 95.8 1444
1975 39 103.6 91.7 1521
40 97.4 93.4 1600
41 88.2 90.5 1631
42 88.6 88.7 1764












7562 87 -21 0 441 0 3 77.2 to 96 -10 97 1.4 74.3 30.0
7249 170 -20 -2 400 4 39 77.6 8 56 -9 8B 1.4 74.9 30.4
6819 248 -19 -5 361 20 36 73.1 4 20 -9 79 1.3 75.5 30.3
6206 315 -18 -8 324 69 150 78.6 0 0 -8 7! 1.3 76.0 31.1
5972 386 -17 -10 289 96 167 79.1 -2 3 -8 63 1.2 76.6 81.5
4936 422 -16 -17 256 234 269 79.5 -9 86 -7 56 1.2 77.2 81.9
5495 518 -15 -13 225 170 196 80.0 -6 35 -7 49 1.1 77.7 32.3
5235 582 -14 -14 196 207 202 30.5 -8 60 -7 43 i.i 78.3 32.6
5712 680 -13 -12 169 133 150 80.9 -5 29 -6 37 1.0 73.3 83.0
6403 800 -12 -7 144 50 85 31.4 -1 2 -6 31 1.0 79.4 83.4
7164 931 -11 -2 121 6 27 81.9 3 8 -5 26 1.0 79.9 83.3
7344 1028 -10 -1 100 2 14 82.3 3 11 -5 22 .9 80.5 34.2
7472 1124 -9 -1 31 0 6 32.8 4 13 -4 IS .9 31.0 34.6
6292 1110 -8 -8 64 61 62 83.3 -4 16 -4 14 .7 81.6 35.0
6737 1231 -7 -5 49 25 35 83.8 -2 3 -3 11 .3 32.1 85.4
6992 1338 -6 -3 36 12 21 84.2 -1 0 -3 R .8 82.6 35.3
6747 1396 -5 -5 25 25 25 84.7 -3 7 -2 5 .3 33.1 36.3
7117 1518 -4 -3 16 8 11 85.2 -1 1 -2 3 .8 83.6 36.7
7586 1655 .-3 0 9 0 0 35.6 1 2 '1 2 .7 34.1 87.1
7123 1688 -2 -3 4 7 5 S6.! -2 3 -1 1 .7 q4.6 87.6
7579 1828 -1 0 I 0 0 86.6 0 0 0 .7 35.1 88.0
7177 1864 0 -2 0 6 0 87.0 -2 5 0 0 .7 85.6 38.5
7228 1955 1 -2 1 4 -2 87.5 -2 6 1 0 .7 36.1 89.0
7667 2101 2 0 4 0 1 88.0 0 0 1 1 .7 36.5 89.5
7496 2165 3 -1 9 0 -2 88.5 -2 3 1 2 .7 87.0 89.9
7417' 2239 4 -1 16 1 -4 93.9 -3 3 2 4 .8 87.4 90.4
8100 2430 5 3 25 8 15 39.4 1 0 2 6 .8 87.3 91.0
7964 2499 6 2 36 5 13 89.9 -1 0 3 3 .8 33.2 91.5
8772 2716 7 7 49 43 46 90.3 3 11 3 11 .3 38.7 92.0
9409 2910 8 10 64 93 79 90.8 6 33 4 14 .9 39.1 92.5
8780 2905 9 7 81 44 59 91.3 2 6 4 13 .9 39.5 93.1
8354 2925 10 4 100 13 43 91.7 0 0 5 22 .9 89.9 93.6
9789 3265 11 12 121 140 130 92.2 7 45 5 27 1.0 90.3 94.1
10040 3407 12 13 144 172 157 92.7 8 57 6 32 1.0 90.7 94.7
9239 3364 13 9 169 81 117 93.2 3 9 6 35 1.0 91.0 95.3
9793 3563 14 12 196 141 166 93.6 5 29 7 44 l.l 91.4 95.3
10679 3824 15 16 225 264 244 94.1 9 36 7 50 1.1 91.8 96.4
9178 3640 16 9 256 76 139 94.6 1 2 3 j7 1.2 92.2 96.9
8416 3578 17 5 239 22 79 95.0 -3 11 8 64 1.2 o- 97.5
8716 3734 18 6 324 39 113 95.5 -2 5 9 72 1.3 92.9 98.1
8133 3709 19 3 361 11 64 96.0 -6 30 9 80 1.3 93.3 93.6
7871 3726 20 2 400 3 32 96.4 -R 60 9 39 1.4 93.7 99.2
8372 3935 21 4 441 19 92 96.9 -5 29 to 98 1.4 94.1 99.3
Sue 946 3744.4 27434 32B426 85510 0 -1 6622 2374 3135 3742.7 2 391 2 1463 42.6
Ninter Runninq
pptical (lean « Y t Regression
; Y III) YIY) lY I-u) lY-u) »'2 y'2 «Y V-V* d'2 Y‘-U(y')'2 SIY*) Conf.- Conf.*
TREND ANALYSIS - NINTER PRECIPITATION (S YEAR RUNNING (1EAN FOR GLACIER)
1935 102.9
113.9
1 143.7 117.2 1 13742 117 -■23 -10 506
2 99.2 117.0 4 13694 234 - 22 -10 462
3 126.5 116.0 9 13464 343 -■21 -11 420
19<0 4 101.9 106.4 16 11329 426 -■20 -20 330
5 108.9 106.1 25 11260 531 ■■19 -21 342
6 95.7 89.2 36 7964 535 -■18 -33 306
7 97.5 93.1 49 3672 652 ■■17 -34 272
3 42.2 99.3 64 9950 793 ■•16 -27 240
1945 9 121.3 105.0 81 11030 945 ■ 15 -22 210
10 142.1 111.6 100 12460 1116 •■14 -15 132
11 122.1 126.4 121 15977 1390 •-13 0 156
12 130.5 133.7 144 17366 1604 ■■12 7 132
13 116.1 123.3 169 16573 1674 -11 2 110
1950 14 157.6 119.7 196 14323 1676 •-10 -7 90
15 117.5 125.9 225 15342 1338 -9 -1 72
16 76.7 132.2 256 17476 2115 -8 5 56
17 161.5 127.9 239 16353 2174 -7 1 42
13 147.7 129.1 324 16661 2323 -6 2 30
1955 19 136.1 132.0 361 17429 2508 -5 5 20
20 123.4 127.7 400 16313 2554 -4 1 12
21 91.4 126.5 441 15991 2656 -3 0 6
22 140.0 125.2 484 15669 2754 -2 -2 2
23 141.4 130.1 529 16927 2992 -1 3 0
I960 24 129.7 134.9 576 18192 3237 1 8 0
25 ■148.1 129.7 625 16320 3242 2 3 2
26 115.3 131.6 676 17318 3422 3 5 6
27 114.0 133.0 729 17694 3591 4 6 12
23 150.9 123.8 734 16601 3603 5 2 20
1965 29 136.8 133.0 841 19045 4002 6 11 30
30 127.2 144.0 900 20723 4319 7 17 42
31 161.1 140.7 961 19804 4363 8 14 56
32 143.9 138.5 1024 19169 4431 9 12 72
33 134.7 146.7 1089 21513 4841 10 20 90
1970 34 125.4 147.7 1156 21811 5021 11 21 110
35 168.4 141.4 1225 20004 4950 12 15 132
36 166.0 146.2 1296 21336 5265 13 19 156
37 112.6 153.4 1369 23527 5675 14 27 182
33 158.7 141.9 1444 20125 5391 15 15 210
1975 39 161.1 133.9 1521 17933 5223 16 7 240
40 110.8 129.4 1600 16754 5173 17 3 272
41 126.4 122.9 1681 15093 5037 IS -4 306
42 90.1 115.9 1764 13433 4869 19 -11 342
43 125.8 119.7 1849 14321 5146 20 -7 380
1990 44 126.5 127.5 1936 16247 5608 21 1 420
45 129.5 130.4 2025 17017 5370 22 4 462
46 165.4 132.1 2116 17461 6073 23 5 506
>05.1
134.3
SU3 1081 6325.4 5835.0 33511 748936 142373 0 2 8108
92 215 112.3 5 25 -15 218 3.2 105.7 IIS.S
96 210 1!2.? 4 17 -!4 199 3.1 106.6 119.2
116 221 113.6 2 6 -13 131 3.0 107.4 119.7
415 397 114.2 -8 60 -13 164 2.9 10-3.3 120. ■
423 383 114.9 -9 76 -12 143 2.3 109.2 • z.
1411 657 115.5 -26 690 -12 132 2.7 IIC.O 121.0
1134 556 116.2 -23 530 -11 113 2.6 110.3 121.5
732 419 116.3 -17 291 -10 10£ 2.5 111.7 121.9
474 316 117.5 -12 154 -10 91 2.4 112.5 122.^
230 205 113.1 -6 42 -9 79 2.4 113.3 122.9
0 5 113.3 8 59 -3 63 2.3 114.2 123.3
47 -79 119.4 14 203 -8 53 2.2 115.0 123.3
4 -21 120.1 9 76 -7 ‘3 2.1 115.3 124.3
51 68 120.7 -1 1 -6 40 2.0 116.6 12^.9
1 3 121.4 5 20 -6 32 2.0 117.4 125.3
29 -40 122.0 10 104 -5 25 1.9 113.2 125.3
1 -7 122.7 5 28 -4 19 1.9 118.9 126.1
5 -13 123.3 6 33 -4 14 1.3 119.7 126.9
27 -23 124.0 3 65 -3 9 1.3 120.4 127.5
1 -3 124.6 3 10 -2 6 1.7 121.1 123.1
0 1 125.3 1 1 -2 3 1.7 121.3 123.7
3 2 125.9 -1 1 -1 1 1.7 122.5 127.3
11 -2 126.6 4 13 0 0 1.7 123.2 129.9
65 4 127.2 8 59 0 0 1.7 123.3 130.6
8 4 127.9 2 3 1 1 1.7 124.5 131.2
23 12 128.5 3 10 2 2 1.7 125.1 131.9
39 22 129.2 4 15 2 5 1.7 125.7 132.6
4 9 129.8 -1 1 3 3 1.3 126.3 133.3
126 62 130.5 8 57 3 12 1.3 126.3 134.1
295 112 131.1 13 166 4 17 1.9 127.4 134.3
194 104 131.3 9 31 5 23 1.9 127.9 135.6
136 • 99 132.4 6 37 5 29 2.0 123.4 136.4
396 189 133.1 14 186 6 37 2.0 123.9 137.2
436 219 133.7 14 196 7 45 2.1 129.4 138.0
214 168 134.4 7 50 7 54 2.2 129.9 133.3
378 243 135.0 11 126 8 64 2.3 130.4 139.6
707 359 135.7 18 314 9 75 2.4 130.9 140.4
227 218 136.3 6 31 9 36 2.4 131.4 141.2
51 111 137.0 -3 9 10 99 2.5 131.3 142.1
7 44 137.6 -3 67 11 112 2.6 132.3 142.9
16 -69 138.3 -15 237 11 127 2.7 132.3 143.7
113 -201 138.9 -23 528 12 142 2.8 133.2 144.6
51 -139 139.6 -20 395 13 153 2.9 133.7 145.4
0 14 140.2 -13 162 13 174 3.0 134.1 146.3
13 78 140.9 -10 103 14 192 3.1 134.5 147.2
29 120 141.5 -9 33 15 210 3.2 135.0 143.0
8339 5257 5836.3 -1 5430 -6 3426 105.1
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ppl-M (lean-Y mi Y(Y1 lY I-u) (Y-u)
1935 133.9
151.9
1 172.5 145.5 1 21154 145 -23 -20
2 113.0 145.0 4 21029 290 -22 -21
3 155.9 144.2 9 21348 439 -21 -20
1940 4 131.7 134.2 14 18553 545 -20 -30
5 157.7 140.1 25 19420 700 -19 -24
6 122.7 129.0 34 14430 774 -18 -37
7 132.3 138.7 49 19244 971 -17 -27
B 100.4 135.8 44 13453 1087 -16 -30
1945 9 180.4 144.0 81 21326 1314 -15 -20
10 143.3 154.1 100 23758 1541 -14 -12
11 173.7 143.9 121 24349 1802 -13 -2
12 172.a 144.0 144 27548 1992 -12 0
13 149.0 145.4 149 27417 2153 -11 0
1950 14 191.2 150.9 194 22757 2112 -10 -15
15 141.3 154.7 225 24545 2351 -9 -9
<4 100.1 143.9 254 25872 2623 -8 -2
17 202.2 159.3 239 25373 2703 -7 -6
la 184.9 145.4 324 27354 2977 -6 0
1955 19 14B.1 143.5 341 23397 3202 -5 3
20 171.7 141.4 400 24100 3231 -4 -4
21 115.7 143.4 441 24754 3435 -3 -2
22 147.4 144.2 434 26940 3412 -2 -2
23 195.0 145.3 529 27315 3301 -1 -1
1940 24 171.2 173.4 574 30133 4144 1 8
25 177.1 172.7 425 29832 4313 2 7
24 157.3 171.4 474 29383 4457 3 4
27 143.0 175.7 729 30344 4744 4 10
23 138.5 174.2 784 30344 4878 5 8
1965 29 192.4 179.4 841 32169 5201 4 14
30 149.7 184.4 900 34745 5592 7 21
31 183.1 179.4 941 32192 5542 a 14
32 198.2 174.5 1024 30444 5535 9 9
33 153.4 190.5 1089 34284 6234 10 25
1970 34 148.2 194.0 1154 37644 6597 11 28
35 249.4 185.4 1225 34374 4439 12 20
34 200.8 191.4 1294 34444 5892 13 24
37 155.1 195.5 1349 33213 7233 14 30
33 183.7 175.7 1444 30871 6677 15 10
1975 39 183.5 147.4 1521 28031 4530 14 2
40 150.4 143.3 1400 24441 6531 17 -3
41 159.4 158.2 1481 25024 4434 IS -3
42 134.4 159.7 1744 25503 6708 19 -4
43 158.2 145.7 1849 27442 7123 20 0
1930 44 194.1 174.4 1934 30477 • 7481 21 9
45 130.2 105.2 2025 34293 3333 22 19
44 204.0 200.4 2114 40141 9214 23 35
137.4
234.1
Su« 103! 8332.3 7425.4 33511 1277145 137090 0 -1
Re-gress d= y*- Regressio
«'2 y«2 «Y r d‘2 Y'-Uty'1*2 1jlY'lConf.-Ccnf.t
504 414 453 143.9 2 2 -22 477 3.2 137.4 150.4
442 432 447 144.8 0 0 -21 435 3.1 133.5 151.1
420 385 402 145.3 0 0 -20 294 3.0 139.7 151.9
330 374 577 144.3 -11 112 -19 353 2.9 140.9 152.7
3«2 442 476 147.8 -8 59 -13 322 2.3 142.1 153.4
304 1357 445 148.7 -20 391 -17 238 2.7 143.2 15^.2
272 733 447 149.7 -11 120 ■16 254 2.6 144.4 15:,0
240 893 444 150.7 -15 220 -15 226 2.5 145.4 155.3
210 391 287 151.4 -4 31 -14 IPg 2.4 114.7 •56.6
132 134 157 152.4 2 2 -13 172 2.4 147.9 157.3
154 4 24 153.4 10 106 -12 147 2.3 149.0 153.1
132 0 -2 154.5 11 131 -11 125 2.2 150.1 159.)
110 0 2 155.5 10 101 -10 104 2.1 151.3 15^.9
90 223 142 156.5 -6 32 -9 85 2.0 152.4 160.6
72 32 77 157.5 -1 1 -3 43 2.0 153.5 141.4
54 4 . 14 153.4 4 30 -7 53 1.9 154.4 162.3
42 42 42 159.4 0 0 -6 40 1.9 155.7 163.1
30 0 2 140.4 5 25 -5 29 1.8 154.7 164.0
20 7 -12 141.3 7 52 -4 19 1.3 157.3 164.9
12 13 15 142.3 -1 1 -3 12 1.7 153.8 165.3
4 5 4 143.3 0 0 -2 4 1.7 159. G 166.7
2 3 7 164.2 0 0 -1 2 1.7 160.9 167.4
0 0 0 165.2 0 0 0 0 1.7 141.3 143.4
0 41 4 144.2 7 55 0 0 1.7 142.3 149.5
2 48 10 147.2 4 31 1 2 1.7 143.3 170.5
4 32 14 168.1 3 11 2 4 1.7 154.7 171.5
12 98 35 169.1 7 44 3 11 1.7 165.5 172.4
20 71 38 170.1 4 17 4 19 1.3 146.5 173.6
30 184 75 171.0 3 49 5 28 1.3 147.4 174.7
42 424 134 172.0- 14 207 4 40 1.9 163.3 175.7
54 184 102 173.0 4 42 7 53 1.9 169.1 176.3
72 74 74 173.9 1 0 8 48 2.0 170.0 177.9-
•90 609 234 174.9 14 243 9 85 2.0 170.3 179.0
no 797 294 175.9 18 329 10 104 2.1 171.6 130.1
132 384 225 176.9 9 73 11 124 2.2 172.4 131.3
154 657 320 177.8 14 185 12 147 2.3 173.2 182.4
182 ' 831 401 178.3 17 279 13 171 2.4 174.0 133.5
210 93 144 179.8 -4 14 14 193 ,2.4 174.3 134.7
240 3 25 130.7 -13 177 15 224 2.5 175.4 135.3
272 4 -42 131.7 -18 339 14 254 2.4 176.4 137.0
304 58 -133 132.7 -24 599 17 233 2.7 177.2 183.2
342 37 -113 133.4 -24 572 13 322 2.3 173.0 139.3
330 0 -3 134.4 -19 359 19 353 2.9 173.7 190.5
420 77 180 135.6 -11 121 70 395 3.0 179.5 191.7
442 374 417 184.4 -1 2 21 435 3.1 130.2 192.9
504 1194 777 187.5 13 145 22 474 3.2 181.0 194.0
8108 13023 7389 7622.0 3.61' 5352 0 7523 105.0
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STATISTICS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF SHOOTHED DATA FROM BELLINGHAM 2N 
Annual precipitation
Sui X(X) 27A3A Regress coef. .A7
Sub Y(Y) 323A26 Y intercept 76.7
Sui X(Y) 85510 Expln SUB sqr 1A8A
Sub x(x) 6B22 Unexpl SUB sqr 911
Sub y(y) 237A Unexpl mean sq 22.2
Sub x(y) 3135 r2 .62
Sua (y'')^2 1A63 Std err regr co .06
Signif regr coe 8.17
Mean (Y^) 87.0 Std err aean Y .72
t score 2.02 95X Conf lean Y 1.A5
STATISTICS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF SMOOTHED DATA FROM GLACIER 
Annual precipitation
Sua X(X) 33511 Regress, coef. .97
Sub Y(Y) 12771A5 Y-intercept 142.9
Sua X(Y) 187090 Explained sua 7676
Sub x(x) 8108 Unexpl sua squ 5399
Sub ylyl 13023 Unexpl lean sq 122.7
Sua x(y) 7889 r2 .59
Sub (y*)-'2 7623 Std. err of regr coef .12
Signif. of regr coef. 7.91
Mean (Y*) 165.7
t score 2.015 Std err sanple aean Y 1.6
95X Conf Bean Y 3.3
STATISTICS FOR TREND ANALYSIS OF SMOOTHED DATA FROM GLACIER 
Winter precipitation
Sua X(X) 33511 Regression coef. .65
Sub Y(Y) 735891 Y-intercept 111.6
Sua X(Y) 142290 Explained sua squar 3403
Sua xlx) 3103 .Unexplain, sua squa 5413
Sua y(y) 3339 Unexplain, aean squ 123.0
Sua x(yl 5257 r2 .39
Sub (y*)''2 3426 Std. error of regress, coe .12
Signif. of regress. coef. 5.26
Mean 'r 126.9
t score 2.015 Std. error of saaple aean 1.6495X Conf. liaits on aean Y 3.30
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APFINDIX CMANftGEMENT ACTiVi'lY IN THE BOUIEER CREEK BASIN*
Totcil acres: 5100
Time interval Harvested Unharvested Roads* % area manaaed
Pre-1900 270 4830 0 5
1940-1955 900 359 340 24
1956-1967 1430 1800 360 35
1968-1978 1140 400 260 27
1979-1983 90 260 50 3
+ Data from Nooksack River Erosion and Fisheries Study. Table 3, 
page 24, Peak Northwest (1986)










MEnRrc-ENGnrsH unit a»JVERSiaj tabee
Length:
1 kilcsmeter (km) = 3281 feet = 0.62 miles
1 meter (m) = 39.37 inches = 3.28 feet = 1.09 yards
1 centimeter (cm) = 0.3937 inches
1 milimeter (mm) = 0.03937 inches
Area:
1 square kilometer (km^) = 0.386 square miles = 247 acres
1 square meter (m^) = 10.764 square feet = 1.196 square miles
Flow rate fvolumetric):
1 cubic meter per second (mVs or cms) = 15,850 gallons per minute
2,119 cubic feet per minute = 35.3 cubic feet per second
Temperature:
degrees Celsius ("C) = (5 x degrees Fahrenheit)/9 - 17.77
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